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Abstract
Diabetes affects over 425 million worldwide, costs billions, and causes morbidity and mortality for
patients. Though insulin injections are lifesaving, insufficient β-cell mass and function leaves patients
facing risks of chronic hyperglycemia and acute risks of hypoglycemia. Replacement of β-cells via
transplantation of cadaveric islets is a functional cure but is limited by a paucity of donor tissue. If βcell replacement or (re)generation therapies were abundantly available, they could be potential cures
for diabetes. To this end, investigating β-cell development and function is worthwhile. In the current
thesis, we first characterized the role of insulin on β-cell development and maturation by studying
insulin knockout mice (Ins1-/-Ins2-/-). Though insulin was necessary for β-cell maturation, insulin
replacement by islet transplantation but not insulin injection, supported maturation of endogenous βcells. Second, we developed and characterized an adeno associated virus (AAV) carrying Cre
recombinase regulated by an insulin promoter (AAV Ins1-Cre) for in vivo genetic manipulations. AAV
Ins1-Cre produced efficient recombination in β-cells alongside off-target recombination, making it a
useful tool when off-target effects are controlled for or deemed unimportant. Third, we assessed the
viability of a gene therapy for the Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mouse model of monogenic diabetes. We delivered an
insulin gene to β-cells (an Ins1 promoter driving human insulin (INS) or mouse insulin 1 (Ins1)) using
AAV Ins1-INS or AAV Ins1-Ins1. Though the AAV delivered the insulin gene to β-cells, Ins1-/-Ins2-/β-cells retained a processing defect leading to secretion of insulin’s precursor proinsulin. We created
adult insulin knockout mice using AAV Ins1-Cre and failed to prevent onset of diabetes with AAV
Ins1-Ins1. Finally, in Chapter 5 we assessed the production of mature insulin in human β-cells.
Despite consensus on the role of prohormone convertase 2 (PC2) in proinsulin processing, we
provide evidence that unlike mouse β-cells, human β-cells produce mature insulin without PC2. This
thesis provides insight into the developmental impact of “removing insulin” from β-cells, assesses the
viability of a gene therapy “replacing insulin” in β-cells, and revises a longstanding theory on the
“processing of proinsulin” in human β-cells. These findings may guide development of gene- and
cell- based therapies for diabetes.
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Lay Summary
Diabetes affects over 425 million people worldwide and costs healthcare systems billions. All
patients with diabetes have insufficient insulin, a hormone produced by β-cells within pancreatic
islets. Though insulin injections have been lifesaving for almost 100 years, patients struggle with
tremendous morbidity and mortality associated with the challenges and flaws in attempting to
regulate insulin through a syringe. Demonstration that transplantation of pancreatic islets from
organ donors can be curative, supports research on the development and function of β-cells to
guide future gene- and cell-based therapies. The present thesis investigates the development of
β-cells, develops a tool to manipulate β-cell genes in mice, assesses the viability of a gene
therapy cure for diabetes caused by mutations in the insulin gene, and corrects a longstanding
dogma on how human β-cells produce properly processed insulin. This work provides broad
insight into the pathogenesis of diabetes and guides the development of potential treatments.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1
1.1.1

Diabetes Mellitus
The burden of diabetes
Diabetes is a metabolic disease that is defined by elevated blood glucose

(hyperglycemia). Diabetes affects over 425 million worldwide1 and bears a significant financial,
disability, and mortality cost for health care systems and patients around the world2. In Canada
alone, approximately 10 million people have diabetes or prediabetes and this number is
estimated to increase by 44% by 20253. With so many affected it is estimated that diabetes will
cost the Canadian healthcare system over $15 billion annually by 20224. As a consequence of
chronic hyperglycemia patients face a shortened lifespan and deal with complications of
diabetes including diabetic retinopathy, nephropathy, neuropathy, limb infections, and
cardiovascular disease5. Contrarily, acute low blood sugar (hypoglycemia) is a common sideeffect of medications prescribed for the management of diabetes and poses serious risks
including loss of consciousness, coma, and even death without prompt management.
1.1.2

Common types of diabetes
Almost all diabetes is caused by insulin insufficiency6. Insulin is a hormone produced by

β-cells within the pancreatic islets. Islets are clusters of ~1000-2000 cells that form the
endocrine portion of the pancreas. Islets predominantly contain insulin-secreting β-cells,
glucagon-secreting α-cells, and somatostatin-secreting δ cells, as well as other rare cell
types including pancreatic polypeptide (PP) producing PP-cells and ghrelin producing ε-cells
(Figure 1-1). Insulin from β-cells is the main hormone that acts to lower blood sugar and
functions by binding its receptor on the cell surface and signaling cells to increase glucose
uptake, protein synthesis, and energy storage. Glucagon is a counter-regulatory hormone like
growth hormone and cortisol that acts to counter the action of insulin in order to raise blood
sugar. Most often, diabetes is broadly classified as type 1, type 2, gestational, and other rare
1

Figure 1-1 The pancreas
The endocrine pancreas is comprised of four main cell types, including insulin-secreting β cells,
glucagon-secreting α cells, somatostatin-secreting δ-cells, and pancreatic polypeptide
expressing PP-cells, alongside very rare ghrelin producing ε-cells. The exocrine pancreas
makes up >95% of the pancreatic tissue and is comprised of acinar cells that produce digestive
enzymes, such as trypsin and amylase, and a network of ductal cells that carry these
enzymes to the intestine. Figure adapted from7.
forms. In type 1 diabetes autoreactive T-cells selectively kill β-cells of the pancreatic islets and
all patients are treated with insulin administration by injection or pump. It is a polygenic disease
triggered by yet unknown environmental factors. Variants in the major histocompatibility
complex class II is the most significant genetic predictor for type 1 diabetes with an odds-ratio of
almost seven, with all other variants having odds ratios less than two8. Type 2 diabetes affects
approximately 90% of patients with diabetes and is characterized by insulin resistance and
eventual β-cell loss. Though many patients with type 2 diabetes have hyperinsulinemia, a
reduced sensitivity to insulin in peripheral tissues (insulin resistance) and increased circulating
glucagon results in a relative insulin insufficiency9. Genetics contribute substantially to risk for
type 2 diabetes with a concordance rate of ~70% in monozygotic twins and major environmental
2

risk factors are physical inactivity, unhealthy diet, and obesity10. Many common genetic variants
such as single nucleotide polymorphisms in genes like transcription factor 7-like 2 (TCF7L2)
or adenylate cyclase type 5 (ADCY5) are associated with type 2 diabetes, and it seems
unlikely that rare variants cause this disease11. Gestational diabetes has a similar
pathogenesis to type 2 diabetes with hyperglycemia precipitated by the elevated insulin
requirements and insulin resistance of pregnancy. Gestational diabetes affects 2-4% of
pregnancies and is a risk factor for both future diabetes in pregnancy as well as type 2
diabetes for mom and baby1.
1.1.3

Monogenic diabetes
Alongside the more common forms of diabetes, there are also many different

monogenic forms that cause approximately 1-6% of all cases of diabetes. Regrettably,
monogenic diabetes is often not considered clinically and over 80% of patients get
misdiagnosed as having type 1 diabetes or type 2 diabetes12. Monogenic diabetes can be
classified as either maturity onset diabetes of the young (MODY) or neonatal diabetes (ND)
which is either permanent (PND) or transient (TND). ND presents in the first 6 months of life
whereas MODY presents later but usually before 30 years of age13. There have been at least
22 genes identified as causative for monogenic diabetes14, 15 including transcription factors like
HNF1α (MODY3), NEUROD1 (MODY6), and PAX4 (MODY9), other β-cell factors like GCK
(MODY2) and KCNJ11 (TND and PND), and even insulin (INS) itself (MODY10 and PND)13.
These monogenic causes of diabetes provide valuable insight into the likely pathogenesis of
more common type 2 diabetes because of the known associations between MODY gene
variants and type 2 diabetes13. Additionally, patients with monogenic diabetes may be ideal
candidates for gene therapies that could correct or replace the mutated genes.
Of particular relevance to the current work, mutations in the insulin gene (INS) can
cause both MODY and ND, and this can occur via multiple pathways. Insulin is made from a
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precursor called proinsulin and the current prevailing theory claims that it requires cleavage at
specific internal sites by prohormone convertase 1/3 (PC1/3) and 2 (PC2)16. Correct processing,
disulphide bond formation, and folding are essential for production of mature insulin with full
bioactivity. Mutation of the insulin gene was first identified in the 1970’s in a patient with a
substitution of leucine in place of phenylalanine at residue 25 (F25L) This mutation caused
diabetes in the patient and the mutated insulin had an impaired ability to bind its receptor and
cause glucose uptake17. Since, more than 20 mutations have been identified and found
causative in cases of PND and MODY, alternatively called “mutant INS gene-induced diabetes
of youth”18. Most patients with insulin mutations develop severe neonatal diabetes19. Largely
based on work in the Akita mouse with a C96Y mutation of the mouse insulin 2 gene (Ins2), the
best available evidence suggests that insulin mutations cause diabetes via a roundabout path of
endoplasmic reticulum stress18. Specifically, mutations in insulin act in a dominant negative
fashion wherein mutated insulin misfolds and forms aggregates that incorporate even the
bystander normal insulin. Most causative mutations occur near the cleavage sites to impair
processing, and other mutations within the A- and B- chains alter disulfide bond folding and
protein maturation20. These defects lead to buildup of misfolded insulin protein aggregates in the
endoplasmic reticulum, limit β-cell expansion in the neonatal period21, and β-cells die from
endoplasmic reticulum stress22. This bystander effect may also occur in humans because one
study showed impaired production of fluorescently labelled human insulin in a heterozygous
Akita mouse23. Interestingly, the ER stress hypothesis does not explain the pathogenesis of
diabetes for all patients with insulin mutations causative for PND and MODY10. There are
patients with mutations altering receptor binding affinity or mutations that alter insulin sorting or
processing18. Another example includes one patient that was identified as having homozygous
mutations in the intron of INS24. This patient does not produce misfolded proinsulin and thus
retains surviving insulin-deficient β-cells as evidenced by normal circulating islet amyloid
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polypeptide (IAPP); another hormone predominantly made in β-cells. As to whether insulindeficient, IAPP-producing β-cells would be able to properly produce and secrete insulin after
correction or replacement of the mutated insulin genes, is a question as of yet unanswered.
1.1.4

Reduced β-cell mass is a hallmark of diabetes
Not only do almost all patients with diabetes face an insulin insufficiency, there is also a

loss of β-cell mass. Patients with type 1 diabetes have extremely low β-cell mass by the time of
diagnosis25. Though there is growing debate into the pathogenesis of type 1 diabetes including
the role of β-cell dysfunction26, few would argue against the dogma that there is an eventual
substantial reduction of β-cell mass with contributions from immune cells including cytotoxic Tcells and there is an association of autoimmunity with abnormal autoantibodies targeting β-cell
proteins including insulin. This contrasts to type 2 diabetes in which patients may have a more
modest reduction in β-cell mass near the time of onset (0-65%)27, 28. Though conventionally
thought of as a disease dominated by insulin resistance, there is good evidence that there is an
eventual loss of β-cells in patients with type 2 diabetes29. Both cell autonomous30 and systemic
factors, including hyperglycemia, hypertriglyceridemia, and inflammatory cytokines31 contribute
to β-cell dysfunction, failure, and death. Additionally, it has recently been proposed that though
β-cell death does appear to occur eventually in mouse models of progressive type 2 diabetes,
β-cell ‘dedifferentiation’ may occur before β-cell death32. Dedifferentiation is a process whereby
mature cells revert to a progenitor state and lose their mature function. This may occur before βcell death in type 2 diabetes because β-cell mass is often normal in postmortem pancreas
collected near the time of diagnosis and β-cell mass is inversely correlated with disease
duration29. Lineage tracing studies (a technique to label a cell or group of cells as well as all
progeny) have shown that mouse β-cells in a hyperglycemic or in vitro setting can lose their
hormone-producing status and become insulin negative33, 34. In severe mouse models of
diabetes β-cells become immunoreactive for the endocrine progenitor marker neurogenin-3
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(NGN3) and pluripotency markers octamer-binding transcription factor 4 (OCT4), v-myc avian
myolocytomatosis viral oncogene lung carcinoma derived (L-MYC), and homeobox protein
NANOG, and may eventually adopt an alternative cell fate, taking on a glucagon producing
role35. The process of dedifferentiation appears to have a positive feedback loop of
hyperglycemia driving β-cell dedifferentiation, but this process appears reversible with
exogenous insulin34 and may be possible with other therapies to decrease insulin demands by
reducing food intake36 or perhaps by correcting an underlying β-cell defect. Notably, the process
of losing insulin expression as a marker of dedifferentiation has been shown in humans with
type 2 diabetes37 but some findings counter that dedifferentiation happens rarely in type 2
diabetes38. Regardless whether patients face β-cell death or dedifferentiation, therapies aimed
at regenerating or replacing β-cell mass could correct the underlying pathology of diabetes.
Though there is great interest in developing therapies that correct this underlying pathological
process driving diabetes progression, the most prevalent current best practice for the medical
management of diabetes does not address the loss or dysfunction of β-cells.

1.2

Medical management of diabetes
In 1922, researchers at the University of Toronto discovered the hormone insulin. These

well-known scientists, John Macleod, James Collip, Frederick Banting, and Charles Best
heralded in the next century of diabetes management – insulin replacement by injection.
Though insulin injections have substantially decreased mortality associated with diabetes
mellitus and its comorbidities, insulin injections come with risks, including dangerous
hypoglycemia and inevitable periods of hyperglycemia, as well as causing considerable
distress to patients. Patients with low socioeconomic status face disproportionately high rates
of complications and comorbidities owing to challenges with self-management, with 2–3
times the risk of cardiovascular disease and death compared with patients with diabetes and
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higher socioeconomic status39. For some patients that have hypoglycemic unawareness,
classically labelled ‘brittle diabetics’, management is particularly challenging, and their blood
sugars are extremely variable (Figure 1-2).

Figure 1-2 Glucose monitoring during diabetes
Continuous glucose monitoring of a patient with type 1 diabetes using insulin injections to
regulate blood glucose. Normal blood glucose for people without diabetes falls within the range
in grey (70-140 mg/dL or ~4-8 mM) ~100% of the time. Despite this patient’s best effort, they
spend the majority of the time with severe hyperglycemia and enter dangerous hypoglycemia
several times during the week. Line colors represent different days. Figure adapted with
permission from Cell Metab, 29(3) Latres et al. 545-63 (2019).
Since 1921, there have been tremendous advances in the medications and technologies
available to treat diabetes. By 1983, recombinant human insulin was available40 and through
research into modifications of structure and formulation, there has been impressive
development of rapid and long acting insulins. These variable formulations allow for patients to
better manage their diabetes with fewer injections and achieve better glucose control with less
morbidity associated with planning injections41. Patients continue to face risks of hypoglycemia
with intensive insulin therapies, but access to fast insulin analogues allow better flexibility for
meals, and combination therapies have been associated with improved glycated hemoglobin
(HbA1c; a measure of average blood glucose levels over ~3 months)42.
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Though patients with type 1 diabetes are almost fully reliant on insulin and insulin
analogues for glucose management, patients with other forms of diabetes like type 2 diabetes
wherein many β-cells survive, have other options. Antihyperglycemic medications can be
broadly classified as insulin secretagogues or insulin sensitizers. Insulin secretagogues act on
β-cells to stimulate insulin secretion whereas insulin sensitizers act on tissues like the liver,
adipose, and muscle to improve insulin sensitivity and thus reduce insulin demands. The
cornerstone of type 2 diabetes management is the drug metformin, a drug in the biguanide
class. Metformin was first approved in 1957 and by 2013 five of six patients with type 2 diabetes
took metformin43. Though the specifics of its mechanism of action are unclear, it is generally
accepted that a main component of metformin’s action is as an insulin sensitizer on the liver.
Metformin suppresses hepatic glucose production to lower blood glucose and is associated with
modest weight-loss44. Other insulin sensitizers include thiazolidinediones that act as peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor γ agonists to improve insulin sensitivity in hepatocytes and
adipocytes45.
Insulin secretagogues include the sulfonylurea, glucagon like peptide-1 (GLP-1) agonist,
and dipeptidyl peptidase 4 inhibitor classes of drugs. Sulfonylureas act by binding the
sulfonylurea receptor (SUR1; gene: ABCC8) on β-cells to increase the propensity for closure of
the linked ATP sensitive potassium channel (Kir6.2; gene: KCNJ11) and thus increase the
likelihood of depolarization and subsequent insulin release. Interestingly, sulfonylureas can lead
to insulin independence for many patients with monogenic diabetes (both MODY and ND)
caused by mutations in the sulfonylurea receptor gene or the linked potassium channel46. GLP-1
agonists are modified versions of the endogenous GLP-1 and bind the GLP-1 receptor to
increase β-cell cytoplasmic cAMP to increase insulin secretion. Dipeptidyl peptidase 4 inhibitors
suppress the enzyme that breaks down GLP-1, thereby increasing circulating active GLP-1
concentration. Though sulfonylureas pose a risk of hypoglycemia by causing excess insulin
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secretion during periods of euglycemia47, the action of GLP-1 is glucose dependent, thereby
only acting to lower blood sugar during periods of hyperglycemia. It has recently been
appreciated that insulin secretagogue-based therapies may in fact worsen the long-term
prospects for patients with type 2 diabetes48. As type 2 diabetes is associated with β-cell stress
from high insulin demands, drugs that increase insulin secretion like sulfonylureas can lower
blood glucose transiently but appear to accelerate diabetes progression over 5+ years
compared to sensitizers like TZDs48. The story is much more complex for GLP-1 agonists that
offer many benefits independent of stimulating insulin secretion, including delayed gastric
emptying, improved satiety, weight-loss, and suppressed glucagon secretion leading to reduced
insulin requirements49. Though endogenous GLP-1 with its very short half-life and secretion in
meal-responsiveness appears to be protective for β-cells, long acting GLP-1 analogues
developed to avoid the need for frequent injections may cause abnormal constant β-cell
stimulation, thereby driving hyperinsulinemia and β-cell failure50. Regardless, GLP-1 agonists
have gained great interest for their superior weight-loss effects51. Finally, though not falling in
either above category, it is worth mentioning the sodium-glucose cotransporter (SGLT1 and
SGLT2) inhibitor class of drugs. Both proteins are found in the tubules of the kidney nephrons
(alongside the intestine, brain, liver, and other tissues) and normally transport glucose and
sodium back into the blood52. Inhibition leads to a retention of glucose in the urine, thereby
lowering blood sugar and offering benefits on weight-loss52. Though these therapies are
promising and suitable for many patients, they continuously fail to address the fundamental
pathological change in diabetes: a loss of functional β-cells.

1.3

β-cell replacement: the precedent of islet transplantation
Unlike insulin injections and other currently available antihyperglycemic medications,

cell-based therapies offer the potential for an effective cure for diabetes by replacing or
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repairing the lost insulin-producing β-cells of the pancreas. Critically, it is because of the
precedent set by islet transplantation 53, 54 that we can be confident that replacement of bona
fide pancreatic islets containing functional β-cells is curative. As early as 1894, physicians
attempted to replace lost pancreatic tissue via a subcutaneous implantation of sheep
pancreas into a 13-year-old boy55. It took another 106 years for a breakthrough in Edmonton,
Canada with the development of an islet transplantation protocol that successfully induced
insulin independence in seven patients for up to 14.9 months56. Patients with islet
transplantation can achieve full insulin independence with normal glucose tolerance (Figure
1-3) and associated reduced risks of both acute hypoglycemic events and progression of
chronic complications57. Since 2000, over 1,500 islet transplantation procedures have been
performed worldwide including in Canada, the UK, France, the USA, and elsewhere 53.
Additionally, whole organ vascularized pancreas transplant has been investigated and
performed ~30,000 times although is a substantially more invasive and challenging
procedure with higher rates of complication58. The latest trials in adults report that ∼50% of
recipients remain insulin-independent 5 years after islet transplantation 53 and even using

previous, less-advanced protocols, 73% of patients had improved glycemic control 10 years
after transplantation, albeit not insulin independence 53. Regrettably, as diabetes affects
hundreds of millions worldwide, even if islet transplantation protocols were improved to
achieve long-term insulin independence in all recipients, there will always be a severe
shortage of donor islets.
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Figure 1-3 Continuous glucose monitoring after islet transplant
Continuous glucose monitoring of a patient with type 1 diabetes 9 months after receiving an islet
transplant. Normal blood glucose for people without diabetes falls within the range in grey (70140mg/dL, approximately 4-8mM) ~100% of the time. Despite struggling to maintain euglycemia
by insulin injections (Figure 1-2), this patient now has near perfect glycemic control and does
not require vigilant monitoring of glucose and insulin injections. Line colors represent different
days. Figure adapted with permission from Cell Metab, 29(3) Latres et al. 545-63 (2019).
Several approaches not reliant on cadaveric donor islets have been investigated to
yield an adequate supply of β-cells for patients. These approaches can be broadly
categorized as β-cell replacement by exogenous in vitro or non-human derivation of β-like
cells from stem cell or other sources for delivery to patients, or in situ (re)generation of
insulin-producing cells through reprogramming strategies, often via a gene therapy approach.
These approaches have moved closer to being clinically viable therapies for diabetes in the
past few years, but have not yet reached their potential to displace exogenous insulin
injections as the standard for treating people with diabetes given that extremely few have
even started early clinical trials. The standards for a cell or gene therapy that would replace
insulin injection must be stringent, including the need for well-regulated insulin secretion in
response to stimulation by glucose and other nutrients59 like mature healthy β cells60,
avoidance of hyperinsulinemia and hypoglycemia, and improvement of patient quality of
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life 59. The challenges still facing cell-based therapies are, therefore, daunting but not
insurmountable 61, 62 (see Table 1-1 for relevant recent clinical trials). With this cautious
optimism, a review of the present understanding of β-cell development is presented (Section
1.4) to provide context for the subsequent review of the literature attempting to generate βcells in vitro (Section 1.5.1) or in situ (Section 1.5.2). These fields are summarized to
highlight the clear need for more basic research into the development and function of mature
β-cells to guide future cell or gene therapies for diabetes.

Table 1-1 List of relevant ongoing or completed trials into cell-based therapies for
diabetes

Implantation
site

Pre-clinical model

Cells

Subcutaneous

Immunocompromised
mice

hESC-derived
pancreatic progenitor
cells

Subcutaneous

Immunocompromised
mice

hESC-derived
pancreatic progenitor
cells

Omentum

Diabetic rats,
Cynomolgus monkey

Human islets

Gastric
submucosa

Landrace or Yucatan
miniature swine

Human islets

Nonhuman primates
Intraperitoneal

Portal vein

Mice

Rodents, large
mammals, and >1500
human islet
transplantations

Neonatal porcine
islets

Human islets

ClinicalTrial.gov
Identifiers

Phase

Studies

NCT02239354

I/II

Preclinical63, 64

NCT02939118

Follow-up

NCT03163511

I/II

Preclinical63, 64

NCT02213003

I/II

Preclinical65

NCT02821026

I/II

NCT01571817

I

NCT02402439

I

Health
CanadaPRO00049850

I

NCT00940173

I/II

NCT01736228

II

NCT01739829

I/II

NCT00434811

III

NCT01369082

III

NCT01897688

III

NCT00679042

III

Preclinical66, 67

Preliminary
results68

Trial results53, 54,
69, 70
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1.4

β-cell development and maturation
In both humans and mice, the developing embryo forms a trilaminar structure composed

of endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm. From these three cell types comes every cell of the
developing organism. Of relevance to the current work, pancreas and most of the
gastrointestinal tract including the liver and intestines arise from an endoderm lineage. After
gastrulation, formation of the definitive endoderm, and invagination to form the primitive gut
tube, cell types diverge along the anterior-posterior axis. Antagonists of WNT
(wingless/integrated)71 and FGF4 (fibroblast growth factor-4) from the primitive streakmesoderm72 create a gradient along the anterior-posterior axis. Next, the pancreatic organ bud
arises from a PDX1 (pancreatic and duodenal homeobox 1) expressing foregut/midgut tissue
between the developing SOX2 (Sry box-2) expressing stomach and CDX2 (caudal-type
homeobox 2) expressing intestinal progenitors73. Downstream, elevated FGF/BMP (bone
morphogenetic protein) from cardiac mesoderm favors liver via HHEX (haematopoietically
expressed homeobox protein Hhex) expression in the ventral foregut and lower levels drives
Pdx1 and Sox17 expression for pancreatic and biliary system development respectively.
Suppression of Shh by activin represses hepatic and biliary fates while retinoic acid drives high
PDX174. From PDX1+ cells, specification to the pancreatic lineage involves NKX6.1 (homeobox
protein Nkx6.1) induction75 before pancreatic endoderm designates into one of the three key
pancreatic lineages: endocrine islets, exocrine acinar tissue, or ductal tissue. Notably, though
PDX1 is essential for any pancreatic development76, NKX6.1 is not essential for all pancreatic
tissue as there can be development of all pancreatic cell-types except β-cells in a knockout
mouse model77. Patterning next occurs along a complicated tubular epithelium duct tube in
which antagonistic signals of PTF1a (pancreas associated transcription factor 1a) and NKX6.178
facilitate segregation into GATA4+ (GATA binding protein 4) PTF1a+ “tip” cells that go on to
develop into the acinar tissue and GATA4 negative “trunk” cells. Bipotent trunk cells can form
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either ductal tissue or via suppression of Notch signaling79 there is a transient wave of NGN3
(neurogenin 3) to designate an endocrine fate80. Recent work found that interaction of the
extracellular matrix with integrin α5 acts as a cell-autonomous cue favoring Notch signaling and
the eventual ductal cell fate81.
Following induction of NGN3, endocrine progenitors must next designate into a specific
endocrine cell type. In mice, the first cells formed are α-cells during a primary wave of NGN3
before formation of the other cell types in a secondary wave of NGN382. In humans, there is no
evidence for this two-wave nature of endocrine cell development and insulin+ β-cells are the
earliest observed endocrine cell type83. Knockout mouse models suggest that some
transcription factors are important for the core endocrine program beyond NGN3, including
ISL184 (insulin gene enhancer protein 1) and NEUROD185 (neurogenic differentiation 1).
Subtype specification includes PAX4 (paired box 4) driving the β-cell and δ-cell pathway86 in
balance with the opposing actions of ARX (aristaless related homeobox) driving the α-cell and
PP-cell pathway87. There are many other factors that play roles in designating cell development
and are important for normal mature function. These include PAX6 (paired box 6) and NKX2.2
(homeobox protein 2.2) that are both required for normal α- and β-cell development and
suppress development of ghrelin expressing cells88-90. Interestingly, despite being a panpancreas transcription factor early in development, PDX1 later becomes restricted to β-cells and
δ-cells and is required to actively maintain the β-cell fate91.
Following development of insulin expressing β-cells by embryonic day 10.5 in mice92 and
7 to 8 weeks post conception in humans75, there is progressive maturation of β-cells until after
birth. Immature β-cells contain insulin but lack the necessary machinery for regulated storage
and secretion of fully processed insulin. Characterization of β-cell maturity is useful for studies
on mouse models of β-cell development and function, the assessment of the β-cell phenotype in
health and disease, and the evaluation of β-like-cells developed as potential cell therapies to
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treat diabetes. Arguably functional assessment is the most direct measure of β-cell maturity but
histological examination of markers of maturity is a useful alternative in cases where having a
live pure endocrine cell population is not practical. Beyond insulin immunoreactivity, along the
developmental trajectory towards mature β-cells the earliest markers include PDX1 and the
post-NGN3 factor NKX2.2. After early broad expression, NKX6.1 later becomes restricted to βcells downstream of NKX2.277. The next markers include pan-islet PAX6 and the hormone islet
amyloid polypeptide (IAPP) is found in β-cells and some δ-cells77. Moving closer to mature βcells, membranous glucose transporter (GLUT1 in humans or GLUT2 in mouse) and the
prohormone processing enzyme PC1/3 (prohormone convertase 1/3) become expressed93.
Glucose transporters are essential for mature glucose-stimulated insulin secretion and PC1/3 is
essential for proper processing of proinsulin into mature insulin. Currently, the most specific
markers for mature β-cells are the transcription factor MAFA (V-maf musculoaponeurotic
fibrosarcoma oncogene homolog A) and the proposed β-cell maturity marker UCN3 (urocortin3) that is also found in α-cells in humans94. MAFA binds the insulin promoter and there is good
justification for it to be considered the prototypical mature β-cell marker. Loss of MAFA leads to
loss of glucose stimulated insulin expression, a reduction in islet insulin content, and mild
defects in glycemia95. Additionally, forced overexpression of MAFA in neonatal rat islets led to a
lowering of basal insulin secretion and improvements in glucose-stimulated insulin secretion
(GSIS)96, both key features of mature β-cells. With that being said, it is possible that despite the
functional role of MAFA in the mature β-cell phenotype, it may not be fully specific for
functionally mature β-cells. Nonetheless, assessing β-cell markers including MAFA may be a
useful way to assess the developmental and maturity status of β-cells (Figure 1-4). Based on
the work characterizing normal development briefly summarized in this section, there has been
much work into mimicking this process to produce β-cells in vitro (section 1.5.1) or induce
formation of β-cells from other cell populations in situ (section 1.5.2).
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Figure 1-4 β-cell development
Summary of key steps along the development trajectory of β-cells in mice. From the endoderm
lineage arises the pancreatic buds composed of pancreatic progenitors. Eventual segregation
into a tubular epithelium separates GATA4+ tip cells and GATA4- trunk cells that are bipotent
endocrine or ductal progenitors. There are two waves of endocrine cell development with
transient waves of Ngn3 expression. The secondary transition is responsible for forming most βcells. Some markers associated with each stage are listed above and suppressed signaling
pathways necessary to allow the pancreatic and β-cell program are shown in red.
1.5

β-cell replacement

1.5.1
1.5.1.1

Generation of β-cells in vitro
Insulin secreting cell lines
Cultured cell lines have been produced from rodents and used as important tools to

probe β-cell function and may be potential cell sources to implant into patients with type 1
diabetes for insulin replacement. Building β cells from non-β cells (such as pituitary cells or
human embryonic kidney cells) has been attempted by introducing the insulin gene along
with various components of the stimulus–secretion coupling pathways found in native β
cells97, 98, but these cells lack the capacity to adequately store fully processed insulin and to
release it with the appropriate regulated kinetics that will be necessary to safely treat type 1
diabetes in humans59. Generation of a rat β-cell line (INS-1) with glucose responsiveness has
been attempted by either clonal selection99 or forced expression of glucose-sensing
molecules GLUT2 and glucokinase 100. Moreover, with a view towards potential clinical use for
insulin replacement therapy, these INS-1 β-cells have been stably transfected with the
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human insulin cDNA to create human insulin-secreting cells99, 100. An oncogene approach
(large T antigen of simian virus 40) has been used in human fetal tissue to produce human βcell lines, one of which (EndoCβH1 cells) shares many features with mature human β-cells
including glucose-induced release of insulin 101. To address the proliferative nature of the
cells, conditionally immortalized human β-cell lines were generated using Cre-mediated
excision of the immortalizing transgenes101 and arrest of proliferation improves insulin
expression, content, and secretion. Although concerns regarding the transformed nature of
the cells, along with limited proliferative capacity and stability of the cell phenotype, might
preclude clinical use, these cells continue to provide a valuable source of human insulinsecreting cells for research purposes.
1.5.1.2

Xenotransplantation
Porcine islets have been suggested as a safe and effective alternative source of

human compatible islets102, supported by successes in treating models of type 1 diabetes in
heavily immunosuppressed nonhuman primates transplanted with neonatal103 or adult104
porcine islets. Challenges of xenotransplantation include strong xenoimmunity and
transmission of porcine endogenous retroviruses. Though it has been suggested that this
zoonotic retrovirus might preclude generation of a porcine-derived cell product105-107, genetic
editing technologies have successfully led to a >1000fold reduction in transmission of porcine
retroviruses to human cells in vitro 108. Other have envisioned tackling xenogenicity by using
apancreatic pigs to grow human organs such as the pancreas109, 110. Remarkable proof-ofprinciple interspecies organogenesis has been obtained through a process termed
'conceptus complementation', whereby whole organs were generated from donor pluripotent
stem cells (PSCs) using their chimera-forming ability to complement organogenesis-disabled
host animals in vivo. Specifically, rat wild-type PSCs were injected into Pdx1 −/−
(pancreatogenesis-disabled) mouse blastocysts, generating a normally functioning rat
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pancreas in mice 111. Even if it is possible to replicate this process by generating human
pancreas with human PSCs in available apancreatic pigs112, considerable technical and
ethical issues must be resolved before proceeding with the generation of human cells within
pigs.
1.5.1.3

Stem-cell-derived β cells
Stem cells have been investigated as a potentially unlimited alternate source of β-

cells because of their ability to self-renew indefinitely and their potential to differentiate into
different cell types113. On the basis of early animal studies114, and studies showing
progressive decreases in insulin requirements following transplantation of human fetal
pancreata 115, 116 or islets117 into a small number of adults with type 1 diabetes, there is
evidence that immature islets can expand and/or mature in vivo to produce sufficient insulin
to meet adult requirements. Thus, one approach is to deliver pluripotent stem cells
differentiated to pancreatic progenitor cells in vitro 64 and allow the maturation process to
finish in vivo. Pancreatic progenitor cells can prevent diabetes onset after streptozotocin
(STZ)-induced destruction of endogenous mouse β-cells in immunocompromised animals64.
Pancreatic progenitor cells have also been shown to mature into functional β-like cells in
mice with diabetes in several months118 and with refinements to differentiation protocols the
time post-implantation to in vivo maturation is decreasing 64, 119, 120. In 2014, ViaCyte launched
a phase I/IIa clinical trial (US National Library of Medicine: NCT02239354 (2017)) testing the
safety and efficacy of pancreatic progenitor cells differentiated from hESCs and implanted
within a macroencapsulation device. Though the survival of implanted cells was evidently
inadequate 121, a new trial with a modified encapsulation device is currently underway (US
National Library of Medicine: NCT03163511 (2018)).
To minimize the impact of host microenvironment on maturation post-transplantation,
there is also great interest in differentiating pancreatic progenitors fully to mature β-cells in
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vitro. Efficient differentiation of hESCs into cells that expressed key β-cell transcription
factors including MAFA, as well as response to glucose in vitro, has been demonstrated 122
but these cells still lack some functional characteristics compared with adult β cells. These
more mature hESC-derived cells were able to reverse diabetes in mice approximately four
times faster and with 75% less cells than the pancreatic progenitor cells122. Although this
progress is encouraging, current differentiation protocols with hESCs still fall short of
producing mature β cells61, 62. Despite nuclear immunoreactivity for MAFA, poor phasic
insulin secretion and abnormal Ca 2+ flux in response to glucose suggest that there are other
undefined factors contributing and defining mature β-cells that are not being considered. A
better characterization of the signals underlying β-cell development could guide future
maturation protocols to yield more mature β-cells and minimize challenges related to cost,
efficiency and timelines of production 123.
1.5.2

Reprogramming cells in situ
An alternative strategy to transplanting insulin-producing cells into patients is to

induce formation of insulin-producing cells in situ through ectopic expression of key β cell
transcription factors such as PDX1 and MAFA, or insulin itself, usually via gene therapy
approaches. These approaches re-direct non-β cells towards the β cell fate through
expression of β-cell- specific transcription factors or by recruiting non-β cells for insulin
production. Despite considerable optimism that this strategy could lead to a cure for diabetes,
there are important technical limitations and clinical considerations of an in situ approach
including: 1) There is limited possibility of complex, controlled and multistep strategies. 2)
There will be challenges protecting patients from dangerous exposure because it is not
readily feasible to selectively remove a delivered gene therapy (e.g. viral vector) nor could it
be perceived as a reasonable clinical resolution to surgically remove a target tissue such as
the liver or pancreas if an adverse event occurs. 3) Though a cell product could be
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encapsulated or contained with a predetermined space, a gene therapy product would almost
certainly involve systemic spreading with unavoidable off-target infection of host cells.
Although some have attempted to use non-endoderm tissues including muscle 124 or
pituitary97, 125 to generate insulin-producing cells, starting from a more similar endodermal
tissue may be a more feasible strategy.
1.5.2.1

Reprogramming pancreas

Ductal tissue
As ductal tissue develops extremely similarly to endocrine tissue it is a logical cell
source to convert (transdifferentiate) to β-cells. Though the postnatal pancreas has wellestablished cell populations and there is limited expansion and conversion between ductal,
acinar, and endocrine cell types during times of normal physiology126, in certain pathological
states β-cells may arise from acinar or ductal cells. After pancreatic duct ligation NGN3 is
necessary for newly forming β-cells127 and lineage tracing of NGN3+ cells label the majority
of new β cells128, 129. Contrarily, by using a HNF1β promoter based lineage tracing model that
labelled ductal epithelium130, others demonstrated that it was only during embryogenesis that
duct cells formed islets130, 131. But this work was again countered using a duct specific SOX9
promoter-based reporter that suggested that, in certain situations, ducts can be a source of
new β cells, such as during a setting of moderate hyperglycemia with low-dose growth
factors132. Other work has suggested that inflammatory cytokines are responsible for initiating
the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition to form endocrine cells from ducts133. There has also
been evidence that a fasting mimicking diet can induce expression of NGN3 in ductal cells
and promote β-cell regeneration in mouse models of diabetes134. In an attempt to avoid the
caveats of potential growth factor therapy to induce in vivo transdifferentiation of ducts to
endocrine cells, protocols to culture duct cells127 and direct ducts to form insulin-secreting
cells in culture 135 have been developed. Expressing the endocrine pancreas transcription
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factors NGN3, PAX6, MAFA, and PDX1 in both human and rodent ductal cells induced
formation of islet-like clusters136, 137. However, the clinical utility of human ductal cells might
be limited given the need for cadaveric donors unless there is substantial progress towards
large-scale duct cell isolation and expansion techniques138. Overall, the literature on the
potential of converting duct tissue to β-cells lacks a consensus on mechanism and more
research is needed to develop effective and replicable transdifferentiation approaches.
Acinar tissue
Though not as developmentally similar to the endocrine pancreas as the ducts, acinar
tissue is an appealing β-cell source because it makes up >90% of the pancreas. Growth
factor therapies like delivery gastrin 139, 140 or gastrin with epidermal growth factor (EGF)141
have been proposed to induce expansion of β-cell mass from a ductal source, however this
hypothesis was based only on the co-expression of a ductal marker with insulin142 and
PDX1 143. Lineage tracing experiments suggested that after delivery of EGF with ciliary
neurotrophic factor, new islet cells came from NGN3 expressing elastase+ acinar tissue144.
This contrasts earlier work that suggested that endocrine cells do not arise from acinar tissue
in response to transforming growth factor α overexpression 145. The ectopic expression of
transcription factors in acinar tissue is another method to form β-like cells. Adenovirus
delivery of Ngn3, MafA, and Pdx1 were found to convert infected cells to an insulinexpressing fate in mice 146. Lineage tracing suggested an exocrine cell source and the
therapy could reverse STZ-induced diabetes within 1 week. Furthermore, it was shown that
subsets of these vectors could also be used to selectively induce generation of two other islet
cell types, somatostatin-producing δ cells and glucagon-producing α cells147. This work has
been replicated with other viral vectors148 and some suggest that acinar reprogramming may
be dependent on euglycemia 149. Other work highlights inflammation and macrophage
infiltration as factors preventing acinar-to-β-cell transdifferentiation in favor of acinar-to-ductal
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metaplasia 150. In related work on isolated human exocrine tissue, combining NGN3, MAFA
and PDX1 overexpression with the exogenous transcription factor PAX4 and suppression of
homeobox protein ARX151, or suppression of the epithelial–mesenchymal transition using
Rho-associated kinase and transforming growth factor-β1 inhibitors152, could induce
formation of glucagon negative insulin+ cells. Despite continued investigations in this area,
systemic delivery of viral vectors remains problematic for clinical translatability, with poor
acinar tissue selectivity and potentially dangerous complications of overexpressing
transcription factors153. The literature has highlighted that there is still much to understand
relating to cell plasticity and the delicate regulation of cell differentiation in the postnatal
pancreas.
Non-β islet cells
The developmental similarity of all islet cells suggests that non-β cells could also be a
source of new β cells. Under conditions of extreme β-cell loss, both α cells and δ cells
naturally transdifferentiate to β cells154, 155, albeit they only make a partial contribution to the
regeneration of ~1% normal β-cell mass over 1 month. Immature β cells existing at the islet
periphery with transcriptomes similar to pancreatic progenitor cells156-158 have been described
capable of becoming mature β cells or α cells in mice. Expression of Cfap126 (encoding
protein Flattop), a gene that is transcriptionally activated during establishment of planar cell
polarity, has been shown to increase as the islet microenvironment and 3D structure
develops during β-cell maturation and is associated with a mature and non-proliferative
state 159. CFAP126 is decreased in human islets from patients with pre-diabetes or type 2
diabetes compared with islets from donors without diabetes, suggesting that the Wnt/planar
cell polarity pathway is adversely affected in these metabolic states159. Manipulating or
repairing the Wnt/planar cell polarity pathway might enable α-cell transdifferentiation or
mature β-cell expansion to meet increasing insulin demands.
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It has been demonstrated that ectopic expression of Pax4 was sufficient to
transdifferentiate α-cells into bona fide β-cells in mice160 and expression of Pax4 under a Gcg
promoter could counter STZ induced diabetes in adult mice 161. Lineage tracing experiments
suggested generation of β-cells from α-cells161 and the authors hypothesized that α-cell
depletion activated as of yet unidentified signal(s) to initiate the endocrine program in duct
cells to replace lost α cells. These glucagon-positive cells were then forced into a β cell
program through ectopic Pax4 expression following activation of the glucagon promoter. This
continuous duct–α–β cell cycling was blocked by glucagon supplementation and thereby
prevented progressive islet enlargement. The function of PAX4 to induce the β-cell program
is mirrored by the function of ARX to maintain the α-cell identity while suppressing PAX487.
Mice lacking Arx expression in α cells displayed a similar phenotype to Pax4 overexpressing
mice with lineage tracing evidence of an α-cell source of β-cells162. A pair of recent studies
purported that GABA has been identified as a suppressor of ARX capable of inducing islet
hyperplasia and neogenesis163 and the anti-malarial drug artemisinin acts as a ligand of the
GABAA receptor on α cells, capable of increasing β-cell mass in zebrafish embryos and
suppressing ARX expression in human α cells164. Disappointingly, others have been unable
to replicate these findings165, 166. Potential explanations could include different lineage tracing
models or perhaps unidentified and unappreciated confounding variables were not accounted
for that contributed to the suppression or activation of the β-cell phenotype.
β-cells
Assuming sufficient β cells remain in individuals with diabetes, or pre-diabetes, it is
conceivable that these cells might be expandable and, therefore, could be used as a source
of new β cells. β-cell mass expands several fold from birth to adulthood, primarily as a result
of β-cell replication 167. Observations of greater β-cell mass in humans during pregnancy168
and in the setting of obesity169 compared with lean controls provides direct evidence for the
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expansion capacity of adult human β cells. β-cell replication is likely regulated at multiple
checkpoints in the cell cycle170, 171 and signaling through the insulin receptor has been
implicated171. Proteins in the insulin signaling pathways are downregulated in islets from
donors with type 2 diabetes172, potentially contributing to the inability of β cells to expand
sufficiently in these patients. Elegant studies in mice indicate that serotonin acts downstream
of lactogen signaling to stimulate β-cell proliferation during pregnancy173 and there is hope
that continued investigation of the mechanisms controlling both β-cell proliferation and
survival might lead to the development of successful therapeutic strategies to enhance the
response of β cells to increased metabolic loads174. Thus, there has been considerable effort
to map the cellular pathways involved in β-cell replication 170, 175 and screens have identified
small molecules that promote proliferation of human β-cells176-179. Collectively, these are
promising findings that suggest it might indeed be possible to develop small molecules for
restoration of β-cell mass in humans, but several challenges remain in translating these
findings into an effective therapy for diabetes180. Rigorous testing is needed to determine
how to achieve adequate β-cell proliferation for sufficient expansion in a safe and reversible
manner and it will need to be established that approaches to drive entry of β-cells into the
cell cycle do not lead to de-differentiation or damage to the β-cells that impair their function.
Further, development of drugs that could drive selective expansion of just β-cells but not
other cell types is a daunting roadblock yet to be addressed. Additionally, without capabilities
to monitor in vivo β-cell mass or suitable biomarkers, dosing and monitoring such therapies
would be challenging.
1.5.2.2

Reprogramming hepatocytes
Liver and pancreas development diverge based on minimal factors and, therefore, the

liver might be a suitable target for reprogramming 181. Strategies targeting the liver have
utilized two general approaches: transcription-factor-based reprogramming and insulin gene
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therapy. Adenoviral delivery of Pdx1 to the liver can generate insulin-producing cells capable
of reversing streptozotocin-induced diabetes182 for a prolonged period 183 and PDX1
overexpression can reprogram human hepatocytes to produce insulin in vitro 184. Beyond
Pdx1, adenoviral delivery of Ngn3 185 or a combination of Ngn3 and Pdx1 can induce insulin
expression in rodent liver186, 187. Other cocktails including Pdx1–Ngn3–MafA188, 189, Pdx1–
NeuroD1–MafA190, 191, and Ngn3–Btc–Socs1 192 have been used to induce insulin secretion
from the liver. However, there is presently insufficient evidence that these strategies produce
a complete transdifferentiation of hepatocytes into β cells. Nonetheless, even if we posit that
these strategies can guide a hepatocyte to gain all the features needed for glucose-regulated
insulin production, delivering transcription factors systemically with unpredictable degrees of
hepatocyte reprogramming and variable off-target effects probably poses unacceptable risks
to patients. These and other gene or cell therapy approaches could benefit from the inclusion
of a clinically acceptable safety switch to allow ablation of target or dysfunctional cells193.
Insulin gene therapy of the liver
Over two decades ago, it was shown that nonspecific hepatic delivery of rat Ins1 by
adenoviral infection could protect rats from diabetic ketoacidosis194. This experiment
highlighted that, even without full dynamic regulation, a hepatic cell source of insulin could
provide life-saving support in rodents. Other hepatic gene delivery methods have been tested
in rodents including lentivirus195-197 or adeno-associated viruses198, 199 capable of reducing
diabetes complications200-202 in mouse models. Insulin gene therapy generated insulinsecreting human hepatocytes that reversed diabetes when transplanted into pigs, but
immortalization of hepatocytes required use of a human telomerase transgene, which could
contribute to oncogenesis203. Including glucose-responsive elements in the promoter
improved glucose-regulated transcription 204 and modifications to the proinsulin processing
sites improved processing in hepatocytes205 but glucose-regulated insulin secretion
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equivalent to that from β cells has not yet been achieved. Much like transcription-factorguided approaches, risks associated with nonselective delivery of insulin to hepatocytes and
other off-target tissues suggests that, without substantial developments in this field, none of
these approaches will be able to replace insulin injections as the standard therapy for
diabetes.
1.5.2.3

Reprogramming the gastrointestinal tract
The gut mucosa is a complex organ with many cell types including a population of

enteroendocrine cells secreting serotonin, GLP-1, or glucose-dependent insulinotropic
polypeptide (GIP)206. Development of all enteroendocrine cells follows a similar signaling
pathway to β cells, dependent on NGN3 and inhibited by the transcription factor HES1 (hairy
and enhancer of split 1)207, 208. The observation of co-expression of the transcription factor
forkhead box protein O1 (Foxo1) with Ngn3 during enteroendocrine cell development (E14.5
in mice) led to a hypothesis that FOXO1 has a role in enteroendocrine development. Wholebody Foxo1 ablation had no effect on mouse pancreatic endocrine development 209 but mice
with selective knockout of Foxo1 in Ngn3-expressing cells developed MAFA and PDX1
expressing glucose-responsive, insulin-expressing cells in the gut that despite producing only
1% of the C-peptide of mature β-cells reversed diabetes within a week after STZ injection 210.
A reduction in serotonin-expressing cells in the gut suggested that this subpopulation of
enteroendocrine cells were the source of the β-like-cells210. Drugs that block FOXO1 action in
the gut, therefore, might be a target for producing surrogate β cells.
In a similar strategy to that used with acinar tissue 146, combined expression of Ngn3–
MafA–Pdx1 has been utilized to induce formation of so-called neo-β cell islets in intestinal
crypts211 and more extensively in the gastric antrum212 which could reverse multiple bouts of
STZ induced diabetes and protected mice from diabetes after total pancreatectomy. The cells
of the antrum have a long cell lifespan to sustain expression of non-DNA-integrating
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therapies, express the insulin-processing enzymes PC1/3 and PC2, and have a similar
transcriptome to islets, which could be advantageous features over other portions of the
gut212. However, genetic modifications and adenoviral vectors carry risks and technical
limitations213, and achieving optimal and reproducible dosing might be extremely challenging.
Luminal gene214 or small molecule reprogramming factor215 delivery might be an alternative
strategy to form pancreatic tissue from the gastric mucosa, though such an approach would
also have many technical challenges including controlling the exposure to reprogramming
factors and achieving consistent efficiency.
Insulin gene therapy of the gastrointestinal tract
Despite their main role as exocrine glands, salivary glands have been examined as
possible targets for insulin replacement by insulin gene therapy216. The salivary glands are
capable of endocrine secretion of growth hormone 217, readily accessible, well-encapsulated
to limit off target vector spreading, and every salivary gland is not necessary for life so that in
the event of an adverse event a gland could be relatively easily removed with limited risk218.
Despite poor processing of proinsulin in the salivary glands, delivery of a modified proinsulin
with increased insulin bioactivity to the parotid and submandibular glands could ameliorate
toxin-induced diabetes in mice, much like gene therapies in the liver219. A phase I clinical trial
published in 2012 utilizing adenoviral-mediated transfer of the aquaporin-1 cDNA to the
parotid gland for radiation-induced salivary hypofunction yielded positive safety and efficacy
results, thereby providing considerable support for the feasibility of this gene therapy
approach in humans220. However, whether sufficient quantities of insulin could be released
from such genetically modified salivary glands in humans, with the right kinetics to safely and
effectively control glucose homeostasis in patients with insulin-dependent diabetes is
unclear. Indeed, it has been noted that the relative proportions of exocrine versus endocrine
secretion of proteins from salivary glands is unpredictable, and in the absence of an
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understanding of the mechanisms through which both regulated and constitutive pathway
secretory proteins are sorted, further clinical application for this strategy is severely
hindered 221.
In 2000, gut K cells were proposed as surrogate cells for insulin production in view of
their natural capacity for meal-regulated secretion of GIP 222. Transgenic insertion of a GIP
promoter driving the INS gene protected mice from diabetes via STZ-mediated destruction of
endogenous β cells222 or autoimmune-mediated β-cell death in NOD mice 223. Induction of
immune tolerance from gut insulin exposure in both cell-mediated and humoral immune
responses may protect insulin-producing cells223. This approach does not induce
transdifferentiation of K cells into bona fide β cells but instead takes advantage of the
endogenous capacity of K cells for storage and release of GIP in a meal-dependent manner.
The pattern of GIP release during feeding is normally like insulin, such that inducing K cells
to produce insulin in patients with type 1 diabetes could be a method to re-establish normal
patterns of insulin secretion. Notably, using the regulatory sequences from the GIP promoter
as a strategy to drive insulin expression conferred cell specificity in the transgenic mouse
models, suggesting that a gene therapy vector might not need to be selective to K cells.
However, this research has yet to be translated to a viable therapeutic and, much like other
gene therapy strategies, it will be a challenge to deliver an insulin gene therapy product in a
safe way that can reproducibly produce dose-dependent effects.
In consideration of the breadth of β-cell replacement and regeneration strategies, an
important common thread is incomplete characterization of the developmental pathways
guiding interventions and inconsistencies in adequate formation and identification of mature
β-cells. Despite tremendous development progress towards differentiation towards immature
β-cells in vitro 122, growing mature β-cells remains elusive. Despite tremendous excitement
around non-specific gene therapies for the induction of insulin expression in pancreas, liver,
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and gut, these therapies remain uncontrolled, unregulated, and may lack adequate control of
the factors contributing to transdifferentiation. Notwithstanding these hurdles, additional
efforts towards characterizing β-cell development and function will be helpful for guiding the
production of β-cells in vitro and in situ. Development of genetic tools for in vivo genetic
manipulation and gene therapy technologies could be useful for this purpose.

1.6

Gene therapy
There are currently over six hundred clinical trials registered in US National Institutes of

health studying “Gene Therapy”224. Broadly and conventionally speaking, gene therapy is a
treatment method to replace mutated or deleted genes (e.g. mutations in clotting factors) to
correct genetic disorders (e.g. hemophilia). Importantly, the possibility for gene therapy can
extend beyond such stringencies, to counteract complex pathologies such as autoimmune
disorders and provide genes to suppress local autoimmune attack225 or selectively target cancer
cells to suppress oncogenesis or hone immune cells226. Additionally, gene therapy can be used
to repair mutated or deleted genes.
1.6.1

In vivo genetic manipulations
In mouse models, one of the most useful and commonly used genetic tools to study the

role of specific genes in specific tissues is the Cre-LoxP system. Cre recombinase is an enzyme
that recognizes LoxP sites in the genome and based on orientation, can excise, flip, or
translocate targets. By delivering the Cre recombinase in a tissue-specific manner, LoxP flanked
sites can be deleted in a tissue specific manner227. Additionally, Cre mediated recombination
can be controlled in not only space but also in time, by fusing Cre to a modified estrogen
receptor (ER). By fusing Cre to the ER, Cre is retained in the cytoplasm and is thus unable to
bind DNA until tamoxifen metabolic products endoxifen or 4-OHT bind the ER and translocate
Cre to the nucleus. Though using LoxP site containing mice makes this approach suitable, this
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is not possible in human patients. As an alternative, CRISPR/Cas9 mediated gene correction or
mutation could be used in humans228. Briefly, guiding gRNA interact with the Cas9 protein and
identify complementary sequences in the genome for selective cutting followed by either nonhomologous end joining, or homology directed repair. With the seemingly endless therapeutic
possibilities with this technology, it is important to consider the delivery tools of gene therapy.
These vectors must ideally act as an undetected “Trojan Horse”, capable of evading all immune
reaction and selectively targeting only cells of interest. Perhaps the vector that has come closest
to meeting these criteria, is the adeno-associated virus (AAV).
1.6.2

The adeno-associated virus
The AAV was first thought to be an impurity of the adenovirus preparation229 but was in

fact a parvovirus thereafter name “adeno-associated”. Since, unique features have been
discovered that make the AAV highly suited to use as a clinical gene therapy vector. First, the
AAV is considered non-pathogenic as it causes little to no immune response230. Most of the
population has been infected by wild-type AAV without any obvious or common symptoms231.
Second, there are many AAV serotypes with tropism for a variety of tissues 232 and capsid
modifications can improve selectivity and change the immunological profile233. Third, the AAV’s
structure suits a gene therapy vector as a non-enveloped single stranded DNA virus. The wildtype genome encodes replication and capsid proteins and is flanked by two inverted terminal
repeats (ITRs)234. Though the wildtype single-stranded AAV takes upwards of 4 months to
initiate gene expression235, modification to remove a component of the 3’ ITR, can allow
packaging as a self-complementary double-stranded virus capable of initiating gene expression
less than one week after infection236, 237. Packaging of a double stranded AAV is limited to only
~2.5kb, though as only the ITR is necessary for packaging, the remaining ~2.3kb can be
engineered with a suitable promoter and gene of interest. Finally, the AAV genome is highly
stable, enabling prolonged transgene expression with reports of expression four years after
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treatment in a human238. Taken together, non-pathogenicity and fast yet prolonged expression,
has resulted in the AAV as being one of the most studied gene therapy vectors.
Another important consideration for clinically viability is manufacturing. The AAV is
replication deficient and is hence sub-classified as a ‘dependovirus’. The AAV depends on the
functions of a helper virus, such as an adenovirus or herpesvirus to replicate in a host
mammalian cell239. Clinically, this means that the AAV cannot autonomously replicate in a host
but also means that large-scale manufacturing is challenging and costly. Briefly, adenovirus
independent production of a pure recombinant AAV is done by a triple plasmid transfection
system240 (Figure 1-5). Adherent HEK293 cells are transfected with the construct of interest, a
plasmid containing the AAV specific replication and capsid genes, and a third plasmid
expressing the essential adenovirus genes232. Use of adherent cell cultures with serum

Figure 1-5 Conventional production of recombinant AAV requires a triple transfection of
adherent HEK293 cells.
The first plasmid contains the construct of interest flanked by AAV inverted terminal repeats, the
second plasmid carries the AAV Rep and Cap genes essential for virus packaging, and the third
plasmid carries the five essential adenovirus helper genes. High purity AAV carrying the
double–stranded construct of interest can be isolated (e.g., by heparin affinity column
chromatography). Virus can be delivered by many methods (intraperitoneally, intramuscularly,
intravenously, or by direct delivery to a target organ such as via the pancreatic duct) and infects
target cells using an essential receptor. Peak gene expression occurs within two weeks.
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supplemented media limits production of virus meeting current good manufacturing protocols,241
but there are other technologies,242 and some recent protocols use serum-free suspension
cultures thus improving production efficiency243. With these promising advancements, scalability
at bearable costs will lead to greater opportunity for an AAV therapy to reach more patients.
Despite mostly promising features, as the AAV has gained greater attention, previously
unappreciated risks and challenges to using the AAV have been unearthed. To date, there have
been limited reports of an association between AAV infection and spontaneous abortion244 and
a recent paper suggested that a certain serotype of AAV (AAV2) may be linked to hepatocellular
carcinoma245, but these findings have since been heavily challenged246-248. Given the frequent
presence of the wild type 3’ ITR in these cancers, the wild-type AAV may pose a small risk247
but causality of AAV integration and carcinogenesis is lacking. Notably, even if carcinogenesis
is supported, this may not be a risk for modified AAV vectors since clinical AAVs only use 145bp
(the 5’ ITR) from the wildtype genome. The second main challenge is the presence of AAV
neutralizing antibodies in humans249. This was unexpected based on preclinical studies and may
explain the acute elevation of liver enzymes following liver AAV infection250. Nonetheless, there
are many strategies to avoid this roadblock such as improving vector efficiency to reduce doses
needed or transient immune suppression before AAV administration251, and the research
community has seen many successful clinical trials for many monogenic diseases - more than
120 published clinical trials using AAV vectors have failed to find severe side effects.
1.6.3

Clinical use of AAVs
Since the first AAV trial to treat cystic fibrosis in 1996252, AAVs have been studied to

treat hemophilia B, rheumatoid arthritis, Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy, Leber’s congenital
amaurosis, lipoprotein lipase deficiency, and many other diseases.253 Among the most
promising research includes treatment for hemophilia B, a disease characterized by impaired
blood clotting due to insufficient factor IX250. In ongoing Phase I/II clinical trials, there have been
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reports of patients being free of multiple weekly factor IX infusions for over a year after a single
AAV injection with maintained factor IX levels sufficient to maintain normal clotting times
comparable to healthy counterparts254. There has also been promising clinical research using
AAVs to treat Leber’s congenital amaurosis, a cause of childhood blindness. Early clinical trials
showed improved visual acuity weeks after replacement of the mutated gene (RPE65) by
AAV255. Stage III clinical trials256 by the biotech company Spark Therapeutics have claimed
incredible findings: having treated 29 patients, all demonstrate profound improvements in light
sensitivity and eye mobility and Spark Therapeutics report that there have been no “product
related serious adverse events”257. Through all these promising findings on AAV based
therapies, the trailblazer into clinical approval is treatment for congenital metabolic disorder
lipoprotein lipase deficiency (LPLD) that reached clinical approval in Europe just six years ago.
Alipogene tiparvovec (Glybera®) was first recommended for approval in 2012258. This was
the result of a long process requiring four reviews by the Committee on Human Medicinal
Products259. Though Glybera® has been removed from market in 2017260, a few key lessons
have already been learned from the first AAV approved therapy. First, much like UniQure
experienced when studying Glybera®, future phase III clinical trials treating rare monogenic
diseases may struggle to find a sufficient population for study and the associated challenges
when taking results from small sample sizes to review boards for final clinical approval.
Furthermore, regardless whether treating a rare monogenic disease or a more common
disease, the cost associated with multiple appeals for drug administrations is often prohibitive
and was only successful for Glybera® thanks to private donors. Even after approval, health care
systems are still faced with the extreme cost associated with such a therapy – after much
speculation and estimates,261 the final cost landed on ~$1.4 million USD for the one time
treatment with Glybera®262. For a disease with severe quality and quantity of life cost without
effective treatment, an immediately expensive gene therapy product may in fact be cost-
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effective and bearable to users with extended payment plans263. Notably, UniQure claims that it
was not drug failure or adverse events driving their decision to remove Glybera® from market.
Instead, they claimed that low patient demand and high costs maintaining Glybera® had been
limiting their primary focus on developing gene therapy drugs for hemophilia B, Huntington’s
disease, and heart failure260. Perhaps more prevalent diseases like heart failure or even
diabetes will be more successful targets for gene therapy products in the future.
1.6.4

Using AAVs to study and treat diabetes

Though we are unaware of any AAV based gene therapy clinical trials to treat diabetes,
there have been many meaningful steps in this direction. In 2006, it was discovered that the
eighth serotype of AAV (AAV8) has very high affinity for the mouse pancreas, including
pancreatic islets264. Gene therapy may have merit to treat and investigate polygenic type 2
diabetes, and there have been studies utilizing an AAV to prevent onset of diabetes in models of
autoimmune diabetes225. Additionally, patients with monogenic diabetes may in certain cases
be ideal candidates for a gene therapy approach to replace the missing or damaged genes
and thus cure the disease. For example, though many patients with insulin gene mutations
may not be viable candidates for a gene therapy to replace the insulin gene because of a
dominant negative function of the mutated gene 265, these patients could be viable targets for
a gene editing based gene therapy using CRISPR/Cas9 technology. Conversely, patients
with mutations that reduce the bioactivity or biosynthesis of insulin266 or have recessive loss
of function mutations of the insulin gene 24 are ideal targets for an insulin gene therapy.
Furthermore, having suitable tools to replace or repair genes in the β-cells of patients with
diabetes could be the pathway to a cure for the 1-2% of patients with monogenic diabetes –
millions worldwide. One major hurdle for gene therapies for diabetes will be ensuring that
target cells; whether dysfunctional β-cells or surrogate cells, are capable of properly storing
and processing proinsulin into mature, fully bioactive insulin.
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1.7
1.7.1

Prohormone processing
Discovery of prohormones
In 1967 Chretien and Li discovered that multiple hormones were contained within the

precursor β-lipotropin267. From this observation came the prohormone theory that proposed that
hormones could be derived through specific endoproteolytic cleavages of a precursor268. The
same year, Don Steiner and colleagues independently supported this theory by showing with
pulse-chase experiments that insulin is generated from a larger precursor he named
‘proinsulin’269. Since, dozens of prohormones have been discovered and production of
hormones and other neuropeptides require the function of prohormone convertases for correct
production. Specific processing is paramount for production of the correct hormones and proper
processing is dependent on the function of the correct prohormone convertase.
1.7.2

The prohormone convertases
To date, nine prohormone convertase (PC) genes have been discovered (PCSK1-

PCSK9). With the exception of PCSK8 (Site 1 protease) that cleaves the N-terminal of sterol
regulatory element-binding proteins270 and PCSK9 (prohormone convertase 9) that autocleaves
at a glutamine and is involved exclusively in a cholesterol recycling pathway271, all other PCs
cleave targets at single or dibasic amino acid sites. PCSK5 (PC5/6), PCSK6 (PACE4), and
PCSK7 (PC7) are nearly ubiquitous to cell surfaces, PCSK3 (furin) is ubiquitous to the transGolgi network, and PCSK4 (PC4) is almost exclusive to the testis272. PCSK1 (PC1/3) and
PCSK2 (PC2) are exclusive to neuroendocrine cells and are the PCs responsible for cleaving
prohormones273. Despite a significant spectrum of function, the PCs have substantial structural
similarities. They are produced with four domains: an N-terminal prodomain, catalytic domain,
P-domain, and carboxyl-terminal domain. They all contain a catalytic triad composed of a His,
Asp, and Ser, and with the exception of PC2 contain an Asn oxyanion hole to stabilize the
transition state during cleavage274. The N-terminal prodomain is removed autocatalytically, the
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catalytic domain conveys catalytic activity, the P-domain is important for conveying the strict
calcium and pH requirements for activity (most notably for PC1/3 and PC2), and the C-terminal
domain is responsible for proper intracellular trafficking of the PCs273.
1.7.2.1

Prohormone convertases 1/3 and 2
PC1/3 was first cloned in 1991 and as the third PC, was named PC3. As the same

protein had been named the type 1 proinsulin processing enzyme in 1988275, it soon adopted
the name PC1/3. PC1/3 is first produced as a 94kDa propeptide. Like all PCs, it contains an Nterminal prodomain, catalytic domain, P domain, and C terminal domain. Autocleavage in the
ER first removes the pro-domain yielding an 87kDa intermediate before successive cleavage in
the C terminal domain to yield a 74kDa and finally a 66kDa mature PC1/3 in the trans-Golgi
network. As clearly demonstrated by its autocleavage, PC1/3 gains catalytic activity within the
trans-Golgi network and can continue to be biologically active in the secretory granules. The
activity of PC1/3 is quite unique in that it is ~80fold lower than PC2, suggesting that it can have
more impactful regulation. PC1/3 has a pH optimum of 5.5-6.5 as the 87kDa intermediate and a
lower pH optimum of 5-5.5 with a stringent 2 mM calcium requirement as the maximally
bioactive 66kDa form273. The most notable regulator is its binding partner proSAAS (reviewed in
1.7.2.4). Little is known about the transcriptional regulation of PC1/3, but STAT3 (signal
transducer and activator of transcription 3) binding sites are contained in the promoter and may
be involved in hypothalamic PC1/3 regulation276. There is also evidence of translational
regulation of PC1/3 including by glucose in rat islets, unlike PC2277. Finally, PC1/3 is known to
oligomerize as it enters acidic compartments278 which reduces its activity. Two different PC1/3
knockout mice have been generated. The most studied PC1/3 knockout mouse was generated
in the Steiner lab and has a deletion of a portion of the promoter and the first exon of PC1/3279.
Two thirds of these PC1/3 knockout mice die in the first week of life and the survivors have
stunted growth279. The other model was generated by deleting exons 2-10 and led to
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preimplantation lethality, possibly related to this model being bred onto an inbred FVB/N
background280, whereas the model generated in the Steiner lab was bred onto an outbred strain
(CD1). There are dozens of targets processed by PC1/3 including proinsulin (reviewed in detail
in 1.8.3), POMC, and other prohormones and neuropeptides.
PC2 was discovered in rat islet cell tumors in 1988275 and was cloned by Smeekens et al
in 1990281. PC2 is synthesized as a 75kDa proenzyme that autocleaves to yield a mature 64kDa
enzyme. Though sharing most of the same structural features with other PCs, a unique feature
of PC2 is the lack of the Asn oxyanion hole. Additionally, unlike PC1/3 it is not until the secretory
granules that PC2 gains biological activity to autocleave and activate. This is perhaps partially
mediated by a stringent pH requirement of 5.0282 and partially mediated by inhibition by its
cofactor 7B2 (reviewed in 1.7.2.4). This delay in activation leads to a proposed sequential
processing of prohormones by PC1/3 then PC2 in cells with both prohormone convertases. The
PC2 knockout mouse on C57BL/6 background has been generated283, and has a somewhat
mild phenotype. The mice have persistent hypoglycemia from a total loss of glucagon
production and associated improved glucose tolerance. Interestingly, when crossed onto the
129Sv background PC2 knockout mice develop a lethal phenotype, dying between 5 and 9
weeks of age from hyperadrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) secretion284.
1.7.2.2

Predicting target specificity of the prohormone convertases
Despite many in vitro studies attempting to clarify the target preferences of PC1/3 and

PC2, there is still abundant uncertainty at predicting which targets are processed by which
enzyme in vivo. Though furin has the most stringent consensus sequence of R-X-[R/K]-R↓ (X
designates any amino acid and K and R are the single letter amino acid codes for lysine and
arginine respectively. Single letter amino acid codes are used in the remainder of this thesis.),
other enzymes have the vague consensus sequence R/K-2nX-R↓. Notably, there are exceptions
to even these rules and predicting targets in vivo is extremely difficult. Arguably the best
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unbiased data available to date are mass spectrometry studies on the relative processing of
neuropeptides in PC1/3 or PC2 knockout mice compared to controls285, 286. By comparing the
relative impact of each knockout, authors highlight that single arginine residue cut sites were
more likely to be processed by PC1/3 and when bulky amino acids Y, W, F, or P were in the P1’
or P2’ sites (using the system of287 for denoting positions prior to (Px) or after (P’x) the scissile
bond) cutting was more likely by PC2. Others have used the crystal structure of furin to
approximate the crystal structure of PC1/3, PC2, and other PCs, and compare the amino acids
lining the active site cleft288. Though the authors compared mixed species of PCs, we have
independently compared the sequences of human, mouse, and rat PC1 and PC2, and found no
substitutions at any of the active site cleft residues (data not shown). The authors concluded
that enzymes with stringent requirements for basic amino acids N-terminal to the cut site, most
notably furin, had more negatively charged amino acids in the cleft. When comparing PC1/3 and
PC2 we note a similar number of negatively charged amino acids (10 vs 9 respectively) but
more basic amino acids in PC1/3 compared to PC2 (4 vs 2). Perhaps these differences allow for
PC2 to be more flexible in its substrate, including providing access to substrates with bulky
amino acids near the cut site. We stress again the non-specificity of this proposal with the
example of proghrelin – a target processed exclusively by PC1/3 in mouse, despite a bulky
proline at the P2 position (KLQPR↓)289. Certainly, more work is required to understand the
processing specificity of prohormone convertases. Studying only the sequence of the target is
undoubtedly inadequate as highlighted by studies assessing prosomatostatin processing though studies on mouse brain suggests that PC1/3 is necessary for processing
prosomatostatin into somatostatin-14285, studies on mouse islets from PC1/3-/- mice suggests
somatostatin-14 production from prosomatostatin does not require PC1/3279.
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1.7.2.3

Carboxypeptidase E
In 1982, researchers purified an enzyme in bovine adrenal chromaffin granules that

removed basic amino acids from the C-terminus of Met- and Leu- enkephalin (a
neuropeptide)290. The biological importance of this enzyme, now widely known as
carboxypeptidase E (CPE; gene: Cpe), is highlighted in the study of a CPE mutant mouse
(S202P). In 1995, it was found that these mice had elevated proinsulin including B-chain
extended (31,32) diarginyl insulin291 and progressive obesity and hyperglycemia. This finding
revealed that CPE was the enzyme responsible for removing the dibasic amino acids of the B
chain and C-peptide exposed after PC1/3 and PC2 processing in mouse β-cells and was the
first example of a defect in prohormone processing leading to diabetes. The role of CPE
extends beyond removal of C-terminal basic residues to the sorting of hormones into the
secretory pathway, including proinsulin292. Beyond insulin, it has been shown that CPE is
responsible for the C-terminal removal of basic amino acids from dozens of prohormones292 and
CPE knockout has been implicated in infertility via defective pro-gonadotropin releasing
hormone processing293, low bone mineral density via defective cocaine and amphetamine
regulated transcript (CART)294, and impaired processing of progastrin295.
1.7.2.4

The prohormone convertase cofactors proSAAS and 7B2
Both PC2 and PC1/3 have cofactors that regulate their function. proSAAS (gene:

PCSK1N) is a 21kDa granin-like neuroendocrine protein that is secreted and is known to be an
inhibitor of PC1/3296. proSAAS is co-expressed with PC1/3 in many mouse neuroendocrine
tissues297 and proSAAS mutant mice have slightly reduced body weight and no defect in
glucose tolerance298. We are unaware if proinsulin processing has ever been studied in
proSAAS mutant mice. proSAAS contains an N-terminal domain and a C-terminal domain and is
cleaved by furin at many sites, with many known products including PEN and big-LEN299. The
C-terminal domain is a potent inhibitor of PC1/3 and the N-terminal domain decreases PC1/3
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secretion rate suggesting a role as a chaperone296. There is also evidence that proSAAS is
further cleaved, including by PC2300, but there is still little clarity on the function of each peptide.
7B2 (gene: SCG5) binds PC2 and is involved in directing PC2 to the secretory granules.
7B2 is produced as a 27kDa precursor and is processed into the 21kDa mature 7B2 and a Cterminal peptide by furin mediated cleavage301. There is evidence that the C-terminal peptide
suppresses PC2 activity temporarily until it reaches the secretory granules where proPC2
autocatalyzes to become active301. 7B2 acts as a protein folding chaperone to prevent
aggregation of PC2 and protect its ability to proceed into secretory granules and activate
properly302. 7B2 deficient mice die from hypersecretion of ACTH and have abnormal secretion of
proinsulin and hypoglucagonemia303. This phenotype is more severe than the PC2 knockout
mouse on a C57Bl/6 background, though comparable to the PC2 knockout mouse on the 129Sv
background284. There is some indication that the role of 7B2 may extend beyond functioning as
a PC2 cofactor. Scg5 is expressed more broadly than Pcsk2304 and it has been found to prevent
aggregation of proteins including IAPP305, β-amyloid, and α-synuclein306.
1.7.3

Proinsulin processing
Like most hormones, insulin is also produced from a larger precursor protein269, 307. The

structure of porcine insulin was identified in 1968 as containing an N-terminal B-chain and Cterminal A-chain with a connecting C-peptide308 and the following year there was evidence that
rats had two insulins (INS1 and INS2) with near identical sequence309. Though it has since been
discovered that the sequence of the C-peptide is relatively divergent among mammals, the
mature insulin sequence is extremely well conserved (Figure 1-6).
Since the discovery of proinsulin’s structure, many have worked to clarify how proinsulin
is processed to remove the signal peptide and C-peptide to liberate mature insulin310 (Figure 17). Current theory posits that the B-chain - C-peptide junction is cleaved by prohormone
convertase 1/3 (PC1/3; gene PCSK1) before cleavage at the C-peptide – A-chain junction by
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Figure 1-6 Alignment of proinsulin sequences
The amino acid sequences of proinsulin for human, mouse (I and II), rat (I & II), dog, and pig
proinsulin. Alignment performed by multiple sequence comparison by log-expectation
(MUSCLE). Changes in sequence designated as conservative are highlighted in purple, as
semi-conservative are highlighted in blue, and as non-conservative are highlighted in red.
prohormone convertase 2 (PC2; gene PCSK2). This theory first gained traction when early work
identified one or more enzymes in rat insulinoma tissue that cleaved proinsulin and were
dependent on the high Ca and low pH environment normally found in secretory granules311. In
follow-up, Hutton and colleagues showed that there are two endopeptidases in rat insulinoma
cells and demonstrated that human proinsulin was only fully processed when it was incubated
with both rat endopeptidases in vitro275. In 1990 and 1991, the similarities in function between
the unknown endopeptidases and the yeast gene KEX2 were used to identify PC1/3 and PC2281,
. By 1998, the PC2 knockout mouse was characterized and shown to have impaired
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processing at the C-A junction, resulting in a buildup of des-31,32 proinsulin313. In 2002, the
PC1/3 knockout mouse was characterized and shown to have severely impaired processing at
the B-C junction, resulting in a buildup of des-64,65 proinsulin279. Based on relative in vitro
processing rates of intact human proinsulin versus des-31,32 proinsulin or des-64,65 proinsulin
by rat PC1/3 and PC2 isolated from insulinoma cell granules, it has been proposed that
processing at the B-C junction by PC1/3 occurs before processing by PC2 at the C-A
junction314, but some data has countered this hypothesis by showing more buildup of des-64,65
proinsulin during the processing of rat INS2 in islets315. Taken together, these studies provide
good support for the theory that primary mouse β-cells process insulin sequentially by PC1/3
then PC2, but there have been limited studies in other species, most notably humans.
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Proinsulin
PC2

PC1/3

Split-65,66 Proinsulin

Split-32,33 Proinsulin

CPE

CPE
Des-31,32 Proinsulin

Des-64,65 Proinsulin

PC1/3

PC2

C-Peptide

Diarginyl insulin

CPE
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Figure 1-7 Current theory of proinsulin processing
Current understanding of how proinsulin is processed to yield mature insulin (B-chain shown in blue, Cpeptide shown in gray, and A-chain shown in orange with connecting dibasic amino acids in red). The
illustrated sequence is human. The pathway on the right is thought to be dominant, though this has been
challenged for rat Ins 2. First, PC1/3 processes the B-C junction, second CPE removes the dibasic KR
amino acids from the B-chain, and third PC2 processes the C-A junction to yield insulin and C-peptide.
The pathway on the left occurs via PC2 processing at the C-A junction first before processing by PC1/3
and the B-C junction and a final removal of dibasic RR amino acids by CPE.
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1.7.4

Proinsulin processing in human β-cells
Based on publicly available sequencing datasets, there is some indication that PC2 may

not be as important in human β-cells as it is in mouse β-cells. Though a microarray experiment
on a human β-cell line (EndoCβH2) found abundant PCSK1 and PCSK2316, RNAseq
experiments on sorted primary α-cells and β-cells showed higher expression of PCSK2 than
PCSK1 in mouse β-cells317 whereas human β-cells expressed 20x more PCSK1 than PCSK2318
(Figure 1-8). Single cell RNAseq experiments on human pancreas find enrichment for PCSK2 in
α-cells and PCSK1 in β-cells319-321, with more abundant expression of PCSK1 than PCSK2 in
human β-cells and less PCSK2 in β-cells than α-cells. Additionally, Davalli et al. reported
selective insufficiency of PC2 immunoreactivity in the β-cells of human islets transplanted into
nude mice322 and others have reported that some human insulinomas are not immunoreactive
for PC2323. Given the broad divergence of islet architecture among mammals324, it seems highly
possible that other aspects of islet biology, including prohormone processing mechanisms, are
not fully conserved between bona fide human and mouse β-cells.
Given the obvious limitations in attempting to study human β-cell function in vivo, the
best available information on human proinsulin processing comes from patients with gene
mutations and in vitro experiments. There have been no reported cases of non-functional
PCSK2 mutations and there is an association between PCSK2 polymorphisms and diabetes325
but there are no reported associations between PCSK2 polymorphisms and circulating levels of
proinsulin326. Contrarily, there have been at least 21 reported PCSK1 mutant humans and the
vast majority have elevated circulating intact proinsulin and/or des-64,65 proinsulin327. Most
patients present with severe obesity and hyperphagia328, 329, contrasting PC1/3-/- mice that have
stunted growth330. Importantly, patients with PCSK1 mutations also presented with high levels of
circulating insulin immunoreactivity of over 1000 pM329. However, as pointed out by authors329,
cross-reactivities of the assays for the > 8000pM of circulating proinsulin were likely the cause
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of these supposed high insulin levels. In fact, highly specific HPLC experiments revealed that
there was no detectable mature insulin in the circulation of the patient with the PCSK1
mutations329, suggesting that PC1 is essential for processing proinsulin in humans. Though
dissecting the specific impact of impaired processing of proinsulin versus impaired processing of
growth hormone releasing hormone on the obesity and impaired linear growth phenotype of
patients with PCKS1 mutations is challenging327, it is likely abundant proinsulin with low relative
bioactivities (compared to fully processed insulin) is adequate to produce hypertrophic signals to
drive growth.

Figure 1-8 Human β-cells have less PCSK2 than PCSK1 in published RNAseq databases
on sorted human and mouse islet cells.
Reanalysis of publicly available RNAseq databases (Bramswig et al., 2013; Benner et al.,
2014). Relative FPKM for PCSK2 and PCSK1 compared in human β-cells and α-cells as well as
mouse β-cells and α-cells. There is likely an α-cell impurity contributing to PCSK2 in the sorted
β-cells populations given high GCG FPKM in the β-cell samples.
There is evidence that proinsulin processing is impaired during diabetes progression
including prior to and after onset of type-1 diabetes. Insulin autoantibody positive patients have
elevated circulating proinsulin331 and the proinsulin/C-peptide ratio is positively associated with
progression to type 1 diabetes332, 333. The proinsulin/insulin ratio is increased in newly diagnosed
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type 1 diabetes334, 335 and patients with a lower proinsulin/insulin ratio are more likely to have a
honeymoon phase (a period of insulin independence) post diagnosis336. Even among patients
that lose detectable circulating C-peptide most retain detectable proinsulin337, 338 and a similar
defect of processing may occur for proIAPP in type 1 diabetes339. Notably, reductions in PC1/3
expression have been observed in pancreas from donors with type 1 diabetes, suggesting that
an insufficiency of PC1/3 could be a driver for impaired processing during diabetes
pathogenesis340. There is also evidence that proinsulin processing is impaired during the
pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes as circulating proinsulin is associated with progression to type 2
diabetes341 and patients with type 2 diabetes have an increased proinsulin/insulin ratio342.
Additionally, in patients with impaired glucose tolerance, the proinsulin/insulin ratio is
elevated343, 344. Though the directions of causation between impaired prohormone processing
and diabetes progression cannot be confirmed, it is worth noting that proinsulin and the
proinsulin processing intermediates have between 1/5th and 1/100th the bioactivity than fully
processed insulin345, 346. Understanding the nature of this β-cell defect could be useful for
potential therapeutics, for a better understanding of the β-cell phenotype during diabetes
progression, and for the development of diabetes biomarkers.
Given the importance of proinsulin processing to β-cell function and diabetes
progression, there is a major gap in the literature on studies investigating the processing of
human proinsulin by human prohormone convertases in primary human β-cells. Past work has
demonstrated that mouse PC1/3 can process human proinsulin alone in a rat pituitary cell line
(GH3), albeit at a low efficiency347 and others have shown that mouse PC1/3 alone can fully
process human proinsulin in a mouse pituitary cell line348. There have also been studies on the
processing of human proinsulin in rat pituitary cells with mixed species of prohormone
convertases347 and investigations of human proinsulin processing in transgenic mice349. In
human islets, one study investigated the kinetics of proinsulin conversion and found that human
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β-cells buildup more des-31,32 proinsulin that des-64,65 proinsulin350, but we are unaware of
any studies specifically assessing the roles of PC1/3 and PC2 in primary human β-cells.

1.8

Thesis investigation
The past century of diabetes management has centered around insulin injections with

growing use of other peptide injections and oral hypoglycemic agents. Though these therapies
have been lifesaving, millions continue to deal with the unyielding quality of life reduction and
early mortality not fully addressed by these therapies. Work in the field of islet transplantation
has provided proof-of-principle data that β-cell replacement therapies could be an effective cure.
There has been a tremendous amount of research into viable alternative therapies, including
generating insulin-producing cells in vitro from stem cells by mimicking normal development and
reprograming or repairing cells in situ to become functional β-like cells. Understanding the
factors that contribute to the normal development of β-cells will be paramount to furthering the
ability to generate β-cells in vitro. Understanding the factors that contribute to β-cell dysfunction
and dedifferentiation will be crucial to therapies aimed at endogenous generation of β-cells in
situ and studying the role of diabetes specific genes causative for MODY or ND provides insight
into more complex polygenic diabetes. Understanding the basic cell biology of human β-cells
will be essential for understanding the pathology of diabetes and viability and success of any βcell (re)generating therapy. This thesis will provide insight into each of these pursuits in four
main data chapters – characterization of insulin-deficient β-cells (chapter 2), development of a
genetic tool for β-cell in vivo manipulation (chapter 3), assessing a gene therapy approach to
treat an insulin knockout mouse model of PND (chapter 4), and assessing the role of PC2 in
proinsulin processing in human β-cells (chapter 5).
First, we aimed to determine if insulin is necessary for β-cell development. The insulin
knockout mouse is a good model of PND and capable of defining the role of insulin during β-cell
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development. We assessed the β-cell phenotype at birth and explored the ability of insulin
replacement to reverse developmental defects. Second, we aimed to determine if an adenoassociated virus (AAV) can deliver Cre recombinase to pancreatic β-cells for efficient
recombination. We designed an AAV with a fragment of the rat insulin 1 promoter driving
expression of Cre recombinase for use as a genetic tool for in vivo manipulation (AAV Ins1Cre). In our third aim, we determine if insulin-deficient β-cells can take on an insulin-producing
role when insulin is replaced by an AAV mediated gene therapy. We delivered the insulin gene
to insulin-deficient β-cells by AAV to determine if dedifferentiated insulin-deficient β-cells can
complete maturation and begin glucose stimulated insulin secretion like mature β-cells.
Examining the potential of undifferentiated insulin-deficient β-cells to mature and take on an
insulin-producing role when insulin is replaced provides insight into the reversibility of diabetes
by facilitating β-cell redifferentiation and could also be a viable therapeutic strategy for patients
with MODY or ND. Finally, we sought to investigate proinsulin processing with the specific aim
to investigate if PC2 is present in human β-cells and is necessary for processing human
proinsulin. Though past work has provided convincing evidence that mouse proinsulin is
processed by both PC1/3 and PC2, published findings justified examining if human proinsulin is
processed differently than mouse proinsulin. We localized PC2 in human pancreas and using
human islets we impaired the function of PC1/3 or PC2 to determine the capabilities of the
enzymes to process proinsulin in human β-cells. Collectively, the studies in this thesis assess
the role of insulin on β-cell development, develop a useful genetic tool to study β-cells in vivo,
provide insight into the viability of a gene therapy approach to reverse monogenic insulin
deficient diabetes, and clarify a longstanding theory on proinsulin processing in human β-cells.
These findings emphasize the importance of the continued rigorous study of β-cell development
and function to better guide gene and cell-based therapies for the treatment of diabetes.
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Chapter 2: Insulin-deficient mouse β-cells do not fully mature but can
be remedied through insulin replacement by islet transplantation
2.1

Introduction
In humans, β-cells containing insulin first appear in the pancreas at week 7 in

development and insulin acts as the main anabolic signaling molecule starting in the 26th week
of gestation351. In mice, insulin first appears in the pancreas at embryonic day 9.5 (E9.5)352 and
begins to regulate cell growth and glycemia at birth; a similar developmental stage to human
embryos at 26 weeks gestation. Uptake of glucose into cells is a fundamental process that is
almost always dependent on the actions of insulin353. Without insulin, vertebrates face elevated
glucose levels, increased stress hormones, ketogenesis, and rapid death from severe
ketoacidosis354.
Insulin may also play other non-glucose lowering roles, including serving as an important
signaling molecule on β-cells. Mice with targeted disruption of insulin receptors (IRs) on β-cells
have impaired glucose-stimulated insulin secretion and glucose intolerance355. IRs on β-cells
are necessary for β-cell hyperplasia in response to insulin resistance356. These studies355, 356
utilized a transgenic mouse model with the rat insulin promoter regulating Cre (RIP-Cre), with a
floxed insulin receptor gene (Insr). Cre is expressed after E9.5 when insulin first appears in the
mouse pancreas352 and recombines to delete the IR from ~80%357 of β-cells and regions of the
brain358. Delayed and incomplete recombination allows some insulin signaling in β-cells beyond
E9.5 and impaired insulin action in the brain can promote obesity and insulin resistance359.
Therefore, these findings do not conclusively demonstrate that a loss of insulin signaling in βcells is responsible for the observed phenotype. Recently, Trinder et al. addressed the caveat of
central recombination by using mice with an inducible Cre transgene driven by a mouse insulin
1 promoter (Ins1-Cre/ERT) to generate IR deficiency selectively in β-cells after E13360. Ins1-
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Cre/ERT mice had reduced β-cell mass at birth, but like previous studies using the RIP-Cre line,
these mice retained alternate insulin signaling pathways and attenuated IGF signaling in β-cells
through the IR. These caveats make it challenging to conclude that a loss of insulin action in βcells was entirely responsible for the phenotype.
Alongside incomplete β-cell recombination, delayed loss of IRs until later in
development, and the presence of a human growth hormone minigene in the Ins1-Cre/ERT
transgene361, 362, there are other important factors to consider when attempting to study a loss of
insulin signaling by using a model with deletion of the IR. First, insulin may signal with low
affinity through the IGF receptors 1 and 2363, 364 and it is possible that there are other insulin
signaling pathways not yet appreciated. Hyperinsulinemia in β-cell insulin receptor deficient
mice may increase the likelihood of insulin signaling via the IGF receptors355. Second, IGF1 and
IGF2 bind the IR and play essential roles in embryological mammalian development365. In fact,
binding of IGF2 to the IR appears to be the most important signal through the IR during mouse
development366. Thus, deleting the insulin receptor may not completely block all actions of
insulin and impairs the IR-mediated actions of the IGF hormones. We posit that the best
available model capable of definitively defining the unique role of insulin in β-cell development
and maturation, is a model with a loss of the insulin gene(s).
In 1997 Duvillié and colleagues generated an absolute insulin-deficient mouse lacking
both copies of the two nonallelic insulin genes, Ins1 and Ins2 (Ins1-/-Ins2-/-) with β-galactosidase
(βGAL; gene: lacZ) knocked in to the Ins2 locus367. Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice are viable at birth, have a
slightly (20%) reduced body weight, and though euglycemic at the time of parturition, quickly
develop severe hyperglycemia after suckling and die on average within 48 hours367, 368. This
aligns with findings in humans with insulin mutations who first present with growth retardation at
27 weeks gestation, a similar developmental stage to mice at birth369. Pancreatic islets of
neonatal Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice are enlarged but have reduced levels of endocrine hormone mRNA
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(glucagon [Gcg], somatostatin [Sst], and pancreatic polypeptide [Ppy])370. The pancreas of Ins1/-

Ins2-/- mice is full of aggregates of βGAL expressing cells but apart from positive

immunoreactivity for PDX1 in βGAL expressing cells370, there are no reports of the functional
maturity of these cells to determine the role of insulin signaling during β-cell development.
In the present study, we determined the role of insulin during β-cell development and
maturation by characterizing pancreatic islets of neonatal Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice and mice maintained
into adulthood by insulin replacement therapy. We found that alongside a complete loss of
insulin production, β-cells of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice lacked many markers of mature β-cells and were
present in islets of abnormal size and endocrine hormone composition. Additionally, insulindeficient β-cells expressed markers of dedifferentiation and dysfunction suggesting that insulin
is a necessary signal for complete β-cell maturation and/or maintaining their maturity. Shortterm replacement of insulin in the insulin knockout mice via exogenous injection facilitated a
partial normalization of the β-cell phenotype but was associated with islet fibrosis. Long-term
replacement of insulin by isogenic islet transplantation was sufficient for the maturation of
insulin-deficient β-cells. This model provides direct evidence that insulin itself is required for
normal β-cell development and the maintenance of normal β-cell function.

2.2

Materials and Methods

Animal breeding and insulin therapy
All experiments were approved by the UBC Animal Care Committee and carried out in
accordance with the Canadian Council on Animal Care Guidelines. Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice on a
C57BL/6J background (Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbour, ME, USA) were used as controls.
Ins1-/-Ins2+/- were generated in the lab of Dr. J. Jami (Institut Cochin, Paris, France) and supplied
indirectly from the lab of Dr. J. Johnson (University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada).
Ins1-/-Ins2+/- were on a mixed background (~50:50 C57BL/6 and 129; personal communication
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from Dr. J. Johnson) then were backcrossed onto a C57BL/6J background (five rounds) before
generating animals used in the current study. Animals were housed with a 12-h light/dark cycle
with ad libitum access to a standard chow diet (2918, Harlan Laboratories, Madison, WI, USA).
In the same rodent facility, Ins1-/-Ins2+/- mice were bred to acquire Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice and
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice were bred to acquire Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice. Upon first discovery of neonatal
mice (P0 – P1) subsets of mice were euthanized by decapitation and blood sugar was
examined using a handheld glucometer (LifeScan; Burnaby, BC, Canada). Insulin therapy was
immediately initiated in other cohorts of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice, initially identified by reduced body
weight and confirmed by genotyping at an older age. We genotyped Ins2 by qPCR assay (wildtype forward primer: 5’-GGT CCT TGG TGG TAG TAA CTT G, reverse primer: 5’-GCC TCT
AAA GCC TAC TCA TCT TC, and probe: 5’-GCA GTG CTC TAT GAG GGC CCT AAA; lacZ
knock in forward primer: 5’-CTG TAT GAA CGG TCT GGT CTT T, reverse primer: 5’-CGC TAT
GAC GGA ACA GGT ATT, and probe: 5’-TTG CCC GGA TAA ACG GAA CTG GAA) and Ins1
by qPCR assay (wild-type forward primer: 5’-CCA TTG TTA GGT TGG ATG ATT, reverse
primer: 5’-CGG TTG CCT ACC TTC TT, and probe: 5’-AGT ATC TGG AAT TCT GCT TCC
TGC CC; knockout forward primer: 5’-AAA CCA CAC TGC TCG AC, reverse primer: 5’-CAG
GAA GCA GAA TTC CAG ATA, and probe: 5’-GGG CTG CAG GAA TTC GAT ATC AAG C).
Briefly, animals received twice daily subcutaneous injections of approximately 0.1U Insulin
Glargine (Lantus®; diluted to 5 U/mL in F-10 media, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). As regular
blood glucose sampling is not possible with young pups, health of the animals was tracked by
body weight and glycosuria, and when animals failed to gain weight or lost weight, insulin
dosing was halved or skipped. When animals presented with severe glycosuria, we increased
the insulin dose. As pups grew, we began regular blood sampling to better refine insulin doses.
Therapy continued for up to 291 days. Mortality by this method was initially extremely high
(>90%) but decreased with experience to less than 50% for animals analyzed in this study.
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Some animals received islet transplants into the anterior chamber of the eye at 14 days of age.
In all experiments, we present findings from a mix of male and female animals. We did not
assess sex in neonates and did not detect significant differences between the sexes in adult
mice (data not shown).
Islet isolation and transplantation
Newborn Ins1-/-Ins2-/- or Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice were euthanized by decapitation upon first
discovery (P0-P1) and pancreatic islets were isolated by collagenase digestion371. Following
euthanization, we performed a rapid dissection and exposed the pancreatic duct. Approximately
1 mL of collagenase solution (1000 U/mL type XI collagenase, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO;
diluted in Hanks Buffer without CaCl2) was injected into the pancreatic duct. The pancreas was
then excised and digested for 6-8 mins at 37oC in 3 mL of collagenase. Islets were then
handpicked three times in medium (Hams F10, 7.5% fetal bovine serum, and
penicillin/streptomycin, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to increase purity to over 90%. Islets were
washed in PBS and immediately lysed by forceful suction into a 20g needle 20-30 times in 50
µL of QIAzol Lysis Reagent (Qiagen, Toronto, ON, Canada) before storage at -80oC.
Islet isolation from donor adult C57Bl/6 mice (used for transplantation) was completed in
the same fashion with slight changes (incubation in collagenase for 12-15 mins at 37oC). After
handpicking, islets were cultured overnight, visually inspected for purity, and washed in sterile
PBS prior to transplantation. Following two weeks of insulin therapy with Insulin Glargine
(Lantus®), Ins1-/-Ins2-/- animals received an islet transplant into the anterior chamber of the eye
(approximately 100-150 islets) as previously described372. This procedure is technically feasible
at two weeks of age and provides reversal of diabetes within 24 hours. Animals were
anaesthetized by inhaled isoflurane (5%) and maintained at 1-3%. The cornea was punctured
with a 27G needle to gain access to the anterior chamber of the eye. Islets were loaded into a
micropipette (MXL3-BP-IND-200; Origio MidAtlantic Devices, Mt Laurel, NJ, USA) and the
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micropipette was passed through the opening in the cornea and islets were deposited using a
micromanipulator. After removal of the micropipette, animals received Isoptears (Alcon Canada,
Mississauga, ON, Canada) with 0.3% wt/vol gentamycin to prevent infection.
Immunohistochemistry and immunohistofluorescence
Pancreata were dissected out of mice, washed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) overnight before being transferred to 70% ethanol for long
term storage prior to paraffin-embedding and sectioning (5 µm thickness; Wax-It Histology
Services, Vancouver, Canada). Hematoxylin and Eosin and Trichome staining was performed
by standard protocol and slides were scanned using the ScanScope CS system (Aperio; Vista,
CA). Immunofluorescent staining was performed as previously described16 and we list antibody
source, catalog number, working dilution, and research resource identifier (RRID) in Table 2-1.
Secondary antibodies used in Chapters 2 through 5 are described in Appendix A.
Briefly, sections were deparaffinized in xylene (15 mins) and rehydrated in graded
ethanol (100% 2x5 mins, 95% 5 mins, 70% 5 mins, and PBS 10 mins) before heat induced
epitope retrieval in an EZ Retriever microwave oven (BioGenes; Fremont, CA) for 15 mins at
95oC in 10 mM citrate buffer (0.5% Tween 20, pH 6.0; ThermoFisher Scientific®, Waltham, MA).
Samples were blocked in DAKO® Protein Block, Serum Free (Dako; Burlington, Canada) and
incubated overnight in primary antibody diluted in Dako Antibody Diluent (Dako; Burlington
Canada). The following day, slides were washed and incubated in secondary antibody for 1
hour at room temperature before mounting and counterstaining with nuclear stain 4,6-diamidino2-phenylindole (DAPI) using VECTASHILED® Hard Set Mounting Medium with DAPI (Vector
Laboratories; Burlingame, Ca). All images were captured and analyzed with an ImageXpress®
Micro XLS System, controlled by MetaXpress® High-Content Image Acquisition & Analysis
Software (Molecular Devices Corporation; Sunnyvale, CA) with a scientific CMOS camera, a
Nikon 20× Plan Apo objective (NA=0.75, 1-6300-0196; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) and DAPI (DAPI-
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5060B), FITC (FITC-3540B), Cy3 (Cy3-4040B), Texas Red (TXRED-4040B), and Cy5 (Cy54040A) filter cubes. We performed quantification of histological images using the same software
(MetaXpress®). We used IAPP, insulin, or β-galactosidase to label β-cells, glucagon (GCG) to
label α-cells, somatostatin (SST) to label δ-cells, and pancreatic polypeptide (PP) to label PP
cells. Of note, though δ-cells are known to express some IAPP373, given the relative smaller
number of δ-cells, lower expression level, and very limited co-localization of SST and IAPP
(data not shown), we use bright IAPP immunoreactivity as a marker of β-cells. We
immunostained for synaptophysin (SYN) to identify islet cells and quantify islet size and number.
We calculated endocrine cell area of each cell type by quantifying immunoreactive surface area
relative to total pancreas surface area and calculated the average of three immunostained
sections 50-100 µM apart from each animal. We calculated the proportion of β-cells with
positive immunoreactivity for proteins of interest or total immunoreactive area of proteins of
interest by thresholding images and using a multi wavelength cell scoring journal in
MetaXpress® and used image analysis to find the mean fluorescent intensity of positive signal
in relevant cell compartments. Briefly, DAPI was used to localize the nuclear compartment of
each cell and defined minimum and maximum cell diameters and total stained area were used
to identify cytoplasmic compartments. Settings were based on an assessment of representative
cells for each immunostaining experiment with an effort to maximize sensitivity and specificity of
signal detection. All quantification analyses for direct comparison were based on
immunostaining experiments performed in parallel with identical image acquisition conditions.
Imaging conditions aimed to make use of a 16-bit dynamic range of fluorescent intensity while
avoiding pixel intensity saturation. After defining parameters, quantification was performed in
MetaXpress® and the generated masks for cell compartments and positive/negative signal
coding in outputs were reviewed. Settings were adjusted as needed to ensure quantification of
colocalization or average pixel fluorescent intensity between sections was representative.
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Table 2-1 Primary antibodies used for immunofluorescent staining
Peptide/protein
target

Antigen
Sequence

Name of
Antibody

Aldehyde
dehydrogenase
family member 1A3

unknown

Rabbit
antiALDH1A3

Islet amyloid
polypeptide
Beta-galactosidase

unknown

Rabbit
anti-IAPP
Rabbit
anti-βGAL
Mouse
anti-βGAL
Rabbit
anti-GCK
Mouse
anti-GCG
Rabbit
antiGLUT2
Guinea pig
anti-INS

Beta-galactosidase
Glucokinase
Glucagon
Glucose transporter
2
Insulin

Whole betagalactosidase
unknown
Recombinant
glucokinase
unknown
First
extracellular
loop of Glut2
Full length
human insulin

Insulin

unknown

Insulin

Residues near
Val36 of human
insulin
AA 105-154 of
human l-myc

v-myc avian
myolocytomatosis
viral oncogene lung
carcinoma derived
V-maf muscoloaponeurotic
fibrosarcoma
oncogene homolog
A
V-maf
muscoloaponeurotic
fibrosarcoma
oncogene homolog
B
homeobox protein
NANOG

Rabbit
anti-INS
Mouse
anti-INS

Manufacturer,
catalog #, and/or
name of producer
Novus
NBP2Biologicals
15339

AbCam
Thermo
Scientific
DSHB
Sigma
Sigma
Millipore
Thermo
Fisher
Scientific
Cell
Signaling
Cell
Signaling

ab151
25
A1113
2
40-1ac
HPA0
07034
G
2654
071402

Species raised in;
monoclonal or
polyclonal
Rabbit
Polyclonal

Dilution
used

RRID

1 to 100

AB_26
65496

AB_22
95631
AB_22
1539
AB_52
8100
AB_88
8431
AB_25
9852
AB_15
87076

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 50

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 100

Mouse

Monoclonal

1 to 50

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 50

Mouse

Monoclonal

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to
1000
1 to 500

PA126938

Guine
a pig

Polyclonal

1 to 100

AB_79
4668

C27C
9
L6B10

Rabbit

Monoclonal

1 to 200

Mouse

Monoclonal

1 to 250

AB_21
26503
AB_10
94931
4
AB_21
48730

Rabbit
anti-LMYC

AbCam

Ab287
39

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 100

unknown

Rabbit
anti-MAFA

Betalogics
(Johnson &
Johnson)

LP987
2

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to
1000

AB_26
65528

AA 18-140 of
MAFB

Rabbit
anti-MAFB

Sigma Life
Sciences

HPA0
05653

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 100

AB_10
79293

Mouse nanog

Rabbit
antiNANOG
Goat antiNKX6.1

AbCam

Ab808
92

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 100

AB_21
50114

R and D
Systems

AF585
7

Goat

Polyclonal

1 to 20

AB_18
57045

homeodomain
transcription factor
6.1

Human Nkx6.1

homeodomain
transcription factor
2.2

Nkx2.2-GST
fusion, E. coli

Mouse
antiNKX2.2

DSHB

74.5A
5

Mouse

Monoclonal

1 to 100

AB_53
1794

Neurogenin-3

Met1-Leu214 of
human Ngn3
AA40-69 of
human Ngn3

Sheep
anti-NGN3
Sheep
anti-NGN3

AF344
4
PA511893

Sheep

Polyclonal

1 to 20

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 100

AB_21
49527
AB_21
49526

Pancreatic
polypeptide

Ala30-Leu95 of
human PP

Goat antiPP

R and D
Systems
Thermo
Fisher
Scientific
R and D
Systems

AF629
7

Goat

Polyclonal

1 to 200

Paired box 6

C-terminus
mouse PAX6

Rabbit
anti-PAX6

Covance

PRB278P

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 250

Neurogenin-3

AB_10
71757
1
AB_23
13780
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Peptide/protein
target

Antigen
Sequence

Name of
Antibody

Prohormone
convertase 1/3

unknown

Rabbit
anti-PC1/3

Prohormone
convertase 1/3

unknown

Mouse
anti-PC1/3

Gunilla
Westermark

gift

Mouse

Prohormone
convertase 2

E622-N638 of
mouse PC2

Rabbit
anti-PC2

PA1058

Proliferating cell
nuclear antigen

Rat PCNA

Mouse
anti-PCNA

Thermo
Fisher
Scientific
Abcam

Pancreatic and
duodenal homeobox
1

N-terminus of
mouse PDX1

Guinea pig
anti-PDX1

Somatostatin

Human
somatostatin

Mouse
anti-SST

Sulphonylurea
receptor 1
Synaptophysin

Aa1560-1582

Rabbit
anti-SUR1
Rabbit
antiSynaptoph
ysin

C-terminus of
human Syn

Manufacturer,
catalog #, and/or
name of producer
Lakshmi
gift
Devi

Dilution
used

RRID

1 to 500

AB_26
65530

Monoclonal

Direct

AB_26
65529

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 500

AB_21
58593

ab29

Mouse

Monoclonal

1 to 100

AB_30
3394

Abcam

ab473
08

Guine
a pig

Polyclonal

1 to
1000

AB_77
7178

Β Cell
Biology
Consortium
Abcam

AB198
5

Mouse

Polyclonal

1 to 500

ab328
44
NB120
16659

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 50

Rabbit

Monoclonal

1 to 50

AB_10
01460
9
AB_22
73320
AB_79
2140

Novus
Biologicals

Species raised in;
monoclonal or
polyclonal
Rabbit
Polyclonal

RNA Isolation and RT-qPCR
Following islet isolation, lysis, and storage in Qiazol Lysis Reagent (Qiagen, Toronto,
ON, Canada) we performed an acid guanidinium thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform extraction by
standard methods374. To ensure sufficient quantity of mRNA for downstream applications, we
pooled lysed islets from 3 to 5 mice in each group of Ins1-/-Ins2-/-, Ins1-/-Ins2+/-, or Ins1+/+Ins2+/+
animals, for a total of 25-35 islets per sample. cDNA was generated from isolated islet RNA
using a RevertAid H Minus First Strand cDNA synthesis kit containing random hexamers and
oligo(dT)18s (ThermoFisher Scientific®, Waltham, MA) and was performed according to
manufacturer’s protocol. mRNA levels of target genes were quantified by 2-ΔΔCT method
(glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase [Gapdh] used as the reference gene) using the
SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad®, Mississauga, Canada) kit according to manufacturer’s
protocol (for primer details see Table 2-2).
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Table 2-2 Primer sequences and annealing temperatures.
Target
Gene(s)
Abcc8
Amy1
Gapdh
Gcg
Gck
Ins1 + Ins2
Neurog3
Nkx2.2
Nkx6.1
MafA
Pax6
Pcsk1
Pcsk2
Pdx1
Ppy
Slc2a2
Sst

Forward primer

Reverse Primer

GTGGTATCGAGCAGAGATCC

ATCAGGATACAAAAGGCGCT

TAACCACATGTGTGGCGCAG

CCAGAAGGCCAGTCAGACGA

TGGAGAAACCTGCCAAGTA

TGTTGCTGTAGCCGTATTCA

CAGGCACGCTGATGGCT

GTGAAGATGGTTGTGAATGGTGAAATAC

TTTGTGAGCCGATCCTGCTT

AGGTGATTTCGCAGTTGGGT

GCTCTCTACCTGGTGTGTGGGGAGC GGAGCAGATGCTGGTGCAGCACTG
TTGAGTCGGGAGAACTAGGA

TGGAATTGGAACTGAGCACT

TTATGTTTGAGTTGCAGCGG

AAACCACGTGAAACTGCTGA

CTTCGCCCTGGAGAAGAC

CCGAGTCCTGCTTCTTCTTG

AGGCGCACCCGACTTCTTTCTGTGA

GGTAGGTACCTGGAGCTGGGGCTT

CACATTTCCTTGAGAGGGCT

AAGACACCACCAAGCTGATT

CCAGTTCTCAGTCCAGCCCTT

CCAAACGCAAAAGAAGGCGAA

AGCCATGGAACTAGGTGTGC

TTGTATGCTACGCCGACTCC

GCTCACGCGTGGAAAGGCCAGT

CGCATACTGCTGCCTCTCC

CGCATACTGCTGCCTCTCC

CCTGGTCAGTGTGTTGATGTATCTG

ATCAGGACTGTATTGTGGGC

GAGGCCAGCAATCTGACTAA

CTGAGCAGGACGAGATGAGG

TAACAGGATGTGAATGTCTTCCAGAA

Annealing
Temperature
60oC
59oC
60oC
59oC
59oC
59oC
60oC
59oC
59oC
59oC
59oC
59oC
59oC
60oC
59oC
59oC
59oC

Efficiency1
98.4%
96.9%
98.5%
105.1%
100.0%
102.4%
105.9%
99.1%
98.5%
95.2%
101.6%
97.5%
104.9%
98.4%
104.9%
97.3%
96.2%

Efficiency was calculated by CFX Manager software (Version 3.1, Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, Ca) by fitting a standard curve of serial dilutions of islet cDNA.

1

Statistics
Data were subject to the Shapiro-Wilk normality test and when all groups passed the test
for normality we analyzed by the Student’s t-test, one-way ANOVA with Tukey test for multiple
comparisons, or two-way ANOVA with Bonferonni’s post-hoc testing. When one or more groups
failed the test for normality, we used the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test or Kruskal-Wallis
test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad
Prism 7.01 (La Jolla, CA) with significance set at p < 0.05.

2.3

Results

Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice are born with β-cells
Upon first discovery (P0 – P1), Ins-/-Ins2-/- mice had reduced body weight compared to
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls (Figure 2-1A). Ins-/-Ins2-/- mice were euglycemic at the time of delivery but
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quickly developed hyperglycemia after suckling. Therefore, blood glucose levels were highly
variable at the time of blood sampling, unlike Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls and Ins1-/-Ins2+/- littermates.
To determine if reduced insulin expression had a detrimental impact on the phenotype of βcells, we immunostained pancreas sections from mice with reduced insulin gene copy number
(Ins1-/-Ins2+/+, Ins1+/+Ins2-/-, or Ins1-/-Ins2+/-) for the prototypical mature β-cell marker
muscoloaponeurotic fibrosarcoma oncogene homolog A (MAFA, a basic leucine zipper
transcription factor; Figure 2-2). There was reduced intensity of MAFA immunoreactivity in mice
with reduced insulin gene copy number.
Based on previous reports of abnormal β-cell size and islet structure in Ins1-/-Ins2+/+ and
Ins1+/+Ins2-/- mice375 paired with reduced nuclear immunoreactivity for MAFA in mice with
reduced insulin gene copy number, we compared the Ins1-/-Ins2-/- group with wild-type
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls in the majority of our experiments. Histological examination of neonatal
pancreata revealed normal aggregates of IAPP+βGAL+INS- clusters resembling neonatal islets
of Langerhans in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice and IAPP+βGAL-INS+ β-cells in Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice (Figure 21B). We use IAPP, insulin, and/or β-galactosidase as markers for β-cells.
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Figure 2-1 Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice have IAPP expressing β-cells.
(A) Upon first discovery (P0 – P1), wild-type Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ and insulin knockout Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice
were weighed and their blood glucose was measured (n = 10-31). Individual animal weight or
blood glucose is shown on box and whisker plots. Statistical analysis was performed using a
one-way ANOVA with Tukey test for multiple comparisons of body weight between all groups.
***p < 0.001. (B) Immunostaining of P1 pancreata for insulin (INS), islet amyloid polypeptide
(IAPP), β-galactosidase (βGAL) and nuclei (DAPI) in wildtype Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls (upper
panels) and Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice (lower panels), revealing islet-like clusters of INS-IAPP+βGAL+
cells in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- pancreas (representative micrographs from n = 3). Scale bar is 100 µm.
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Figure 2-2 Variable MafA immunoreactivity in mice with reduced insulin gene copy
number.
Mice with reduced insulin gene dose have reduced MafA immunoreactivity. Pancreata from 2month-old mice were immunostained for insulin and MAFA (representative micrographs from n
= 3). Scale bar is 100 μm.
Insulin-deficient islets are enlarged and have an abnormal endocrine cell distribution
We characterized the endocrine cell distribution of neonatal islets to determine if a lack
of insulin causes a shift in endocrine cell proportions. Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ and Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets had a
similar distribution of GCG+ α-cells and SST+ δ-cells but no obvious pathological immune
infiltration nor fibrosis by Hematoxylin and Eosin and Masson’s Trichrome staining (Figure 23A). Among all hormone immunoreactive cells, the relative proportion of GCG and PP
immunoreactive cells decreased and the proportion of SST immunoreactive cells increased in
islets of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice compared to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls (Figure 2-3B). The proportion of
total pancreas section area immunoreactive for IAPP and SST was increased and PP was
decreased in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- pancreas compared to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls (Figure 2-3C; proportion
of total pancreas section area immunoreactive for each hormone is used as a surrogate of total
endocrine cell mass376). We immunostained for ghrelin and found extremely rare cells as
expected in both controls and insulin-deficient islets (data not shown). Insulin-deficient islets
were fewer in number (Figure 2-3D) but over triple in size compared to islets in pancreas of
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ control mice (Figure 2-3E). We immunostained for the proliferating cell nuclear
antigen (PCNA) as a marker of replicating cells and observed a pronounced increase in
proportion of IAPP+PCNA+/IAPP+ cells in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice compared to controls (Figure 2-3F).
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Figure 2-3 Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice have enlarged islets with abnormal islet cell number and
distribution.
(A) P1 pancreata of Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ (top panels) and Ins1-/-Ins2-/- (bottom panels) mice were
immunostained for IAPP and GCG or GCG, SST, and PP. Hematoxylin & Eosin, and Masson’s
Trichrome staining of P1 pancreas (representative micrographs from n = 3-5). Scale bars are
100 µm. (B) Percentage of total endocrine immunoreactive area, that is immunoreactive for the
islet hormones IAPP, GCG, SST, and PP (n = 4-5 animals, 3 sections quantified per animal).
(C) β-cell, α-cell, δ-cell, and PP-cell area relative to total pancreas area (n = 4-5 animals, 3
sections quantified per animal). (D) Number of islets identified by synaptophysin
immunoreactivity relative to pancreas section area (n = 4-5, 3 sections quantified per animal).
(E) Average islet size by synaptophysin immunoreactive area (n=4-5, 3 sections quantified per
animal). (F) Quantification of percentage of IAPP+ cells that were PCNA+; representative image
shown (n = 5). Scale bar is 100 µm. Individual animals are shown on box and whisker plots.
Statistical analysis was performed using a Student’s T-test to assess significance. *p < 0.05, **p
< 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls.
Insulin-deficient β-cells lack markers of mature β-cells
We examined the maturity of the insulin-deficient β-cells by immunostaining for markers
of mature β-cells. For some proteins, the immunoreactivity coincided with the feeding/glycemia
status of the animals. IAPP+ cells of hypoglycemic insulin-deficient mice had normal pancreatic
and duodenal homeobox 1 (PDX1; Figure 2-4A), but completely lacked immunoreactivity for
homeodomain transcription factor 6.1 (NKX6.1), in contrast to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls (Figure 24B). We also detected less frequent immunoreactivity of homeodomain transcription factor 2.2
(NKX2.2) in β-cells (IAPP+) of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice compared to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls (Figure 24C). Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice had a reduced proportion of IAPP+ cells that expressed paired box 6
(PAX6) and IAPP+PAX6+ cells had reduced intensity of PAX6 immunoreactivity compared to
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls (Figure 2-4D), as did the remainder of the islet cells. MAFA
immunoreactivity was observed in a lower proportion of βGAL+ β-cells in insulin knockouts
compared to INS+ cells in control mice and the intensity of immunoreactivity in cells with
positive MAFA immunoreactivity trended to be reduced (Figure 2-4E).
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Figure 2-4 β-cells in hypoglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice lack immunoreactivity for some βcell transcription factors.
P0 – P0.5 pancreata was immunostained for PDX1 (A), NKX6.1 (B), NKX2.2 (C), PAX6 (D),
and MAFA (E). Representative micrographs shown (n = 3). Quantification of percentage of
IAPP+ cells (A-D) or INS/βGAL+ cells (E) immunoreactive for the selected transcription factor
and fluorescent intensities relative to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls in PDX1+ (A), NKX6.1+ (B),
NKX2.2+ (C), PAX6+ (D), or MAFA+ (E) cells shown to the right of representative images.
Individual animal values are shown on box and whisker plots. A Student’s T-test (target+ β-cells
A-E and fluorescent intensity B, D, E) or Mann-Whitney U test (fluorescent intensity A, C) was
used to assess significance. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 vs. Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls. Scale bar is 100 µm
and insets are enlarged 8x.
In hyperglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2-/- neonates, NKX6.1, NKX2.2, PAX6, MAFA, and glucose
transporter 2 (GLUT2) immunoreactivity was completely lacking (Figure 2-5A) and there was a
reduced percentage of islet area with positive immunoreactivity for NKX6.1, NKX2.2, PAX6,
MAFA, GLUT2, SUR1, and PC2 relative to control Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice (Figure 2-5B).
GLUT2 immunoreactivity was detected in fewer IAPP+ cells in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- animals and
IAPP+GLUT2+ cells had reduced intensity of GLUT2 immunoreactivity in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- animals
compared to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls (Figure 2-6A). In neonates that had not yet suckled and were
hypoglycemic, immunoreactivity of SUR1 (Figure 2-6B), PC1/3 (Figure 2-6C), and PC2 (Figure
2-6D) was comparable to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls. We examined transcript levels by qPCR in
isolated islets. There was reduced expression of Ins, Gcg, Sst, and Ppy, as well as Pdx1,
Nkx6.1, Nkx2.2, Pax6, Sur1, and Pcsk2 in hypoglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2-/- pups compared to
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls and mRNA expression levels of Slc2a2, Gck, and Pcsk1 were similar to
levels in islets from control mice (Figure 2-6E). We found comparable expression of Amy1 in
samples, indicating that the differences observed in expression levels of other target genes
were unlikely a result of variable pancreatic exocrine contamination of samples.
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Figure 2-5 Hyperglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells lose expression of key β-cell genes.
(A) P1 pancreata from hyperglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice were immunostained for PDX1, NKX2.2,
PAX6, MAFA, GLUT2, SUR1, PC1/3, or PC2 (red) and IAPP, βGAL/INS, or GCG (green).
Representative micrograph shown (n = 3). Scale bar is 100 μm and insets are enlarged 8x. (B)
Quantification of proportion of islet area with positive immunoreactivity to protein of interest.
Individual animals are shown on box and whisker plots. Statistical analysis was performed using
a Student’s T-test to assess significance. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls.
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Figure 2-6 Hypoglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells lack expression of key β-cell factors.
P0 – P0.5 pancreata were immunostained for GLUT2 (A), SUR1 (B), PC1/3 (C), and PC2 (D).
Representative micrographs shown (n = 3). Quantification of percentage of INS/βGAL+ cells (AB) or IAPP+ (C) cells immunoreactive for the selected protein and fluorescent intensities relative
to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls in GLUT2+ (A), SUR1+ (B), or PC1/3+ (C) cells shown to the right of
representative images. (D) Percentage of GCG- islet cells expressing PC2 and relative
fluorescent intensity of PC2 immunoreactivity in GCG-PC2+ cells. Scale bar is 100 µm and
insets are enlarged 8x. (E) Relative mRNA quantification from isolated P0 – P05 islets from
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+, Ins1-/-Ins2-/-, and Ins1-/-Ins2+/- pups. Individual animals are shown on box and
whisker plots. A Student’s T-test (target+ β-cells B, D and fluorescent intensity A-D), MannWhitney U (target+ β-cells A, C), one-way ANOVA with Tukey test for multiple comparisons (E
[Gcg, Nkx2.2, Slc2a2, Gck, Pcsk1, Amy1]), or Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple
comparisons test (E [Sst, Ppy, Pdx1, Nkx6.1, Pax6, Abcc8, Pcsk2]) was used to assess
significance. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs controls.

Insulin-deficient β-cells express progenitor markers
We next determined if insulin-deficient β-cells of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice resembled
dedifferentiated β-cells. We immunostained pancreas from three neonatal Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ and
three neonatal hypoglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2-/- animals for factors associated with a progenitor state
that have been detected in dedifferentiated β-cells35. Many βGAL+ β-cells in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice
were immunoreactive for v-myc avian myolocytomatosis viral oncogene lung carcinoma derived
(L-MYC), homeobox protein NANOG (NANOG), and aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 family member
A3 (ALDH1A3; Figure 2-8A-C). This contrasts with neurogenin-3 (NGN3), which was present in
the perinuclear area of synaptophysin immunoreactive (SYN+) islets cells in Ins1+/+Ins2+/+
controls but absent from Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islet cells (Figure 2-8D). We repeated NGN3
immunostaining using two commercial antibodies (R&D Systems, catalog: AF3444 and Thermo
Fisher Scientific, catalog: PA5-11893) and found similar patterns of immunoreactivity (Figure 27). The proportion of β-cells that were L-MYC+ or ALDH1A3+ was significantly increased in
Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice relative to controls. Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells had higher intensity for immunoreactive
NANOG and L-MYC compared to control samples. We attempted to quantify the corresponding
gene levels by qPCR but could only detect sufficient transcript of Aldh1a3 which was increased
~8-fold in islets of in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice relative to controls (Figure 2-8C).
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Figure 2-7 Consistent patterns of immunofluorescence with two commercially available
NGN3 antibodies.
P1 pancreata from Ins1-/-Ins2-/- and Ins1+/+In2+/+ mice were immunostained for NGN3 using two
commercially available antibodies. Scale bar is 50 μm.
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Figure 2-8 Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells are not fully differentiated.
P0 – P0.5 pancreata from Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ and Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice were immunostained for L-MYC
(A), NANOG (B), ALDH1A3 (C) and NGN3 (D). Representative micrographs shown (n = 3).
Quantification of percentage of INS/βGAL+ cells (A-C) or Synaptophysin+ (SYN) cells (D)
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immunoreactive for the selected protein and fluorescent intensity relative to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+
controls in L-MYC+ (A), NANOG+ (B), ALDH1A3+ (C), or NGN3+ (D) cells shown to the right of
representative images. Relative mRNA expression of Aldh1a3 (D) by 2-ΔΔCt method in isolated
P0 – P0.5 islets from Ins1+/+Ins2+/+, Ins1-/-Ins2-/-, and Ins1-/-Ins2+/- pups. Individual animals are
shown on box and whisker plots. A Student’s T-test (target+ β-cells A,C, D and fluorescent
intensity A-D), Mann- Whitney U (target+ β-cells B), or Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple
comparisons test (qPCR relative expression) was used to assess significance. *p < 0.05, ***p <
0.001 vs controls. Scale bar is 50 µm and insets are enlarged 4x.
Insulin replacement by injection leads to islet fibrosis and expanded islet cell area
To determine if restoration of insulin signaling by exogenous insulin therapy was
sufficient for completed β-cell maturation, we treated insulin-deficient animals with insulin
injections for 2 months. Insulin injected Ins-/-Ins2-/- mice gained weight but at a slower rate than
control animals (Figure 2-9A). Following insulin therapy by injection or isogenic islet transplant
from Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ donors, animals retained clusters of IAPP+ cells, but the majority of IAPP+
cells were βGAL- (Figure 2-9B-D). Seeking to clarify this observation, we examined INS and
βGAL immunoreactivity in Ins1-/-Ins2+/- and Ins1+/+Ins2-/- islets. Evidently there can be unique
expression of Ins1 versus Ins2 within β-cells, as many INS+ cells were βGAL- in Ins1+/+Ins2-/mice. Additionally, it appears there can be unique expression of the two Ins2 alleles within βcells, as Ins1-/-Ins2+/- islets also had abundant INS+ cells that were βGAL- (Figure 2-9E).
Following insulin therapy by injections for two months, there was islet cell hyperplasia
and obvious islet fibrosis by Masson’s trichrome staining in insulin-deficient islets (Figure 210A). Though a reduced proportion of endocrine cells were IAPP+ β-cells (Figure 2-10B), we
observed an expansion of all endocrine cell types relative to total pancreatic area in Ins1-/-Ins2-/mice compared to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls (Figure 2-10C). Further, Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets trended to
being larger (Figure 2-10D-E) and there was a trend towards an increased proportion of
IAPP+PCNA+/IAPP+ islet cells compared to in controls (Figure 2-10F).
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Figure 2-9 Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells lose expression of βGAL after insulin therapy to keep mice
alive into adulthood.
(A) Body weight of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- animals treated with insulin injections and Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls
(n = 7). Data are shown as mean ± SEM. Statistical analysis was performed using a repeated
measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc testing. ***p < 0.001 vs Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls. (B)
After 2 months of insulin therapy by injection alone, the majority of β-cells of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice
lost expression of βGAL and there were few INS-IAPP+βGAL+ cells (rare examples marked by
arrows). After 9 months of insulin therapy by injection alone (C) or 12 months of insulin therapy
by islet transplantation (D) the same pattern existed and most β-cells of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice lost
expression of βGAL and there were few INS-IAPP+βGAL+ cells (rare examples marked by
arrows) (E) Immunostaining of pancreata from 2-month-old Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice, Ins1+/+Ins2-/mice, and Ins-/-Ins2+/- mice for INS and βGAL. Scale bars are 100 μm.
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Figure 2-10 Adult Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice treated by insulin injections have islet hyperplasia and
fibrosis.
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(A) Pancreata of 2-month-old Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ (top panels) and insulin injection treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/(bottom panels) mice were immunostained for IAPP and GCG or GCG, SST, and PP.
Hematoxylin & Eosin, and Masson’s Trichrome staining of pancreas (representative
micrographs from n = 3-5). Scale bars are 100 µm. (B) Percentage of total endocrine
(synaptophysin+) immunoreactive area, that expressed the islet hormones IAPP, GCG, SST, or
PP. (C) β-cell, α-cell, δ-cell, and PP-cell area relative to total pancreas area (n = 4 animals, 3
sections quantified per animal). (D) Number of islets identified by synaptophysin
immunoreactivity relative to pancreas section area. (E) Average islet size by synaptophysin
immunoreactive area. (F) Quantification of percentage of IAPP+ cells that were PCNA+;
representative image shown (n = 4). Scale bar is 100 µm. (B-F) Individual animal endocrine
area is shown on box and whisker plots. Statistical analysis was performed using a Student’s Ttest (B [IAPP, SST, PP], C[IAPP, GCG, PP], F) or Mann-Whitney U test (B [GCG], C [SST], D,
E) to assess significance. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls.
Insulin replacement by injection facilitates partial maturation of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells
To determine if insulin replacement by injection was sufficient for Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells to
complete maturation, gain expression of NKX6.1, NKX2.2, MAFA, PAX6, and GLUT2, and lose
expression of L-MYC and NANOG, we immunostained for these factors in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice
treated with insulin injections. Following 2 months of twice daily insulin injections, Ins1-/-Ins2-/- βcells gained immunoreactivity for NKX2.2 (Figure 2-11A) but still had reduced intensity of
NKX6.1 immunoreactivity compared to INS+ Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ β-cells (Figure 2-11B). Further, Ins1-/Ins2-/- islet cells were deficient in PAX6, MAFA, and GLUT2 compared to control islets (Figure 211C-E). There was cytoplasmic NANOG immunoreactivity in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- IAPP+ cells but no LMYC+ cells (Figure 2-11F-G). Rare ALDH1A3+ cells were observed (Figure 2-11H) and
pericytoplasmic immunoreactivity for NGN3 was frequent in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- IAPP+ β-cells and
neighboring cells within the islet (Figure 2-11I), similar to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ neonatal β-cells (Figure
2-8D).
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Figure 2-11 Insulin therapy by injection is not sufficient for the completed maturation of
Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells.
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Pancreata of 2-month-old Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ (left panels) and insulin injection treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/(right panels) mice were immunostained for factors associated with mature β-cells (A-E) and a
progenitor state (F-J). Ins1-/-Ins2-/- βGAL+ cells express NKX2.2 (A) but had less intense to
absent NKX6.1 (B), PAX6 (C), MAFA (D), and GLUT2 (E) immunoreactivity compared with INS+
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ β-cells. Ins1-/-Ins2-/- βGAL+ β-cells express NANOG (G), and NGN3 (I), but not LMYC (F) and only extremely rare ALDH1A3+IAPP+ cells (H). Scale bars are 100 µm and insets
are enlarged 8x (A-E) or 4x (F-I).
Insulin replacement by islet transplantation facilitates expansion and completed
maturation of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells
We next determined if restoration of insulin signaling by isogenic islet transplant into the
anterior chamber of the eye was sufficient for completed β-cell maturation. We attempted to
have a side-by-side comparison of the endocrine pancreas of animals treated for ~1 year by
insulin injections (n=1) alone or islet transplant into the anterior chamber of the eye at two
weeks of age (n=4; Figure 2-12). Due to major technical challenges in keeping Ins1-/-Ins2-/animals alive for such a prolonged time, we were only able to collect samples from one mouse
at 291 days of age. The mouse treated by injections had extreme islet fibrosis (Figure 2-12A)
with a near complete loss of IAPP+ cells and islets were >50% GCG+ (Figure 2-13A).
Compared to Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls, mice treated with an islet transplant had grossly normal
appearing islets without signs of fibrosis (Figure 2-12A) and did not have significantly altered
islet hormone proportions (Figure 2-12B), but there was a slightly expanded α-cell area (Figure
2-12C) and mice had enlarged islets (Figure 2-12E).
Unlike mice treated with insulin injections for 2 months (Figure 2-11) pancreatic β-cells of
Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice transplanted with healthy islets had normal immunoreactivity for PAX6, MAFA,
and GLUT2 (Figure 2-13B) but we detected the abnormal presence of cells with cytoplasmic
NANOG immunoreactivity (Figure 2-14). NGN3 immunoreactivity was not detected in pancreas
of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice transplanted with islets, similar to adult Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls (Figure 2-14).
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Figure 2-12 Insulin replacement by islet transplant leads to islet hyperplasia and
preservation of β-cell mass, unlike insulin injections.
(A) Pancreata of Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ (top panels; n = 3, 12 months of age), insulin injection treated
Ins1-/-Ins2-/- (middle panels; n = 1, 9 months of age), and islet transplant treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/(bottom panels; n = 4, 12-14 months of age) mice were immunostained for IAPP and GCG or
GCG, SST, and PP. Arrows point to examples of polyhormonal cells that are GCG+PP+ or
SST+PP+. Hematoxylin & Eosin, and Masson’s Trichrome staining of pancreas. Scale bars are
100 µm. (B) Percentage of total endocrine immunoreactive area, that is immunoreactive for the
islet hormones IAPP, GCG, SST, or PP. (C) β-cell, α-cell, δ-cell, and PP-cell area relative to
total pancreas area. Number (D) and size (E) of islets identified by synaptophysin
immunoreactivity relative to pancreas section area. (F) Quantification of percentage of IAPP+
cells that were PCNA+. Individual animal endocrine area is shown on box and whisker plots.
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ and islet treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- groups were compared by Student’s T-test (B [IAPP,
GCG, SST], C [IAPP, GCG, SST], D, E) or Mann-Whitney U test (B [PP], C [PP], F) to assess
significance. *p < 0.05 vs Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls.
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Figure 2-13 β-cells from islet transplant treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice express markers of
mature β-cell function.
(A) Pancreas from an insulin injection treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mouse (9 months of age) was
immunostained for IAPP, GCG, SST, PP, and SYN. Proportions and relative area of each
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endocrine hormone was quantified as well as islet size and number using SYN
immunoreactivity. Dashed lines indicate values of Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice (12 months of age) shown
in Figure 8. (B) Pancreata of adult Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ (left panels; n = 3, 12 months of age), insulin
injection treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- (middle panels; n = 1, 9 months of age), and islet transplant treated
Ins1-/-Ins2-/- (right panels; n = 4, 12-14 months of age) mice were immunostained for NKX2.2,
PAX6, MAFA, and GLUT2. Scale bar is 100 μm and insets are enlarged 8x.

Figure 2-14 β-cells of islet transplant treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice are more mature.
Pancreata of Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ (left panels; n = 3, 12 months of age), insulin injection treated Ins1-/Ins2-/- (middle panels; n = 1, 9 months of age), and islet transplant treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- (right
panels; n = 4, 12-14 months of age) mice were immunostained for L-MYC, ALDH1A3, NANOG,
and NGN3. Scale bar is 100 μm and insets are enlarged 4x.
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2.4

Discussion
Mice lacking IRs on β-cells have impaired glucose stimulated insulin secretion355 and β-

cell mass expands during development360. IR deficient β-cells are unable to sufficiently expand
in response to hepatic insulin resistance, resulting in adult onset diabetes356. In the current
study, we characterized pancreas in neonatal Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice and Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice kept alive
into adulthood using insulin therapy. By using the insulin knockout mouse model as an alternate
to insulin receptor deficient mice, we provide evidence that insulin itself is necessary for β-cell
maturation and insulin deficiency alters islet development. However, we cannot rule out the
possibility that IGF signaling though the IR is altered due to changes to expression of the IR or
IGF1 receptor (IGF1R) and downstream signaling components. Additionally, it is possible that
other secondary defects to the genetic deletion of insulin contribute to the observed β-cell
phenotype. Independent of these caveats, we posit that the insulin deficient mouse model
provides the best evidence available that signaling by insulin itself is necessary for β-cell
maturation. Certainly, the Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mouse model does not have any insulin signaling via an
IR independent pathway and unlike the IR deficient model, there is no direct and complete loss
of IGF signaling through the IR.
At birth, insulin-deficient islets were enlarged with an expanded IAPP+ area.
Notwithstanding the caveat that IAPP in δ-cells partially contributed to the assessed IAPP+
area, our findings are consistent with observations of expanded β-cell mass and increased βcell replication in the Ins1-Cre/ERT; IRflox/flox (tamoxifen at E13) model360. The similar results of
these two studies reduce the likelihood that Trinder et al.’s findings of expanded β-cell mass
were attributable to the presence of a GH minigene within the Ins1-Cre/ERT transgene377, 378.
We also observed a lack of mature β-cell factors PDX1, NKX6.1, MAFA, and membranous
GLUT2 in insulin-deficient β-cells. These findings contrast with normal immunoreactivity for
PDX1, NKX6.1, MAFA, and GLUT2 in pancreata from Ins1-Cre/ERT; IRflox/flox (tamoxifen at E13)
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mice. This discrepancy can be potentially explained in three ways: 1) insulin before E13 may be
essential for the normal formation of maturing β-cells, 2) though insulin signals through the
IGF1R with relatively low affinity379, increased expression of the IGF1R in the islets of Ins1CreER; IRflox/flox (tamoxifen at E13) mice360 may contribute to meaningful insulin signaling
through the IGF1R, and 3) despite normal blood glucose, Ins1-/-Ins2-/- pups have
hypertriglyceridemia which could contribute to loss of membranous GLUT2380 as well as β-cell
dysfunction and loss of mature β-cell factors381.
Dedifferentiated β-cells in patients with type 2 diabetes lose their hormone producing
status and lose insulin immunoreactivity37, 382 and in mouse models of diabetes, β-cells express
progenitor markers L-MYC and NANOG35. Insulin deficient β-cells in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice at birth
appeared similar, with expression of both L-MYC and NANOG. Notably, we are unaware of any
evidence of L-MYC or NANOG being present in the normal developing pancreas, suggesting
that insulin deficient β-cells may not be arrested at a developmental stage. Instead, insulin
deficient β-cells appear to dedifferentiate after failed maturation due to a lack of the β-cell
defining protein – insulin. Furthermore, like β-cells of patients with type 2 diabetes, an elevated
proportion of the insulin deficient β-cells expressed ALDH1A337, a marker of dysfunctional βcells382. NGN3 was expressed in neonatal Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ islet cells, but not in insulin deficient
islet cells. Though Ngn3 was not detectable in islet cells by in situ hybridization at birth383, NGN3
is present in normal post-natal β-cells384 and in non-fully differentiated β-cells that are still
dividing385, and β-cells replicate after birth386. A lack of NGN3 in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells is consistent
with reduced expression of the post-NGN3 factor NKX2.288, 387. As NGN3 is necessary for
pancreatic endocrine cell formation383, there must be NGN3 early in development to initiate the
formation of pancreatic islets but a lack of insulin results in a secondary loss of NGN3
expression later in development. Our results suggest that insulin signaling contributes to the
maturation of β-cells, and in the absence of insulin, β-cells fail normal maturation and
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dedifferentiate to an early replicating embryonic state lacking NGN3 and downstream factors
including NKX2.2 and MAFA, and expressing pluripotency markers NANOG and L-MYC.
Replacing insulin contributes to the further maturation of insulin deficient β-cells. After
insulin injection therapy, insulin deficient β-cells were not immunoreactive for L-MYC or
ALDH1A3, but we observed islet fibrosis. Additionally, β-cells of insulin injection treated Ins1-/Ins2-/- adults resembled neonatal wild-type β-cells, with perinuclear immunoreactivity for NGN3.
This cytoplasmic localization of NGN3 has been previously reported as marker of newly forming
β-cells: cytoplasmic NGN3 has been observed during β-cell regeneration following
immunological destruction of β-cells388 and has been observed in early phases of endocrine cell
neogenesis in vitro by stimulation with a growth factor cocktail389. Additionally, unlike the nuclear
localization of NANOG observed in neonatal Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islet cells that is conventionally a
marker of self-renewal in stem cells390, insulin treated mice (by insulin injection or islet
transplantation) had cytoplasmic NANOG which has been used as a marker of an epithelial-tomesenchymal transition in nasopharyngeal carcinoma391, cervical cancer392, and pancreatic
cancer393. This contrasts to endogenous β-cells in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- animals treated with insulin
replacement by islet transplantation, that had normal immunoreactivity for all mature β-cell
factors examined, including MAFA. Insulin deficient β-cells of islet transplant treated adult mice
also had a normal absence of L-MYC, ALDH1A3, and NGN3. Continued presence of cells with
cytoplasmic NANOG immunoreactivity provides weak evidence for ongoing epithelial-tomesenchymal transition of non-endocrine cells as a source of new islet cells contributing to islet
hyperplasia.
Because the primary deficit of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice is a loss of insulin, it is somewhat
surprising that replacing insulin by injections alone or islet transplant resulted in dramatically
divergent outcomes for the endogenous β-cells. We proposed three variables that could
contribute to the differences in β-cell phenotype between islet transplant and insulin injection
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treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice: 1) superior glycemic control in mice treated with islet transplantation
relative to those treated with insulin injections, 2) native mouse insulin produced by transplanted
islets may signal in β-cells with higher bioactivity than recombinant insulin394, 395, or 3) insulin
deficient islets may fail to produce other essential factor(s) that are replaced by transplanted
islets. Though we are unable to conclusively discern which, if any, of these variables contribute
to the differences in β-cell phenotype, the striking resemblance in fibrotic islet phenotype
between injection treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice and mice with diabetes as a result of inexcitable βcells (KATP gain of function)34 suggests that differences in glycemia are at least partially
responsible. Hyperglycemia leading to glucotoxicity has also been shown to cause reduced
expression of Pdx1, Mafa, and Slc2a2381 and reprogramming of exocrine cells to insulinproducing cells was more complete and abundant from a viral therapy (expressing
NGN3/PDX1/MAFA) when mice were treated with islet transplant for good control of their toxin
induced diabetes compared to crude treatment with insulin pellets149. Similarly, in mice with the
KATP gain of function model of neonatal diabetes, those treated with islet transplant did not
develop islet fibrosis and isolated endogenous islets treated with sulfonylureas had glucose
stimulated insulin secretion, unlike islets from the untreated hyperglycemic group396. These
findings further suggest that the crude glycemic regulation by insulin injections (or pellets)
compared to the ideally regulated glycemia of islet transplant treated mice is likely an important
contributor to the differences in β-cell phenotype. Transplanted islets also secrete additional
peptides beyond insulin, including C-peptide, a byproduct of proinsulin processing that may
contribute to preservation of islet health397. Finally, in this study the mice treated by islet
transplant were kept alive for approximately 1 year whereas injection treated mice were kept
alive for 2 months, with the exception of a single mouse that was kept alive by injections for
nearly one year. The extreme challenge to keep mice alive by multiple daily injections for a long
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duration limited our ability to have age matched groups and the different duration of therapy
may have contributed to the differences in phenotype.
Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice develop aggregates of endocrine cells in the pancreas resembling
islets but a loss of insulin alters the cellular composition. Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets have a reduced
proportion of GCG+ and PP+ endocrine cells, and increased IAPP+ and SST+ cell mass. Given
the known contribution of PAX4 to the β- and δ-cell lineages and ARX to the α- and PP-cell
lineages87, 398, reduced GCG+ and PP+ and expanded IAPP+ and SST+ cell populations align
with an overall reduction in ARX and increase in PAX4 signaling. Additionally, there was a
progressive expansion of GCG+ α-cells in mice treated with insulin injections that was not
observed in mice treated with islet transplantation. A loss of insulin signaling in α-cells
contributes to α-cell hyperplasia399 and poor glycemic control in insulin injected mice also may
contribute to progressive α-cell expansion400. Additionally, we made the surprising observation
that the pan-endocrine factors NKX2.2 and PAX6 are absent from not only β-cells, but also the
remainder of the islet cells. Reduced PP+ cells in the pancreas aligns with the phenotype of
NKX2.2 deficient endocrine pancreas88 but unlike the PAX6 knockout mouse90, we did not
observe expanded ghrelin+ cells. Likely there is an undefined paracrine effect inhibiting the
normal maturation of non-β islet cells in the pancreas of insulin deficient mice.
MAFA immunoreactivity was diminished in β-cells of mice with reduced insulin gene
copy number (Ins1-/-, Ins2-/-, and Ins1-/-Ins2+/-). Though we did not follow-up on these findings,
they raise the intriguing possibility that despite not having obvious severe abnormalities in
glucose homeostasis401, reduced insulin dosed β-cells may not be functionally mature due to
MAFA insufficiency402 and perhaps other unidentified factors. Additionally, we made an
unexpected observation that there can be unique regulation of the Ins2 and Ins1 loci and the
two Ins2 alleles in mouse β-cells. With lacZ knocked into the Ins2 locus, the majority of β-cells in
adult Ins1-/-Ins2+/- or Ins1+/+Ins2-/- animals are INS+βGAL-. In Ins1+/+Ins2-/- animals, cells that
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were INS+βGAL- had an active Ins1 gene but the Ins2 knock-in of βGAL was inactive. In Ins1-/Ins2+/- animals, cells that were INS+βGAL- had an active wildtype Ins2 allele but the βGAL
knock in allele was inactive. Similarly, loss of βGAL in most IAPP expressing cells happens after
birth in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- animals. Though chronic hyperglycemia has been shown to suppress insulin
transcription403, loss of βGAL cannot be attributed to a diabetic state as postnatal loss of βGAL
expression also occurs in euglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice treated by islet transplant and
Ins1+/+Ins2-/- and Ins1-/-Ins2+/- animals. As expression of insulin is arguably the most important
aspect of the pancreatic β-cell identity, loss of β-galactosidase does not align with a mature βcell identity. It is however important to consider the model organism, because age dependent
loss of βGAL in insulin treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice is consistent with reduced lacZ expression
when knocked into the globin genes in mice404. The distinct expression pattern of βGAL
compared to insulin in the insulin knockout/lacZ knock in model may be a caveat of the mouse
model because there can be selective CpG methylation to silence a foreign open reading frame
like the lacZ gene405. With that said, there is already some evidence that Ins2 is translated more
efficiently than Ins1406 and there is maternal imprinting of Ins2407, suggesting distinct
transcriptional and translational regulation of the mouse insulin genes. It may be worthwhile to
further explore the possibility of differential regulation of the mouse insulin genes and alleles.
There have been many reported human cases of diabetes caused by mutations in the
insulin gene20. Most of these patients have a heterozygous dominant negative disease caused
by misfolding of the mutated insulin, but there has been a report of patients with homozygous
loss of INS408. Though we found no published histology of the pancreas from such patients, a
patient with an intronic mutation causing altered splicing of INS, had undetectable C-peptide but
readily detectable IAPP in circulation, suggesting that the patient had insulin deficient β-cells in
their pancreas24. This hypothesis is supported by the abundant INS-IAPP+ β-cells in Ins1-/-Ins2-/mouse pancreas. Related, a child with severe sulfonylurea unresponsive permanent neonatal
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diabetes mellitus from an activating mutation in the ATP-sensitive potassium channel had
severely reduced β-cell mass by post mortem histological examination409. Patients with
mutations in the ATP-sensitive potassium channel are less likely to become insulin independent
with sulfonylurea therapy the longer the patient has been insulin dependent410. Potentially there
is a major change in β-cell maturity following transfer of therapy but prolonged insulin
replacement by injection causes progressive loss of β-cell mass thus hindering the ability of
sulfonylurea therapy to induce remission of diabetes. This hypothesis aligns with our findings
that though a lack of insulin during development initially results in an expanded β-cell mass,
insulin replacement by injection is not sufficient for the maintenance of β-cell mass.
Collectively, we provide evidence that insulin is a necessary signaling molecule for the
maturation of β-cells. Replacement of insulin contributes to β-cell maturation, however the ability
of insulin therapy to complete β-cell maturation may be dependent on euglycemia, replacement
of the native species of insulin, or other factors secreted from islets. Without insulin during
development in mice, β-cells appear not fully mature. Extremely rare mutations of the INS gene
may also cause altered maturation of β-cells in patients. Understanding how insulin regulates βcell maturation is relevant to research into the generation of β-cells in vitro and therapies
attempting to induce diabetic remission in patients with dedifferentiated β-cells in early type 2
diabetes. Though there has been some debate about the potential that insulin itself signals in an
autocrine fashion on β-cells411, our findings provide evidence that insulin itself is in fact an
essential signaling molecule on β-cells.
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Chapter 3: AAV Ins1-Cre can produce efficient β-cell recombination
but requires consideration of off-target effects
3.1

Background
Specific in vivo genetic modification is a useful way to assess the impact of genes on

relevant physiological processes. One of the most useful genetic tools to study the role of
specific genes in vivo is the Cre-LoxP system. By using a tissue specific promoter and
conjugating Cre to an estrogen receptor (ER), Cre will recognizes LoxP sites in the genome and
based on orientation, can excise, flip, or translocate targets in specific tissues at specific
times227. Many Cre driver mouse lines have been generated, including dozens that are specific
for the pancreas or certain pancreatic cell lineages357. These tools have been used extensively
with great success, but this approach faces important caveats.
One of the earliest pancreatic Cre driver mice developed uses 668bp of the rat insulin 2
(Ins2) promoter to drive Cre, often called the “RIP-Cre” mouse412. This mouse model has been
used in many studies, but findings have been challenged because of a lack of appropriate
controls. There may be developmental defects from lifelong Cre expression and there are
potential impairments in insulin secretion and glucose tolerance in Ins2-Cre transgenic mice413.
Moreover, β-cells of “RIP-CreER” (Ins2-cre/Esr1) mice have increased rates of apoptosis in
response to glucagon-like peptide 1 stimulation414. Additionally, an important caveat faced by
almost all Cre driver lines is imperfect specificity of recombination. Cre and CreER driver lines
using the Ins2 promoter have abundant recombination throughout the brain358, 415. Alternative
lines make use of a pancreatic and duodenal homeobox 1 gene (Pdx1) promoter to control Cre
expression, but it has been reported to induce hypothalamic358, α-cell, and δ-cell
recombination416. To address this issue, a more specific Ins1 promoter has been used and may
limit these off-target confounds417, 418. Further, inducible ER conjugated Cre models like the
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Ins2-cre/Esr1 mouse can have tamoxifen-independent recombination419 but this can be limited
by use of the mutated ER in Cre-ERT2 420. However, it is notable that delivery of tamoxifen itself
(to induce recombination) can alter glucose homeostasis and impair β-cell proliferation361.
Additionally, inclusion of a growth hormone minigene in many Cre driver lines (including Ins2Cre, Pdx1-CreLate, Ins1-Cre and others) is also a source of β-cell dysfunction via local activation
of prolactin receptors378 that can induce β-cell proliferation377. Finding a way to avoid caveats of
developmental deletion of LoxP flanked genes, growth hormone minigene-induced β-cell
dysfunction, unintended recombination before tamoxifen administration, and tamoxifen toxicity
would be useful. It is also worth noting the time and costs of crossing Cre driver mice with LoxP
containing mice to generate mice with suitable genotypes. Finding ways to minimize these costs
and delays would be extremely useful and make complex genetic studies more accessible to
laboratories that face time, labour, or financial challenges. The AAV is a well-known and simple
vector that could be an alternative approach to deliver Cre to pancreatic β-cells in an adequately
specific and cost-effective way.
In the current study we characterize an AAV Ins1-Cre (eighth serotype) for delivery of
Cre recombinase to pancreatic β-cells. We delivered variable doses of AAV Ins1-Cre and
assessed β-cell function and maturity and demonstrate the utility of this AAV by inducing
diabetes in Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice. Though off-target recombination events likely occurred throughout
the liver and exocrine pancreas, we posit that this would have little to no impact because these
cells do not normally produce insulin. We avoided months of crossing and genotyping,
tamoxifen administration, and lifelong Cre expression. In addition, animals served as their own
controls by comparing pre and post AAV injection, and there was no recombination prior to AAV
Ins1-Cre injection.
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3.2

Materials and methods

Plasmid preparation
The AAV Ins1-Cre plasmid was generated from the dsAAV mouse Ins2-EGFP plasmid,
kindly provided by Dr. Paul Robbins264. First, the 1.1kb Ins2 promoter (with 5’ UTR) was excised
with BamHI and AgeI and replaced with 410-bp of the rat Ins1 promoter with the 5’ UTR (Ins1;
primers: Ins1-F: 5’-CACTGGATCCTGAGCTAAGAATCCAGCTATCAATAGAA ACT; Ins1-R: 5’CACACAACCCCGTGTTGGAACAATGACCTGGAAGATAG). Next, the EGFP open reading
frame (ORF) was excised with AgeI and NotI and the 4.9kb vector fragment was gel-purified.
The Cre ORF was generated by PCR amplification from an Addgene CMV-Cre vector (pBS185)
with a Kozak sequence and XmaI site added upstream and a NotI site downstream. (primers:
CreORF-F: 5’-CACACGCCCGGGGCCGCCACCATGTCCAATTTACTG ACCGTACACCAA;
CreORF-R: 5’-CACACGCGGCCGCCTAATCGCCATCTTCCAGCAGGC). The PCR product
was digested with NotI and XmaI and ligated into the 4.9kb vector to yield the final dsAAV Ins1Cre plasmid. The plasmid was sent to the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) for
manufacturing of high titre recombinant dsAAV. AAVs were administered IP and via the
pancreatic duct (intraductally; ID), as previously described264.
Animal models
All procedures with animals were approved by the University of British Columbia Animal
Care Committee and carried out in accordance with the Canadian Council on Animal Care
guidelines. Eight-week-old C57L/6J mice were ordered from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor,
Maine). mTmG mice were generated in the lab of Dr. Liqun Luo421 (Stanford University,
Stanford, CA) and ordered from Jackson Laboratories. Rosa26-LSL-Luciferase mice were
generated in the lab of Dr. William Kaelin422 (Dana Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA) and
ordered from Jackson Laboratories. Confetti mice were generated in the lab of Dr. Hans
Clevers423 (Hubrecht Institute, Utrecht, Netherlands) and ordered from Jackson Laboratories.
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Ins1-/- mice were generated in the lab of Dr. J Jami367 (Institut Cochin, Paris, France) and Ins2f/f
mice were generated in the lab of Dr. Massimo Trucco424 (University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
PA). All mice employed in this study were housed with a 12 h light, 12 h dark cycle and had ad
libitum access to chow diet (2918, Harlan Laboratories, Madison, WI). Adult (6-8 weeks old)
male mice were used in all studies.
Physiological tests and plasma assays
To assess body weight and blood glucose mice were fasted for four hours during the
morning (9:00-13:00) prior to measurements using a One Touch Ultra glucometer (Life Scan
Inc., Burnaby, Canada). For glucose tolerance tests, mice were fasted for 4 (IP) or 6 hours (oral)
and then given a glucose load (2 g glucose/kg of body weight for both IP and oral tolerance
tests). Blood was sampled from the saphenous vein and measured for glucose and insulin
before injection (t = 0 min) and at different time points post-injection. Plasma insulin levels were
determined by a Mouse Insulin Ultrasensitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA;
ALPCO Diagnostics, Salem, NH). Serum AST and ALT activities were measured using
commercially available kits (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).
In vivo luciferase imaging
Rosa26-LSL-Luciferase mice were injected with XenoLight RediJect D-Luciferin Ultra
Solution (150 mg/kg) and imaged under isoflurane anesthesia using the IVIS® Imaging System
Lumina Series. At study termination animals were injected with the luciferin solution then
euthanized before rapid dissection and imaging.
Islet isolation, dispersion and cell culture
Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) containing type XI collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO) was employed to isolate pancreatic islets as previously described425. Briefly,
collagenase solution (1000 U/mL) was injected into the common bile duct then the pancreas
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dissected out and digested at 37ºC for 11-14 min. Islets were then washed with iced-cold
HBSS, filtered through a 70 μm cell strainer, and handpicked.
Ca2+ imaging
Following 48 h culture at 37ºC and 5% CO2 on glass coverslips, pancreatic islets from
infected wild-type C57BL/6J mice were loaded with 5 μM Fura 2-AM for 30 min and imaged on a
Zeiss Axiovert 200 M inverted microscope equipped with temperature-controlled stage and a
FLUAR 20X objective (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) as previously described426. During the
experiments, islets were continuously perifused with Ringer's solution containing 144 mM NaCl,
5.5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 20 mM Hepes (adjusted to pH 7.35 by NaOH).
Tissue harvest and immunohistochemical analysis
Tissues were harvested and fixed in paraformaldehyde (PFA) 4% overnight after
transcardial perifusion with PBS for 2 min and ice-cold PFA 4% for 10 min. After fixation, tissues
were washed in 70% ethanol and embedded in paraffin, for subsequent sectioning (5 µm
thickness; Wax-It Histology Services, Vancouver, Canada). Brains were left in PBS containing
20% sucrose for 4 days and then frozen at -40oC in 2-methylbutance prior to sectioning at 30
µm on a sliding microtome, in a one-in-six series through the rostrocaudal extent of the
hypothalamus and immunostained by standard method427. For immunofluorescence of paraffinembedded tissues, sections were deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated in graded ethanol
before heat-induced epitope retrieval in an EZ Retriever microwave oven (BioGenes, Fremont,
CA; 95°C for 15 mins in 10 mM citrate buffer with 0.05% Tween-20). We blocked slides in
DAKO Protein Block, Serum Free (Dako, Burlington, Canada) and incubated overnight in
primary antibody diluted in DAKO Antibody Diluent followed by incubation in secondary antibody
for 1 hour at room temperature. Slides were mounted and counterstained with nuclear stain 4′,6diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and VECTASHIELD® Hard Set Mounting Medium with DAPI
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA), and images were captured and analyzed with an
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ImageXpress® Micro XLS System, controlled by MetaXpress® High-Content Image Acquisition &
Analysis Software (Molecular Devices Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA) with a scientific CMOS
camera, a Nikon 20× Plan Apo objective (NA = 0.75, 1-6300-0196; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan), and
DAPI (DAPI-5060B), FITC (FITC-3540B), Cy3 (Cy3-4040B), Texas Red (TXRED-4040B), and
Cy5 (Cy5-4040A) filter cubes. We performed quantification of histological images in the same
software (MetaXpress®). All antibodies used are listed in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 Primary antibodies used for immunofluorescent experiments.
Peptide/protei
n target

Antigen
Sequence

Name of
Antibody

CD3

Rabbit antiCD3

CD45

C-terminus
of human
CD3
Unknown

dsRED

Unknown

Glucagon

unknown

Glucose
transporter 2

First
extracellular
loop of Glut2
Full length
Aequorea
GFP
GFP

Green
fluorescent
protein
Green
fluorescent
protein
Islet amyloid
polypeptide
Insulin
Insulin

V-maf
muscoloaponeurotic
fibrosarcoma
oncogene
homolog A
homeodomain
transcription
factor 6.1
Somatostatin

Species raised in;
monoclonal or
polyclonal

Dilutio
n used

RRID

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 50

2275572

Monoclon
al
Polyclonal

1 to 25

2174426

1 to
100
1 to
1000
1 to
500

1001348
3
259852

BD
Biosciences
Clontech

550539

Rat

632496

Rabbit

Sigma

G 2654

Mouse

Millipore

07-1402

Rabbit

GFP (mono)

Clontech

632375

Mouse

Monoclon
al

1 to
200

2756343

GFP (poly)

Life
Technologie
s
AbCam

A11122

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to
500

221569

ab15125

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 50

2295631

Cell
Signaling
Cell
Signaling

C27C9

Rabbit
Mouse

1 to
200
1 to
250

2126503

L6B10

Monoclon
al
Monoclon
al

Rabbit antiMAFA

Betalogics
(Johnson &
Johnson)

LP9872

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to
1000

2665528

Human
Nkx6.1

Goat antiNKX6.1

R and D
Systems

AF5857

Goat

Polyclonal

1 to 20

1857045

Human
somatostatin

Mouse antiSST

Β Cell
Biology
Consortium

AB1985

Mouse

Polyclonal

1 to
500

1001460
9

unknown
unknown
Residues
surrounding
Val36 of
human
insulin
unknown

Rat anti-CD45

Manufacturer, catalog
#, and/or name of
individual providing
the antibody
Anaspec
29588

Rabbit antidsRED
Mouse antiGCG
Rabbit antiGLUT2

Rabbit antiIAPP
Rabbit antiINS
Mouse antiINS

Monoclon
al
Polyclonal

1587076

1094931
4
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Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Statistical analysis was performed using the MannWhitney test, one-way ANOVA, or two-way ANOVA as indicated (GraphPad Prism, GraphPad
Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). p values < 0.05 were considered significant. Multilevel
modeling was performed in hierarchical linear modeling software (HLM 6.0, Scientific Software
International Inc., Lincolnwood, IL).

3.3

Results

Intraperitoneal administration of AAV Ins1-Cre up to a dose of 1012 viral genome particles
(VGP) does not significantly alter glucose metabolism
To determine whether AAV Ins1-Cre (410bp of the rat Ins1 promoter and 5’UTR
sequence preceding the Cre open reading frame) leads to Cre expression and subsequently
Cre recombination in β-cells, we administered AAV Ins1-Cre at doses of 1010, 1011, 1012, and
3x1012 VGP by a single IP injection to adult reporter mTmG mice. This double fluorescent
reporter model contains a chicken β-actin core promoter with a CMV enhancer driving a loxPflanked coding sequence of membrane-targeted tandem dimer Tomato (mT), resulting in
tdTomato expression. Upon Cre recombination, the mT sequence is excised allowing
expression of membrane-targeted EGFP (mG)421. A group of PBS-injected mTmG mice were
used as controls. As several reports have already shown that transgenic Ins2-Cre mice may
develop glucose intolerance413, we studied glucose metabolism over 8 weeks (-1 to 7 weeks
relative to AAV). There were no significant changes to four hour fasting blood glucose and body
weight between the AAV Ins1-Cre injected mice and controls (Figure 3-1A). Seven weeks post
virus administration, we performed an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT, 2 g/kg body weight of
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Figure 3-1 Intraperitoneal administration of AAV Ins1-Cre up to a single dose of 1012 VGP
does not significantly alter glucose metabolism.
(a) 4 hour fasting blood glucose and body weight of adult mTmG reporter mice injected with
either vehicle (PBS) or different doses of AAV Ins1-Cre. (b) Oral glucose tolerance test (6 hour
fast, 2 g glucose/kg body weight) 7 weeks post virus injection. (c) Plasma insulin levels during
oral glucose tolerance test and (d) after 6 hours fasting 8 weeks post virus injection. Data are
expressed as mean ± SEM and were analyzed using one- or two-way repeated measures
ANOVA. n=4-5 mice per group. (* p <0.05)
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a 30% dextrose solution) and found that delivery of AAV Ins1-Cre up to a dose of 1012 VGP did
not alter glucose excursions; however, 3x1012 VGP caused glucose intolerance (Figure 3-1B).
Eight weeks after AAV injections, we assessed insulin secretion during a glucose challenge and
there were no significant differences among groups (Figure 3-1C). Basal plasma insulin levels
were similar between the AAV Ins1-Cre and PBS injected groups (Figure 3-1D). In addition, we
measured serum levels of alanine transferase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) preand post- virus administration (Figure 3-2A and B) and did not detect elevated serum
transaminases in AAV Ins1-Cre mice compared to controls.

Figure 3-2 AAV Ins1-Cre does not elevate liver enzymes
AST and ALT levels were measured in serum from PBS and AAV Ins1-Cre injected animals
before (day 0) and on day 14 relative to virus delivery.
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Intraperitoneal administration of AAV Ins1-Cre (1012 VGP) does not significantly alter
calcium nor insulin secretion dynamics in isolated islets
Cre-expressing β-cells may display altered intracellular Ca2+ responses when exposed to
different stimuli including glucose and KCl426. We performed intracellular Ca2+ imaging
experiments in islets from AAV Ins1-Cre- and PBS-treated wildtype C57BL/6J mice by means of
Fura 2-AM to determine if Cre expression mediated by AAV Ins1-Cre alters intracellular Ca2+
signaling. We used wild-type mice because of abnormal Ca2+ responses in untreated mTmG
islets (data not shown). Using a non-toxic dose of 1012 VGP, we carried out Ca2+ experiments
three to four weeks post-injection of either PBS or 1012 VGP of AAV Ins1-Cre. Islets from AAV
Ins1-Cre injected mice did not display significantly altered intracellular Ca2+ dynamics in
response to elevating glucose levels (8 and 15 mM) or in response to depolarizing 30 mM KCl
(Figure 3-3A-B). The area under the curve (AUC) during the stimulation conditions (8mM G,
15mM G, and 30 mM KCl) is presented to the right and there were no significant differences
between groups (n = 3 per group, 10-20 cells per animal shown and each animal is a different
color. Groups were compared by random intercept multilevel modeling with individual cell AUC
nested within mouse, b = -50.72, SE = 33.91, t(4) = -1.50, p = 0.209). In addition, we measured
insulin secretion and there we no differences in insulin secretion when comparing islets isolated
from PBS and AAV Ins1-Cre injected mice (Figures 3-3C and 3-3D). Similar to controls, β-cells
of AAV Ins1-Cre injected mice had bright nuclear MAFA immunoreactivity (Figure 3-3E).
Additionally, β-cells in AAV Ins1-Cre injected mice had nuclear NKX6.1, and membranous
GLUT2 immunoreactivity (Figure 3-3F), in support of normal glucose responsive insulin
secretion dynamics.
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Figure 3-3 Intraperitoneal administration of AAV Ins1-Cre (1012 VGP) does not
significantly alter β-cell maturity or function.
Adult C57BL/6J mice were given either PBS or 1012 VGP of AAV Ins1-Cre by single
intraperitoneal injection, and islets were isolated three to four weeks post-injection.
Representative [Ca2+]i recordings of an islet from a PBS treated mouse (a) and an AAV Ins1-Cre
injected mouse (b), in response to different glucose (G) concentrations and potassium chloride
(KCl). Graphs are representative of 31-47 islets from 3 mice per group. Area under the curve for
individual cells shown to the right with each mouse a different color. (c) Insulin secretion in
response to G and KCl in islets from PBS and AAV injected mice, and (d) area under the curve
(AUC) in response to high glucose (20 mM G) from islets perifused in (c). Batches of 80 islets
from 3 mice per group were employed. Mann-Whitney test was performed. Pancreas from adult
mTmG mice injected with PBS or AAV Ins1-Cre was immunostained for mature β-cell factors
MAFA (e), NKX6.1, and GLUT2 (f). Representative images of n=3 shown. Scale bars are 100
μm.
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IP AAV Ins1-Cre produces robust β-cell recombination alongside off-target hypothalamic
and exocrine pancreas recombination
We first demonstrated high recombination efficiency with the AAV Ins1-Cre by infecting
islets from mTmG mice in vitro. We observed bright GFP signal throughout the islet for 4 days
post-infection (Figure 3-4). We next immunostained pancreas from AAV Ins1-Cre injected mice
for insulin and GFP (Figure 3-5A). There were high rates of β-cell recombination (81-93%) in 3/3
mice in the 3x1012 VGP and 2/3 mice in the 1012 VGP dosed mice. There were expected lower
rates of β-cell recombination in lower dosed mice with essentially zero recombination in the PBS
treated control that has never been exposed to any Cre recombinase. As there are
hypothalamic cells that express Ins2401 and AAV is known to infect the brain428, we
immunostained hypothalamus (Figure 3-5B). There was rare recombination in low dose 1011
VGP dosed mice, but expansive recombination throughout the hypothalamus of 1012 VGP
dosed mice, particularly in neurons of the arcuate nucleus and the dorsomedial nucleus of the
hypothalamus, but there was a lack of immunoreactivity in the ventromedial nucleus of the
hypothalamus. Additionally, we observed abundant acinar cell recombination and occasional
recombination in non-β islet cells (Figures 3-5C and 3-5D) that were immunoreactive for
glucagon (α-cells) or somatostatin (δ-cells; Figure 3-5F). Rates of recombination were dose
dependent with upwards of 10% of insulin negative cells in pancreatic sections being GFP+. As
a potential mechanism of activation of the Ins1 promoter fragment in the AAV Ins1-Cre, δ-cells
express the insulin promoter binding transcription factor PDX1 (Pdx1)429 and we analyzed a
published single-cell RNAseq database320 and found that 12/185 acinar cells had Pdx1
transcript levels higher than the median of the β-cell population (Figure 3-5E). Notably, GFP
expression level functions on a binary system: present (Cre has recombined mTmG) or absent
(no recombination event and cells continue to make tomato). A tiny amount of off-target Cre is
sufficient to produce equivalent GFP signal to a cell with robust Cre expression. This contrasts
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to other models like delivering an AAV Ins1-GFP in which there can be a wide gradient of GFP
expression such that weak off-target expression may not be detectable.

Figure 3-4 AAV Ins1-Cre can infect islets in vitro
Islets from adult reporter mTmG mice were isolated and exposed to 106 VGP and 107 VGP of
AAV Ins1-Cre per cell, or PBS, overnight. Endogenous EGFP fluorescence was tracked for the
following four days.
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Figure 3-5 Intraperitoneal AAV Ins1-Cre produces dose dependent β-cell recombination
alongside hypothalamic and acinar tissue recombination.
Pancreas from mTmG mice administered PBS or varying doses of AAV Ins1-Cre was collected
10 weeks post-AAV and immunostained for insulin and GFP (a), and recombination rate in βcells is quantified (n=3). Groups were compared to PBS control by Kruskal-Wallis test with
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Dunn’s post hoc test. (b) Brains from these mice were immunostained for GFP with nuclear
DAPI counterstain. A labeled coronal section through the mid-hypothalamus is shown (3V: third
ventricle, ARC: arcuate nucleus, VMH: ventromedial nucleus of the hypothalamus, and DMG:
dorsomedial nucleus of the hypothalamus). Representative image of n=3. (c-d) Significant
exocrine and insulin negative islet cell recombination in AAV Ins1-Cre injected mice.
Representative images of n=3 shown. Quantification of the proportion of insulin negative cell
recombination was compared to PBS control by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test. (e)
Data from Segerstolpe et al. (2016) was analyzed and Pdx1 FPKM is presented for cells coded
as β-cells or acinar cells by authors. Twelve of 185 acinar cells (shown in red) had Pdx1
transcript levels above median levels in β-cells. (f) Pancreas was immunostained for GFP and
the islet hormones glucagon (GCG) or somatostatin (SST). Representative images of n=3
shown. Scale bars in all panels are 100 μm. Insets are enlarged 4x. (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01)
Intraductal (ID) administration of AAV Ins1-Cre up to a dose of 1011 VGP does not
significantly affect body weight, blood glucose levels or glucose tolerance
To minimize central recombination and other potential off-target sites observed following
IP delivery, we delivered the AAV Ins1-Cre via the common bile duct. In this study we used
adult confetti reporter mice that express one of four fluorescent proteins upon Cre mediated
recombination events423. Body weight and fasting blood glucose were measured over a period
of 35 days and there were no significant differences between the sham group and the AAV Ins1Cre injected animals (0.2x1011 VGP and 1011 VGP groups; Figures 3-6A and 3-6B). Four weeks
post-surgery, there were no significant differences in oral glucose tolerance (Figure 3-6C).
Pancreas was collected six weeks post-AAV and immunostained for insulin and fluorescent
proteins. As the four fluorescent proteins of the confetti mouse have extremely high sequence
similarities, we immunostained with a polyclonal GFP antibody or a monoclonal GFP antibody
with a polyclonal dsRed antibody to provide good sensitivity to detect all recombination events
(Figure 3-7). We detected three distinct immunostaining patterns that likely represent all
fluorescent proteins with the exception of nuclear GFP, which is reported to be less
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Figure 3-6 AAV Ins1-Cre intraductal administration does not significantly alter glucose
tolerance but induction of foreign fluorescent protein expression causes insulitis.
Four hour fasting body weight (a) and blood glucose (b) of adult confetti reporter mice that
received AAV Ins1-Cre by intraductal delivery. (c) Oral glucose tolerance test (2 g glucose/kg
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body weight) 4 weeks post virus administration. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM and were
analyzed using two-way repeated measures ANOVA. n=7-8 mice in each group (a-c). Pancreas
was collected seven weeks post-AAV and immunostained for insulin (INS) and GFP, and the
proportion of Ins+ or Ins- cells that were GFP+ was quantified (d). Representative images of n
=3 shown. Groups were compared to PBS control by Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s post hoc
test. (e) Brains were immunostained for GFP and a coronal section through the midhypothalamus is shown (3V: third ventricle, ARC: arcuate nucleus, VMH: ventromedial nucleus
of the hypothalamus, and DMG: dorsomedial nucleus of the hypothalamus). Representative
image of n=1 of control or n=3 of 1011 VGP injected mice shown. There was no detectable GFP
in 0.2x1011 VGP dosed mice (data not shown). (f) Adult confetti mice injected with AAV Ins1-Cre
had insulitis with CD3+ and CD45+ cells surrounding islets. Representative images of n=3
shown. (g) Adult C57Bl/6 mice were injected with 5x1012 VGP AAV Ins1-GFP IP and developed
insulitis by 4 months post-AAV. Scale bars are 100 μm.

common or absent in many tissues including pancreas of confetti mice423. Using the polyclonal
GFP antibody we quantified the rates of β-cell and non-β-cell recombination in the pancreas and
found significant recombination in 1011 VGP injected mice (Figure 3-6D). We immunostained
brain and found no evidence of recombination in the hypothalamus (Figure 3-6E), in contrast to
our findings with IP delivery of the AAV Ins1-Cre (Figure 3-5B). Notably, histological
experiments identified significant accumulation of DAPI+INS- cells near islets that resembled
insulitis. We immunostained for the T-cell co-receptor CD3 and pan-leukocyte protein CD45 and
confirmed heterogenous insulitis (Figure 3-6F). This was not observed in previous studies with
mTmG mice; animals with fluorescent protein throughout their lifespan. We observed a similar
phenomenon of insulitis in a different model that is also naïve to fluorescent protein expression
into adulthood until IP delivery of a high dose AAV Ins1-GFP (Figure 3-6G). Development of
insulitis did not appear to depend on route of AAV delivery (IP vs ID) but could be explained by
sudden induction of fluorescent protein expression in model systems that lacked fluorescent
protein expression prior to AAV delivery. Related to off-target recombination in acinar cells
shown in Figure 3-5C, in AAV Ins1-GFP injected mice we note bright GFP signal in targeted βcells, but no detectable acinar GFP. This contrasts to widespread acinar, α-cell, and δ-cell GFP
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in Figure 3-5C and highlights the binary outcome of recombination or no recombination in the
mTmG or any other lineage trace model employing a Cre transgene.

2x1011 VGP

DAPI INSULIN GFP(POLY)

CFPMemb

YFP Cyto

RFPCyto

2x1011 VGP

DAPI DSRED GFP(MONO)

CFPMemb

YFP Cyto

RFPCyto
Figure 3-7 High sequence similarity allows detection of different confetti recombination
events using a polyclonal α GFP antibody
Pancreas collected from adult confetti mice treated with ID AAV Ins1-Cre was immunostained
for fluorescent proteins to identify recombination events yielding nuclear GFP (not clearly
observed), cytoplasmic RFP, cytoplasmic YFP, and membranous CFP. Representative images
of n=3. Scale bar is 100 μm and insets are enlarged 4x.
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Both IP and ID administration of AAV Ins1-Cre can cause recombination in the liver
As the eighth serotype of AAV (AAV8) has a high propensity to infect hepatocytes264, we
looked for evidence of recombination in the liver. In the IP AAV Ins1-Cre injected mTmG mice
(Figure 3-8A), there was robust recombination in hepatocytes. We also observed some less
abundant recombination in transgenic Ins2-Cre;mTmG mice and based on nuclear and cell
shape, GFP+ cells are likely not hepatocytes but are perhaps resident Kupffer cells. There were
low rates of recombination in the liver of mice given AAV Ins1-Cre via the pancreatic duct
(Figure 3-8B). To further explore liver recombination, we delivered 1012 VGP AAV Ins1-Cre IP to
Rosa26-LSL-luciferase mice. When Cre is present in Rosa26-LSL-luciferase mice, Cre removes
the LSL (loxP-transcriptional stop site-LoxP) sequence to allow transcription of luciferase. We
performed in vivo and ex vivo chemiluminescent experiments following luciferin injection (Figure
3-8C). There was significant luminescence for five weeks post-AAV and by dissecting out
organs quickly after luciferin injection, it was revealed that the majority of activity was coming
from the liver and minority from the pancreas and adipose tissue. Though early reports using
AAV8 chicken β-actin promoter-GFP264 would suggest the pancreas has the highest expression
levels, we again revisit the binary outcome of a lineage tracing model like the luciferase mouse.
Past work reveals that total expression off AAV8 is likely highest in the pancreas (i.e. measuring
GFP from an AAV actin-GFP264) but the current work suggests that the infection rate is highest
in the liver. When the detection outcome is binary like a recombination event, higher rates of
liver infection lead to higher rates of recombination and thus the highest luciferase activity
comes from the liver.
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Figure 3-8 Both IP and ID administration of AAV Ins1-Cre can cause recombination in the
liver but the extent may be dependent on delivery method and model organism.
Liver from adult mTmG mice given IP AAV Ins1-Cre (a) or confetti mice given ID AAV Ins1-Cre
(b) was immunostained for fluorescent proteins to identify hepatic recombination events.
Representative images of n=2-3 shown. Scale bars are 100 μm. (c) Adult Rosa26-LSLluciferase mice were administered 1012 VGP AAV Ins1-Cre IP (n=3) or PBS (n=1) and luciferase
activity was assessed following luciferin injection for 5 weeks including after rapid dissection at
study termination.
Deletion of a β-cell specific gene with AAV Ins1-Cre
To highlight the utility of the AAV Ins1-Cre to be an alternative to Cre driver mouse lines
for producing β-cell recombination, we delivered 1012 VGP IP to Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice at 6-8 weeks
of age. Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice have deletions of the Ins1 open reading frame and have LoxP sites
flanking the Ins2 gene thus making them inducible insulin knockouts. This study is an ideal
comparison to the transgenic mouse model approach carried out using Ins1-/-Ins2f/fPdx1-CreER
mice430 wherein following delivery of tamoxifen there was ~99% recombination efficiency, mice
developed hyperglycemia two weeks post-tamoxifen, and had reduced circulating insulin four
weeks post-tamoxifen. As expected, delivery of AAV Ins1-Cre did not impact body weight
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(Figure 3-9A) and there was induction of variable hyperglycemia in 3-6 weeks (Figure 3-9B). We
performed an IPGTT at 10 days (Figure 3-9C) and 28 days (Figure 3-9D) post-AAV and found
severe glucose intolerance by day 28. Analysis of blood collected during the day 28 IPGTT
revealed no significant changes in fasting insulin levels, but a blunted glucose stimulated insulin
release (Figure 3-9E). Despite hyperglycemia, we were unable to detect significant changes in
fasting insulin levels throughout the study (Figure 3-9F). Six weeks post-AAV, we collected
pancreas in PFA and immunostained for Cre and found heterogenous Cre immunoreactivity that
was discordant with insulin immunoreactivity (Figure 3-9G). We identified many cells in the core
of the islet lacking not only insulin immunoreactivity, but also Cre. In addition, we observed cells
with bright nuclear Cre but enduring bright insulin immunoreactivity. We next immunostained for
insulin and islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP; Figure 3-9H) and used IAPP as a marker of β-cells
for subsequent analyses. Though a majority of β-cells retained some insulin immunoreactivity,
there was an obviously fainter insulin immunoreactivity in many cells and an evident bimodal
distribution as shown in a violin plot of average intensity of insulin immunoreactivity in IAPP+
cells. By defining a cutoff (red line) of insulin intensity between the bimodal distribution in AAV
injected animals there was a significant difference in percent IAPP+ cells below the cutoff in
AAV Ins1-Cre injected animals (35.3%) compared to controls (6.3%).
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Figure 3-9 The AAV Ins1-Cre can be a useful tool for directing β-cell recombination when
off-target effects are deemed minimally important.
Four hour fasting body weight (a) and blood glucose (b) of adult Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice that received
AAV Ins1-Cre by IP delivery (indicated by red arrow). IPGTTs were performed on day 10 (c) and
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day 28 (d) relative to AAV injection. (e) Blood collected during the IPGTT on day 28 was
assayed for circulating insulin. (f) Fasting insulin levels throughout the study were assessed by
ELISA. Data shown as mean±SEM (a-f) with individual traces (b-f). Pancreata collected six
weeks post-AAV were immunostained for insulin and Cre (g). Insets show 4x enlargement of
representative cells with bright insulin and Cre immunoreactivity, diminished insulin and Cre
immunoreactivity, and cells in the core of the islet with neither insulin nor Cre immunoreactivity.
(h) Pancreas was immunostained for insulin and IAPP. The intensity of insulin immunoreactivity
in IAPP+ cells was quantified, and individual cells for each animal are presented as violin plots
with percent of cells below a designated cut-off (red line) shown as mean ± 95% confidence
interval. Data analysed by repeated measures 2-way ANOVA (a-f) or Mann-Whitney test (h).
n=4-5, scale bars are 100 μm, and insets are enlarged 4x. (** p<0.01, ***, p<0.001)
3.4

Discussion
Cre-LoxP technology has been used to great success to study the role of genes of

interest in β-cell function, phenotype, and physiological outcomes357. To date, the field has
relied on transgenic mouse lines to deliver Cre and inducible CreERs to cells of interest. Many
Cre driver lines face caveats of off-target recombination and constitutive expression of Cre may
have detrimental effects on β-cell development and function. Additionally, inducible CreER lines
are complicated by GH minigene inclusions within transgenes, leaky recombination before
tamoxifen delivery, potential β-cell defects, and tamoxifen toxicity. As an alternative, we propose
that the AAV could be used as a vector for delivery of Cre to β-cells.
AAV is non-pathogenic and simple IP delivery of the eighth serotype can infect many
tissues, including the pancreas. We designed an AAV8 carrying Cre under control of a fragment
of the rat Ins1 promoter. Use of AAV Ins1-Cre enabled efficient β-cell recombination via the
insulin promoter and zero leak temporal control. Additionally, use of the AAV allowed us to avoid
Cre driver mouse lines that include a growth-hormone minigene, we did not need to deliver
tamoxifen, and there were no deleterious effects of AAV Ins1-Cre on glucose-stimulated insulin
secretion nor Ca2+ dynamics in response to glucose and KCl. Contrarily, islets from Ins2-Cre
transgenic mice have severe defects in Ca2+ dynamics in response to glucose stimulation426.
Though higher AAV Ins1-Cre doses may cause some defects in β-cell function based on
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observations of impaired glucose tolerance, excellent recombination efficiency using 1012 VGP
was feasible and avoided detectable β-cell defects.
As packaging limitations precluded the use of a long insulin promoter like the 8.5kb used
in the Ins1-Cre/ERT transgene358, when AAV Ins1-Cre was delivered IP there was off-target
recombination in the hypothalamus, specifically the arcuate nucleus and dorsomedial nucleus of
the hypothalamus. Though Ins1 is β-cell specific whereas Ins2 is also be expressed in neurons
of the hypothalamus431, the short promoter used here may contribute to promiscuity in the
hypothalamus. Delivery of AAV via the pancreatic duct resulted in undetectable hypothalamic
recombination partially because a lower dose (1011 VGP) could be used to achieve β-cell
recombination; however, the same dose produced hypothalamic recombination when delivered
IP, suggesting that the magnitude of systemic spreading is lower when delivered via the
pancreatic duct. Surprisingly, both IP and ID delivery resulted in abundant recombination in the
exocrine pancreas, other islet cells, and liver. Though the infection of AAV8 appears highest in
the pancreas264 and certainly use of an insulin promoter would lead to the highest expression in
β-cells, recombination is not a linear assessment of expression but rather a binary outcome. As
a comparison, when the AAV carried GFP under control of a rat Ins1 promoter (Figure 3-6G),
any leaky GFP in hepatocytes or exocrine pancreas remained undetectable and orders of
magnitude fainter than in β-cells. As there is notable heterogeneity in expression level of Pdx1
in the mouse pancreas320, it is possible that acinar cells or non-β islet cells with higher Pdx1
were more likely to activate the rat Ins1 promoter fragment and undergo a recombination event,
despite such cells not expressing detectable GFP following transduction with AAV Ins1-GFP.
Similarly, others have observed activity of the insulin promoter in liver using a fragment of the
insulin promoter432. With less sensitive, non-binary, histological assays, there is even detectable
proinsulin in many tissues including liver and adipose in models of diabetes433.
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Generation of a suitable cohort of Cre driver mice with a floxed target gene can take
over a year, require dozens of cages, hundreds of genotyping experiments, and hundreds of
hours of labor. AAV Ins1-Cre can be readily manufactured for a few thousand dollars, the cost
to treat each mouse can be <$50 (1011 VGP ID), and suitable mice can be ordered directly from
a rodent breeding facility or can be bred within the lab from a handful of breeders. Additionally,
although current AAV manufacturing techniques that require adherent cell cultures and serum
supplemental media are costly241, some recent advances permit serum free suspension cultures
that could improve production efficiency and perhaps lower cost242, 243. That being said, we
acknowledge that ID delivery is technically challenging and an invasive procedure thus
presenting unique challenges. Another alternative to using a Cre driver mouse line may be
using adenoviral constructs, though we are unaware of any such attempts. Adenoviruses are
inexpensive and relatively simple, but there has been limited efficiency at targeting the
endocrine pancreas and the adenovirus causes a significant leukocyte response in the
pancreas434, 435, a major caveat when attempting to study a disease with an autoimmune
component. Other technologies including lipid nanoparticles are being investigated for delivering
genes to pancreatic cancer436 but this approach is new and there may be challenges achieving
adequate efficiency of delivery.
Though faced with the caveat of off-target recombination in the liver, exocrine pancreas,
and hypothalamus, the AAV Ins1-Cre approach requires no tamoxifen, avoids use of Cre
transgenes with a growth hormone minigene, avoids developmental and functional defects of
constitutive Cre expression, and precludes early recombination events prior to delivery. With an
appreciation of both the benefits and caveats of using AAV Ins1-Cre, we demonstrate the utility
of this tool by inducing hyperglycemia in Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice. Likely off-target recombination was
not concerning because there are no other tissues that could reasonably cause hyperglycemia
following loss of the insulin gene. Recombination events to delete Ins2 in tissues like the liver is
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irrelevant because they do not express insulin. Further, unlike the alternative approach using an
inducible Pdx-CreER430 that would require extensive breeding and genotyping, we could
generate these mice in a single round of breeding and proceed with our experiment in <3
months. As expected, Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice injected with AAV Ins1-Cre developed hyperglycemia
and had reduced glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. Similar to the previous study on the Ins1-/Ins2f/fmTmGPdxCreER model430, we saw only a modest reduction in insulin immunoreactivity
despite induction of diabetes and reduced glucose-stimulated circulating insulin levels. Given
that a >90% pancreatectomy is required to induce diabetes in rodents437, the loss of functional
β-cell mass must be greater than the observed ~1/3 reduction in insulin immunoreactive β-cells
to cause hyperglycemia. The notion that recombination events and the resulting loss of a
functional β-cell does not align with changes in insulin immunoreactivity is highlighted by the
surprising presence of cells with bright nuclear Cre and cytoplasmic insulin. Barring unlikely
explanations like insulin endocytosis438, presumably such a cell appearance should exist only for
a few days as after recombination, stored insulin should be secreted in response to
hyperglycemia. Enduring insulin immunoreactivity can be partially attributed to abundant insulin
storage and high stability of insulin mRNA430, but assuming recombination occurred near the
time of AAV injection, this seems inadequate to explain persistent near normal insulin storage
(by comparing brightness of immunoreactivity to control cells) six weeks after recombination
during a period of hyperglycemia. For example, mouse islet insulin secretion is ~3% of content
per hour at 10 mM glucose439 and though highly stable, insulin mRNA has a half life of only one
day at low glucose and three days in settings of hyperglycemia440. Thus, dedifferentiation
leading to proliferation430 and associated loss of glucose-stimulated insulin secretion may better
explain the presence of cells with likely recombination events but enduring insulin
immunoreactivity for 6 weeks. Triple-omics assessment of islets isolated 6 days post-tamoxifen
from Ins1-/-Ins2f/fmTmGPdxCreER mice430 found down-regulation of secretory pathways like
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“Golgi vesicle transport”. At the same time-point, β-cells were GFP+ and had insulin
immunoreactivity comparable to controls, suggesting a loss of secretory pathways even prior to
loss of all secretory granules. Additionally, others have reported enduring insulin
immunoreactivity in models of β-cell dedifferentiation35. The AAV Ins1-Cre is an ideal tool to
generate this model of diabetes and repeat investigations using the AAV Ins1-Cre to clarify
these observations are worthwhile.
We propose that the AAV Ins1-Cre approach described here could be used as a tool for
expedited generation of inducible zero leak knockout of β-cell specific genes. This approach
avoids inclusion of transgenes and delivery of tamoxifen but faces the caveat of off-target
recombination in the hypothalamus, liver, and exocrine and endocrine pancreas. Though these
caveats may be problematic for some study designs, when deleting genes whose predominant
function is in β-cells, the approach is faster and comparably efficient to Cre driver line models.
We highlight this point by inducing diabetes in Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice. The AAV Ins1-Cre will be useful
for studying in vivo β-cell function and the impact of gain or loss of function of β-cell specific
genes.
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Chapter 4: Insulin deficient β-cells retain a prohormone processing
defect that impairs an AAV mediated insulin gene therapy
4.1

Background
Despite accounting for only 1-6% of all diabetes, monogenic diabetes still affects millions

worldwide441. Mutations in the insulin gene (INS) most commonly cause permanent neonatal
diabetes (PND) but can also cause monogenic diabetes of the young (MODY)19. In 1997
Duvielle and colleagues developed a mouse model of PND with deletion of both non-allelic
insulin genes (Ins1-/-Ins2-/-)367 and we characterized insulin deficient β-cells of these mice in
detail (Chapter 2)442. Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice have dedifferentiated IAPP+ β-cells that lack mature βcell factors including MAFA and NKX6.1 at birth. Shortly after birth, Ins1-/-Ins2-/- pups become
hyperglycemic and β-cells lose immunoreactivity of the prohormone processing enzyme PC2.
Replacement of insulin by injection was not sufficient for the maturation of insulin deficient βcells. Long-term replacement of insulin by islet transplantation better supported endogenous βcells based on immunoreactivity for mature β-cell factors including MAFA442. Assessing the
viability of a gene therapy approach to treat this model of PND can provide insight into the
viability of a gene therapy for patients with diabetes caused by mutation in the INS gene.
In the current study we aimed to determine if an eighth serotype AAV (AAV8) carrying an
insulin open reading frame regulated by an insulin promoter (Ins1) could restore insulin
production to Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells and thereby resolve diabetes. Though AAVs could deliver
either human (INS) or mouse (Ins1) insulin genes to β-cells, defects in prohormone processing
endured in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells that prevented their ability to form normal dense core secretory
granules. We aimed to determine if developmental defects were the cause of impaired
prohormone processing in AAV infected Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells by generating adult inducible insulin
deficient mice. Co-delivery of the AAV Ins1-Cre (studied in detail in Chapter 3) with a mouse
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insulin AAV (AAV Ins1-Ins1) failed to prevent diabetes onset compared to AAV Ins1-Cre alone.
Taken together, these findings support the capability of the AAV8 to deliver the insulin gene to
pancreatic β-cells, but efficacy at reversing neonatal diabetes is limited by an enduring
prohormone processing defect in insulin knockout β-cells.

4.2

Materials and methods

Animal models and insulin therapy
All experiments were approved by the UBC Animal Care Committee and carried out in
accordance with the Canadian Council on Animal Care Guidelines. C57Bl/6J Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice
were ordered from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbour, ME, USA). Ins1-/-Ins2+/- were generated
in the lab of Dr. J. Jami (Institut Cochin, Paris, France), and Ins2f/f mice were generated in the
lab of Dr. Massimo Trucco424 (University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA) and both genotypes were
generously supplied indirectly by the lab of Dr. J. Johnson (University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, Canada). mTmG mice were generated in the lab of Dr. Liqun Luo421 (Stanford
University, Stanford, Ca), Pdx1-CreERT mice were generated in the lab of Dr. Douglas
Melton443 (Harvard University, Cambridge, MA), and mTmG; Pdx1-CreERT mice were
generously shared by Dr. Francis Lynn (University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada).
Unless noted, we present findings from a mix of male and female animals and did not detect
significant differences between the sexes (data not shown). Notably, studying both sexes was
done to maximize sample sizes of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice given substantial technical challenges
keeping them alive with insulin therapy. Animals were given ad libitum access to a standard
chow diet (2918, Harlan Laboratories, Madison, WI, USA) and housed with a 12-h light/dark
cycle.
Generation of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice and insulin therapy was performed as previously
described442. Briefly, Ins1-/-Ins2+/- mice were bred to acquire Ins1-/-Ins2-/- and Ins1-/-Ins2+/- mice.
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We initiated insulin therapy immediately in suspected insulin knockouts (reduced body weight
and glycosuria) and confirmed genotype by qPCR at an older age. Animals received twice daily
subcutaneous injections of approximately 0.1U Insulin Glargine (Lantus®; diluted to 5 U/mL in
F-10 media, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) until fifteen days of age when they were either
treated with islet transplantation into the anterior chamber of the eye372 or were treated with
insulin AAV and insulin therapy continued as needed.
Adeno-associated virus production
The AAV Ins1-GFP plasmid was generated from the dsAAV mINS2p-EGFP plasmid,
kindly provided by Dr. Paul Robbins264. To generate the Ins1-GFP plasmid, the 1.1kb mINS2p
with 5’ UTR was excised with BamHI and AgeI and replaced with 410-bp of the rat Ins1
promoter with 5’ UTR (Ins1; primers: Ins1-F: 5’-CACTGGATCCTGAGCTAAGAATCCAGCTATC
AATAG AAACT; Ins1-R: 5’-CACACAACCCCGTGTTGGAACAATGACCTG GAAGATAG). Next,
to generate the Ins1-Cre plasmid the EGFP open reading frame (ORF) was excised with AgeI
and NotI and the 4.9kb vector fragment was gel-purified. The Cre ORF was generated by PCR
amplification from an Addgene CMV-Cre vector (pBS185) with a Kozak sequence and XmaI site
added upstream and a NotI site downstream (primers: CreORF-F: 5’-CACACGCCCGGGGCC
GCCACCATGTCCAATTTACTGACCGT ACACCAA; CreORF-R: 5’-CACACGCGGCCGCCTAA
TCGCCATCTTCCAGCAGGC). The PCR product was digested with NotI and XmaI and ligated
into the 4.9kb vector to yield the final dsV Ins1-Cre plasmid. To generate the Ins1-INS plasmid,
the human insulin ORF was generated by qPCR from human islet cDNA (primers: INS-ORF-F:
5’- CACACAACCGGTCGCACCATGGCCCTGTGGATGC; INS-ORF-R: 5’- CACACAGCGGCC
GCCTAGTTGCAGTAGTTCTCCAGC) and was digested with Age and Not1 before ligation into
the digested vector. The Ins1-Cre and Ins1-GFP plasmids were sent to the Children’s Hospital
of Philadelphia for manufacturing of high titer dsAAV and the Ins1-INS plasmid was sent to SAB
Technology Inc. (Philadelphia, PA). To generate the Ins1-Ins1 plasmid, the mouse Ins1 ORF
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was generated by qPCR from mouse islet cDNA (primers: mINS-ORF-F: 5’CACACACCATGGCCC TGTTGGTGCACTTC: mINS-ORF-R: 5’- CACACAGCGGC
CGCTTAGTTGCAGTAGTTCTCCA GCTGGTAG) and was digested with Nco1 and Not1 before
ligation into a Nco1 and Not1 digested Ins1-INS vector. The Ins1-Ins1 plasmid was sent to
Vector BioLabs (Malvern, PA) for manufacturing of high titer dsAAV. We delivered AAV by IP
injection. Maps of the sequences between the two ITRs of each plasmid are shown in Appendix
B.
Islet isolation and transplantation
Ins1-/-Ins2+/- mice (genotype confirmed by qPCR) were euthanized and pancreatic islets
were isolated by collagenase digestion (1000U/mL type XI collagenase, Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO)425. After intraductal infusion of collagenase, the pancreas was then excised and
digested for 12-15 mins at 37oC in 3 mL of collagenase. Islets were then handpicked three times
in medium (Hams F10, 7.5% fetal bovine serum, and penicillin/streptomycin, Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO) to increase purity to over 90%. After overnight culture, islets were washed in sterile
PBS prior to transplantation into the anterior chamber of the eye (approximately 100-150 islets)
as previously described372. To access the anterior chamber of the eye, we punctured the cornea
with a 27G needle and a micropipette loaded with islets was used to deposit islets (MXL3-BPIND-200; Origio MidAtlantic Devices, Mt Laurel, NJ, USA). Animals were treated with
perioperative Isoptears (Alcon Canada, Mississauga, ON, Canada) with 0.3% wt/vol gentamycin
to prevent infection. To remove the graft, we enucleated the eye with the graft as previously
described368.
Physiological tests
Blood glucose monitoring was done by random-fed measurements or after a four hour
fast in the morning (0900-1300) using a One Touch Ultra glucometer (Life Scan Inc., Burnaby,
Canada). For intraperitoneal glucose tolerance test (IPGTT) and fast/refeed (F/RF), mice were
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fasted four hours (0900-1300) before glucose injection (1-2 g glucose/kg body weight IP) or
return of food. Blood was sampled by the saphenous vein. For insulin tolerance tests mice were
administered Novolin® at a dose of 0.8 U/kg body weight IP.
Assays
We assessed circulating plasma levels of human C-peptide (Mercodia Cat# 10-1141-01,
Uppsala, Sweden), mouse C-peptide (Alpco Cat# 80-CPTMS-E01, Salem, NH), and proinsulin
(human: Mercodia Cat# 10-1118-01, Uppsala, Sweden, mouse: Mercodia Cat# 10-1232-01,
Uppsala, Sweden) by commercially available enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). A
list of relevant cross-reactivities of each assay is detailed in Table 4-1. Assessment of

Table 4-1 Relevant reported cross reactivity of commercial ELISAs for insulin, C-peptide,
proinsulin, and proinsulin intermediates (%).
Mouse C-peptide (Alpco,
80-CPTMS-E01)

Rat/mouse proinsulin
(Mercodia, 10-1232-01)

Target
C-peptide 1

Reactivity
100

C-peptide 2

151

Proinsulin 1

2

Proinsulin 2

ND

Human
proinsulin

ND

Target
Mouse
insulin
Mouse Cpeptide
Human Cpeptide
Human
proinsulin

Human C-peptide
(Mercodia 10-1141-01)

Human proinsulin
(Mercodia, 10-1118-01)

Reactivity
ND

Target
Insulin

Reactivity
<0.0006

Target
Insulin

Reactivity
<0.03

ND

Proinsulin

5

C-peptide

<0.006

ND

Des-31,32

3

Des-31,32

95

5

Split-32,33

2

Split-32,33

95

Des-64,65

74

Des-64,65

84

Split-65,66

10

Split-65,66

90

Mouse
proinsulin 1

3

Mouse
proinsulin 2

16

hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) in whole blood was performed using a Siemens DCA 200 Vantage
Analyzer (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics, Tarrytown, NY). For detection of insulin
autoantibodies, plasma was sent to the Barbara Davis Center (University of Colorado, Aurora,
CO) for a micro insulin autoantibody radiobinding assay. Human insulin was used as the antigen
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thus allowing detection of mouse IgG specific for epitopes of human insulin. The sequences of
human and mouse insulin are almost identical (Figure 1-6) thus allowing detection of insulin
autoantibodies in a mouse exposed to mouse insulin, like the non-obese diabetes (NOD) model.
Immunohistofluorescence
Pancreata were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) overnight before storage in 70%
ethanol until paraffin-embedding and sectioning (5 µm thickness; Wax-It Histology Services,
Vancouver, Canada). Immunofluorescent staining was performed as previously described442. All
antibodies, including RRID, are listed in Table 4-2.
Transmission electron microscopy
Samples that had been fixed in PFA and embedded in paraffin were sent to the electron
microscopy facility at McMaster University (Hamilton, Canada). Samples were deparaffinized
and re-fixed in glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide and embedded in Spurr’s epoxy resin.
Grids were visualized using a Tecnai G2 Spirit electron microscope (FEI Co., Eindhoven, The
Netherlands) and images were captured using a 4Kx4K FEI Eagle HS CCD camera and we
present representative images.
Titering AAV by quantitative PCR
We performed quantitative PCR on manufactured AAV and plasmids of known
concentration to determine AAV titer. We used stocks of the Ins1-Ins1 plasmid sent to
VectorBiolabs for manufacturing AAV Ins1-Ins1 and a stock of Ins1-GFP plasmid. To liberate
AAV DNA we heat treated at 95oC for 10 minutes. Next, to generate comparable template
structure, we digested all plasmids and AAV genomes with Not1 and BamH1 to remove
complex inverted terminal repeats from AAVs and generate linear fragments from circular
plasmids. We then diluted all DNA and prepared amplification reactions with SsoFast SYBR
Green Supermix (BioRad, Mississauga, Canada) starting from known numbers of plasmid
templates (106, 107, 108, and 109 templates) and reported copies AAV templates. We performed
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qPCR for Ins1 (Ins1-F: 5’- AAGCGTGGCATTGTGGAT; Ins1-R: 5’- GCTTAGTTGCAGTAGTTC
TCCAGCTGGTAG) and GFP (GFP-F: 5’- CACCATCTTCTTCAAGGACGA; GFP-R: 5’- GTTGT
AGTTGTACTCCAGCTTGT). We interpolated AAV titer by fitting Ct values for the AAV onto the
standard curve generated using the four starting copies of plasmid.
Statistical analysis
Given use of variable and sometimes small sample sizes, data were subject to the
Shapiro-Wilk normality test and when all groups passed the test for normality we analyzed by
parametric test. We used one-way ANOVA with Tukey test for multiple comparisons or two-way
ANOVA with Bonferonni’s post-hoc testing. When any of the groups failed the test for normality,
we used the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test or Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple
comparisons test. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8.00 (La Jolla, CA)
with significance set at p < 0.05.
Summary of in vivo study design
Outlines of all in vivo studies performed in Chapter 4 are presented in Appendix C.

Table 4-2 Primary antibodies used for immunofluorescent staining
Peptide/protein
target

Antigen
Sequence

Name of
Antibody

Aldehyde
dehydrogenase family
member 1A3

unknown

Rabbit
antiALDH1A3

Islet amyloid
polypeptide
Beta-galactosidase

unknown

Rabbit
anti-IAPP
Rabbit
anti-βGAL
Mouse
anti-CPE

Carboxypeptidase-E

Whole betagalactosidase
Human CPE
(AA49-200)

Glucagon

unknown

Glucose transporter 2

First
extracellular
loop of Glut2
unknown

Insulin

Mouse
anti-GCG
Rabbit
antiGLUT2
Rabbit
anti-INS

Manufacturer,
catalog #, and/or
name of individual
providing the
antibody
Novus
NBP2Biologicals
15339

AbCam
Thermo
Scientific
BD
Transductio
n
Sigma
Millipore
Cell
Signaling

Species raised in;
monoclonal or
polyclonal

Dilution
used

RRID

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 100

AB_26
65496

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 50

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 100

Mouse

Monoclonal

1 to 100

AB_22
95631
AB_22
1539
AB_39
8081

G
2654
071402

Mouse

Monoclonal

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to
1000
1 to 500

AB_25
9852
AB_15
87076

C27C
9

Rabbit

Monoclonal

1 to 200

AB_21
26503

ab151
25
A1113
2
61075
8
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Peptide/protein
target

Antigen
Sequence

Name of
Antibody

Manufacturer,
catalog #, and/or
name of individual
providing the
antibody
Cell
L6B10
Signaling

Insulin

Residues
surrounding
Val36 of
human insulin
AA 105-154 of
human l-myc

Mouse
anti-INS
Rabbit
anti-LMYC

AbCam

unknown

Rabbit
anti-MAFA

homeobox protein
NANOG

Mouse nanog

homeodomain
transcription factor 6.1

Human Nkx6.1

Rabbit
antiNANOG
Goat antiNKX6.1

homeodomain
transcription factor 2.2

Nkx2.2-GST
fusion protein
from E. coli

Human C-peptide

Species raised in;
monoclonal or
polyclonal

Dilution
used

RRID

Mouse

Monoclonal

1 to 250

AB_10
94931
4

Ab287
39

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 100

AB_21
48730

Betalogics
(Johnson &
Johnson)

LP987
2

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to
1000

AB_26
65528

AbCam

Ab808
92

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 100

AB_21
50114

R and D
Systems

AF585
7

Goat

Polyclonal

1 to 20

AB_18
57045

Mouse
antiNKX2.2

DSHB

74.5A
5

Mouse

Monoclonal

1 to 100

AB_53
1794

Full length
human Cpeptide
C-terminus of
mouse PAX6

GP anti- C
Peptide

AbCam

Ab304
77

Guine
a pig

Polyclonal

1 to 100

Ab_72
6924

Rabbit
anti-PAX6

Covance

PRB278P

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 250

AB_23
13780

Prohormone
convertase 1/3

unknown

Rabbit
anti-PC1/3

Lakshmi
Devi

gift

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 500

AB_26
65530

Prohormone
convertase 2

E622-N638 of
mouse PC2

Rabbit
anti-PC2

PA1058

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 500

AB_21
58593

proIAPP (C-terminus)

C-terminal
fragment of
proIAPP

N/A

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 200

Pendi
ng

proIAPP (N-terminus)

N-terminal
fragment of
proIAPP

Dr. C Bruce
Verchere

N/A

Rabbit

Polyclonal

1 to 200

Pendi
ng

Proinsulin (BC
junction)

Recombinant
human
proinsulin

DSHB

GA9A8

Mouse

Monoclonal

1 to 250

AB_53
2383

Proinsulin (CA
junction)

Unkncown

Rabbit
anti- Nterminus
proIAPP
Rabbit anti
Cterminus
proIAPP
Rabbit
antiproinsulin(
BC)
Rabbit
antiproinsulin(
CA)

Thermo
Fisher
Scientific
Dr. C Bruce
Verchere

Alpco

82PINACmAb

Mouse

Monoclonal

1 to
1000

AB_27
83531

v-myc avian
myolocytomatosis viral
oncogene lung
carcinoma derived
V-maf muscoloaponeurotic fibrosarcoma
oncogene homolog A

Paired box 6
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4.3

Results

AAV Ins1-INS can produce dose-dependent infection of mouse β-cells
To validate the infectivity of AAV Ins1-INS, we injected wild-type Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice with
variable doses of AAV or saline as a control. Pancreas was collected 42 days post-AAV and we
immunostained for islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP) for use as a marker of β-cells and assessed
infection rate by immunostaining for human C-peptide. We used human pancreas as a positive
control (Figure 4-1A). There was a dose dependent significant increase in the proportion of
infected β-cells (Figure 4-1B). Incomplete colocalization of IAPP and C-peptide in human
pancreas is partially attributable to IAPP immunoreactivity in δ-cells373, 444. We collected plasma
during a glucose challenge on day 20 relative to AAV delivery (2 g glucose/kg body weight) and
assayed for mouse C-peptide and human C-peptide. For many experiments in this thesis we
used commercially available ELISAs to assay for C-peptide and proinsulin. These kits have
published cross-reactivities for insulin, C-peptide, proinsulin, and/or proinsulin intermediates
(Table 4-1). There were no changes to circulating mouse C-peptide (Figure 4-1C) and human
C-peptide immunoreactivity was increased in a dose dependent manner (Figure 4-1D). IP
glucose tolerance tests (2 g glucose/kg body weight) were performed on day -1 (Figure 4-1E),
day 13 (Figure 4-1F), and day 40 (Figure 4-1G) relative to the day of AAV delivery. There were
no differences between groups at baseline but there was a transient improvement in glucose
tolerance in the two higher dosed groups (Figure 4-1F). The highest infection rate was with a
dose of 1012 viral genome particles (VGP) or approximately 5x1010 VGP/g body weight (animals
were approximately 20 g at the time of AAV injection). This dose produced an average β-cell
infection rate of 68%, transiently improved glucose tolerance, and led to significant increases in
circulating human C-peptide to approximately 2-3 ng/mL. Based on past work in the Kieffer lab,
circulating human C-peptide levels of 1-2 ng/mL in mice treated with sources of human insulin
(stem cell derived insulin producing cells) is sufficient to lower blood glucose in diabetic mice122.
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Figure 4-1 β-cell infection by AAV Ins1-INS.
Immunofluorescence for human C-peptide in pancreas collected six weeks after 8-week-old
wild-type mice were treated with AAV Ins1-INS. Human pancreas is used as positive control (A;
representative images of n = 2-3, scale bar is 100 μm). Quantification of the proportion of IAPP+
cells immunoreactive for human C-peptide (B). Plasma collected during an intraperitoneal
glucose tolerance test (IPGTT; 2 g glucose/kg body weight) on day 20 relative to AAV Ins1-INS
injection was assayed for mouse C-peptide (C) and human C-peptide (D). IPGTTs on days -1
(E), 13 (F), and 40 (G) relative to AAV Ins1-INS treatment. Data presented on box and whisker
plots (B), individual traces (C-D), or mean ± SEM (E-G). All groups compared by one-way
ANOVA (B) or repeated measures two-way ANOVA (C-G). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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AAV Ins1-INS transiently reverses diabetes in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice
We generated a cohort of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- pups and determined if treatment with AAV Ins1INS could reverse diabetes. We monitored Ins1-/-Ins2+/- littermates and wild-type Ins1+/+Ins2+/+
mice as controls. Body weight (Figure 4-2A) and blood glucose (Figure 4-2B) were monitored
from birth for seven weeks. Ins1-/-Ins2-/- pups were given twice or three times daily insulin
injections (Lantus®) until 15 days of age when groups were injected with either 5x1010 VGP
AAV Ins1-INS per gram body weight or saline (shown by arrows on Figures 4-2A and B). Ins1-/Ins2-/- mice became insulin independent one week after AAV treatment (Figure 4-2C) but were
glucose intolerant at 28 days of age during an IP glucose tolerance test (1g glucose/kg body
weight; Figure 4-2D). Based on highly variable glucose tolerance (Figure 4-2D) the 21 Ins1-/Ins2-/- mice were split into 3 groups – the group with the worst glucose tolerance (AAV/- n = 11)
and the remaining mice with better glucose tolerance were split into two groups (AAV/AAV n = 5
and AAV/Saline n = 5). The AAV/AAV group was reinjected with 5x1010 VGP AAV Ins1-INS per
gram body weight at 35 days of age and the AAV/Saline group was injected with saline (shown
by arrows on Figures 4-2A and B). We assayed plasma collected during the IPGTT at 28 days
of age for mouse and human C-peptide. The area under the curve of glucose during the IP
glucose tolerance test at 28 days of age was inversely correlated with levels of fasting plasma
human C-peptide, b = -353.8, SE = 142.3, p < 0.05, CI95 [-56.03, -651.6] (Figure 4-2E). Ins1-/Ins2-/- mice had no circulating mouse C-peptide and AAV treated Ins1-/-Ins2+/- littermate controls
and AAV treated Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ wild-type controls did not have significantly different levels of
mouse C-peptide than PBS treated Ins1-/-Ins2+/- or Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls respectively (Figure 42F). AAV treated littermates and controls had low levels of circulating human C-peptide and
AAV Ins1-INS treated animals had abundant human C-peptide (Figure 4-2G). Despite
retreatment at 5 weeks of age (AAV/AAV group) and severe relapse to diabetes at ~4-5 weeks
of age, all groups of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- animals had comparable levels of human C-peptide at 4, 6, and
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Figure 4-2 Transient remission of diabetes in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice after treatment with AAV
Ins1-INS
Random fed body weight (A) and blood glucose (B) of Ins1-/-Ins2-/-, Ins1-/-Ins2+/- littermates, and
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ control mice monitored from birth. At 15 days of age, all groups were treated with
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AAV or PBS control (shown by arrow). Insulin requirements (Lantus®) of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- animals
from birth to 4 weeks of age (C). Highly variable glucose tolerance (IPGTT, 1 g glucose/kg body
weight) of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice, unlike Ins1-/-Ins2+/- littermates and Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls (D; day 1416 relative to AAV treatment). Levels of human C-peptide correlated with area under the curve
of the glucose tolerance test (E) and Ins1-/-Ins2-/- animals were grouped as non-responders with
the worst glucose tolerance (AAV/-) and responders with better glucose tolerance (responders
were retreated at five weeks of age with AAV or Saline – AAV/AAV or AAV/saline groups
respectively). Plasma collected during the IPGTT at 28 days of age was assayed for mouse Cpeptide (F) and human C-peptide (G; 0 and 30min relative glucose injection; letters a, b, and c
represent statistical differences between groups, p < 0.05). Human C-peptide levels in fasted
plasma collected at 4 weeks (replotted from panel G), 6 weeks, and 8 weeks of age (H). Plasma
collected at 7 weeks of age alongside plasma from known autoimmune diabetic non-obese
diabetic (NOD) mice (NODHIGH had severe diabetes and NODLOW had mild diabetes) was
assayed for insulin autoantibodies (I). Plasma collected after a 4 hour fast was used in an assay
specific for proinsulin and proinsulin intermediates (J; 18/21 Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice have detectable
proinsulin). HbA1c of blood collected at 8 weeks of age (K). Pancreas was immunostained for
human C-peptide (green), mouse C-peptide (blue), and either an unprocessed C-A junction
proinsulin or and unprocessed B-C junction proinsulin16. Cytoplasmic immunoreactivity suggests
there is impaired processing at the B-C junction in AAV treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice (L).
Representative images of n = 4-5, the scale bar is 100 μm, and insets are enlarged 4x. Data
presented as mean ± SEM (A-D) or box and whisker plots (F-K). Individual traces or points
shown on D-E. All groups were compared by repeated measures 2-way ANOVA (F-H) or oneway ANOVA (I-K) * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.
8 weeks of age (Figure 4-2H). As a potential explanation for discordant observations of
abundant human C-peptide and severe hyperglycemia, we assayed plasma for neutralizing
insulin autoantibodies (Figure 4-2I). There was no elevation of insulin autoantibodies in AAV
Ins1-INS treated animals. We assayed plasma from two non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice with
autoantibody levels at the high end of expected (NODHIGH) and low end (NODLOW ) of expected
titer for the NOD model of autoimmune diabetes as positive controls. As an alternative
explanation, we considered the published cross-reactivity of the human C-peptide assay used in
Figure 4-2H (see Table 4-1; proinsulin: 2%, des-31,32 proinsulin: 3%, split-32,33 proinsulin: 2%
des-64,65 proinsulin: 74%, and split-65,66 proinsulin: 10%). We used an assay specific for
proinsulin and the proinsulin intermediates (Mercodia, 10-1118-01) and found that there was
circulating proinsulin in most AAV treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice (18/21 mice; 4-2J). Proinsulin has
some bioactivity (Table 4-3) that may lower blood glucose in highly insulin sensitive pups but
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may not be adequate in larger mice reaching adulthood. HbA1c was elevated in Ins1-/-Ins2-/animals at study termination (Figure 4-2K). To support evidence of impaired proinsulin
processing, we performed immunohistofluorescence with antibodies specific for unprocessed
proinsulin. The “C-A junction” antibody binds an intact C-A junction found in intact proinsulin,
des-31,32 proinsulin, and split-32,33 proinsulin. The “B-C junction” antibody binds an intact B-C
junction found in intact proinsulin, des-64,65 proinsulin, and split-65,66 proinsulin16. In normal βcells there was an expected perinuclear pattern of immunoreactivity using both antibodies
(Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ and Ins1-/-Ins2+/- pancreas; Figure 4-2L). We found evidence of impaired B-C site
processing of AAV Ins1-INS infected Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells based on pancytoplasmic
immunoreactivity using the B-C junction antibody.
Successful β-cell infection and normal immunoreactivity for proinsulin processing
enzymes in AAV Ins1-INS injected Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice
At 8-11 weeks of age AAV Ins1-INS injected mice and saline injected controls were
sacrificed and pancreas was collected in 4% PFA. We immunostained for human C-peptide and
IAPP (Figure 4-3A) and used IAPP as a marker for β-cells in subsequent analyses. In all Ins1-/Ins2-/- groups (AAV/-, AAV/AAV, and AAV/Saline) and the Ins1-/-Ins2+/- AAV group,
approximately 5-15% of β-cells were immunoreactive for human C-peptide. To investigate the
elevated proinsulin in circulation (Figure 4-2J) and evidence for impaired proinsulin processing
in AAV Ins1-INS infected Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells (Figure 4-2L), we immunostained for the essential
prohormone processing enzymes PC1/3 and PC2. We also immunostained for the PC2 cofactor
neuroendocrine protein 7B2 and the enzyme carboxypeptidase E (CPE) that removes exposed
C-terminal dibasic amino acids after internal cleavage by PC1/3 or PC2 (Figure 4-3B). There
was normal immunoreactivity for PC1/3 and PC2 in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets and present but reduced
immunoreactivity for 7B2 and CPE. We quantified the proportion of PC1/3 or PC2 positive INS+
cells and the fluorescent intensity of PC1/3 and PC2 signal (Figure 4-3C). There were normal
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rates and intensities of immunoreactivity for PC1/3 and PC2 in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- infected β-cells.
Based on previous observations that most Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells stop expressing β-galactosidase
off of the Ins2 knock in after birth367, we immunostained pancreas for human C-peptide and βgalactosidase (Figured 4-3D). If the observed low rate of human C-peptide immunoreactive cells
(Figure 4-3A) was because insulin promoters in many AAV Ins1-INS infected β-cells were
silenced (like the β-galactosidase knock in in the Ins2 locus) rather than because of low rates of
infection, then most human C-peptide positive cells, would also be positive for βGAL. This was
not the case with only occasional colocalization of human C-peptide and βGAL. We also
immmunostained for the mature β-cell factors GLUT2 and NKX6.1, and there was normal
nuclear NKX6.1 but a lack of membranous GLUT2 in hyperglycemic AAV treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/mice (Figure 4-3D).
Table 4-3 Summary of studies investigating the relative bioactivities of insulin and
proinsulin
Relative receptor binding affinity of human insulin, proinsulin, and proinsulin intermediates
based on the ED50 of displacing insulin in three different cell types. Based on data from 445.
Human
Purified rat liver
Insulin molecule
lymphocytes
Isolated rat adipocytes
membranes
Insulin
100
100
100
Proinsulin
1.4
0.56
1.1
Split-32,33 proinsulin
7
3
3
Des-31,32 proinsulin
8
5
2
Split-65,66 proinsulin
22
14
12
Des-64,65 proinsulin
20
12
10
Relative in vitro bioactivity of bovine insulin and proinsulin for the conversion of glucose to
CO2 in isolated rat adipocyte cells. Based on data from 446.
Insulin
100
Proinsulin
11
Split-32,33 proinsulin
15
split-65,66 proinsulin
30
Relative in vitro bioactivity of diarginyl insulin for the conversion of glucose to CO2 in isolated
rat adipocyte cells. Based on data from 446.
Porcine insulin
100
Porcine Diarginyl insulin 38
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Figure 4-3 Low infection rate and normal immunoreactivity for PC1/3 and PC2 in β-cells
of AAV Ins1-INS injected Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice
Pancreas was immunostained for human C-peptide and IAPP (A). Representative image of n =
4-5. Quantification of the proportion of human C-peptide immunoreactive IAPP+ β-cells shown
to the right. Immunostaining of pancreas from Ins1-/-Ins2-/- AAV, Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ AAV, and Ins1-/Ins2+/- mice for PC1/3, PC2, 7B2, and carboxypeptidase-E (B; representative images of n = 4-5).
The proportion and intensity of PC1/3 or PC2 immunoreactivity in INS+ cells were quantified
(C). Pancreas was immunostained for human C-peptide and β-galactosidase and there is rare
colocalization (D; representative images of n=3). Immunostaining for NKX6.1 and GLUT2 in
pancreas (D). Representative images of n = 3. All groups were compared by one way ANOVA
with Tukey’s post-hoc test (A and C). Scale bars are 100 μm and insets are enlarged 4x.
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AAV Ins1-Ins1 infects fewer β-cells than the AAV Ins1-INS and Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells are
unable to process mouse insulin 1
Given that Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells were unable to process human insulin delivered via AAV
Ins1-INS we aimed to determine if they could process a native mouse insulin. We designed and
delivered an AAV carrying mouse insulin 1 under control of a 401bp fragment of the rat insulin 1
promoter (AAV Ins1-Ins1). We tracked body weight (Figure 4-4a) and blood glucose (Figure 44B) of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice, Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ wild-type controls and Ins1-/-Ins2+/- littermate controls
given either 5x1010 VGP AAV Ins1-Ins1 per gram body weight or saline at 15 days of age. Ins1-/Ins2-/- pups were treated with exogenous insulin therapy (Lantus®) as needed for the duration of
the study. Seven Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice were treated with AAV Ins1-Ins1 at 15 days of age (red) and
treatment did not induce diabetic remission (Figure 4-4B). Four Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice were given
isogenic islet transplants into the anterior chamber of the eye at 15 days of age (purple) but two
mice died during or shortly after surgery, so we present data from the remaining n = 2 (group
denoted Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets + AAV). The Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets + AAV group was then treated with
high dose 5x1011 VGP AAV Ins1-Ins1 per gram body weight at 30 days of age and the islet
grafts were removed by enucleation at 49 days of age. Plasma collected at 4 weeks of age was
assayed for mouse C-peptide and there were low but detectable levels in the Ins1-/-Ins2-/- AAV
group and similar levels in the Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets + AAV, Ins1-/-Ins2+/- saline, and Ins1-/-Ins2+/AAV groups (Figure 4-4C). At 7 weeks of age, Ins1-/-Ins2-/- AAV mice did not have detectable
mouse C-peptide (Figure 4-4D) but had detectable proinsulin (Figure 4-4E) in plasma collected
after a 4 hour fast. After Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets + AAV mice were enucleated at 7 weeks of age,
plasma collected during an IPGTT (0 min and 30 min relative to 1 g glucose/kg body weight at 8
weeks of age) and fast/refeed (4 hours fast and 1 hour refeed at 10 weeks of age) was assayed
for C-peptide. Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets + AAV mice had normal C-peptide immunoreactivity (Figure 44F). C-peptide immunoreactivity is likely at least largely attributable to cross-reactivity to
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extreme hyperproinsulinemia in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets + AAV mice (Figure 4-4G). One of the Ins1-/Ins2-/- islets + AAV mice had normal glucose tolerance and the other had glucose intolerance
(Figure 4-4H; 1 g glucose/kg body weight). We collected pancreas at 10 weeks of age and
immunostained for glucagon and C-peptide 1 (Figure 4-4I). There were low rates of C-peptide 1
immunoreactivity (4.4±1.2%) in IAPP+ β-cells of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- AAV mice and an expected higher
rate of infection (63.7±7.7%) in high-dose treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets + AAV mice (Figure 4-4J).
Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells have impaired proinsulin and proIAPP processing
We assessed the processing of the IAPP precursor proIAPP and the insulin precursor
proinsulin in β-cells of wild-type and AAV or islets + AAV treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice. In mice,
proIAPP is processed by PC1/3 then PC2 sequentially at the C-terminus then N-terminus
respectively447, 448. Using antibodies specific for the C-terminal fragment of proIAPP and Nterminal fragment of proIAPP there was cytoplasmic immunoreactivity for the latter in Ins1-/-Ins2/-

β-cells, suggesting poor N-terminal proIAPP processing (Figure 4-5A). Using proinsulin

specific B-C junction and C-A junction antibodies there was immunoreactivity throughout the
cytoplasm using the C-A junction antibody. Both proIAPP and proinsulin antibodies suggest that
there was poor processing at PC2 dependent sites – the C-A junction of proinsulin and Nterminus of proIAPP. Similar to past findings (Figure 4-3B), there was immunoreactivity for both
PC1/3 and PC2 in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells (Figure 4-5B) and immunoreactivity for both 7B2 and CPE
in islets + AAV treated mice. PC2, 7B2, and CPE immunoreactivity was present but reduced in
islets of hyperglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2-/- AAV mice. We performed transmission electron microscopy
on pancreas sections (Figure 4-5C). There were normal dense core secretory granules in wildtype mice but only immature low-density granules lacking halos in infected β-cells of Ins1-/-Ins2-/islets + AAV mice. This was the third finding, along with cytoplasmic immunoreactivity for
prohormones shown (Figure 4-5A) and elevated circulating proinsulin (Figures 4-4 E and 4-4G),
suggesting impaired proinsulin processing in AAV Ins1-Ins1 infected Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells.
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Figure 4-4 Low infectivity and impaired proinsulin processing prevented diabetic
remission in AAV Ins1-Ins1 treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice
Random fed body weight (A) and blood glucose (B) of Ins1-/-Ins2-/-, Ins1-/-Ins2+/-, and
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice. At 15 days of age all animals were injected with either AAV (light blue and
red), PBS (dark blue), or given an islet transplant into the anterior chamber of the eye (purple).
Four hour fasted plasma collected 2 weeks (C) and 5 weeks (D) after AAV injection was
assayed for mouse C-peptide (RF = random fed, F = fasted, G = 15 min after 1 g glucose IP/kg
body weight). Circulating proinsulin in 4 hour fasted plasma collected 5 weeks post AAV (E).
Circulating C-peptide (F) and proinsulin (G) in control mice and mice treated with islet transplant
at two weeks of age (shown by purple triangle), high dose AAV (5x1011VGP/g) at five weeks of
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age (shown by purple arrow), and enucleation at seven weeks of age (shown by purple ┴).
Plasma was collected at eight (4 hour fasted and 1 hour post-refeed) and ten (4 hour fasted)
weeks of age. IP glucose tolerance test (1 g glucose/kg body weight) at 9 weeks of age (H).
Immunostaining for glucagon and C-peptide 1 (I) and β-cell infection rate using IAPP as a
marker for β-cells (J). Data shown as mean ± SEM in bold colors with individuals shown in faint
colors (A, B, and H) or on box and whisker plots (C-G). Representative images of n = 3, scale
bars are 100 μm.
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Figure 4-5 Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells have impaired prohormone processing
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Pancreas collected from mice studied in Figure 4-4 was immunostained for insulin (green) and
the C-terminal fragment of proIAPP or intact proIAPP (top), the N-terminal fragment of proIAPP
or N-terminal extended proIAPP (second row), the intact unprocessed B-C junction of proinsulin
(third row), or the intact unprocessed C-A junction of proinsulin (bottom row). Cytoplasmic
immunoreactivity for N-terminal proIAPP and the intact C-A junction of proinsulin suggests that
there is impaired processing of the N-terminal junction in proIAPP and the C-A junction in
proinsulin in β-cells of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice (A). Immunostaining of pancreas for PC1/3 (top row),
PC2 (second row), 7B2 (third row), and CPE (bottom row; B). Representative images of n = 3.
Scale bars are 100 μm. Transmission electron microscopy of β-cells in wild-type Ins1+/+Ins2+/+
and AAV Ins1-Ins1 infected endogenous β-cells of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets + AAV mice (C). Normal
dense core insulin secretory granules are abundant in Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ control β-cells, but Ins1-/Ins2-/- β-cells contain mostly immature granules. The scale bar is 3 μm. Representative images
of n = 2.
After treatment with AAV Ins1-Ins1, β-cells of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice appear mature and are not
immunoreactive for markers of dedifferentiation
We immunostained pancreas from AAV Ins1-Ins1 treated mice and controls for markers
of β-cell maturity and dedifferentiation. Both Ins1-/-Ins2-/- AAV mice and high dose AAV treated
Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets + AAV mice had normal nuclear immunoreactivity in the cells in the core of the
islet for the β-cell transcription factors PDX1, NKX2.2, NKX6.1, and MAFA (Figure 4-6A). Ins1-/Ins2-/- islets + AAV mice had normal membranous GLUT2 immunoreactivity but hyperglycemic
low dose AAV treated Ins1-/-In2-/- AAV mice lacked GLUT2 immunoreactivity. Immunostaining
for progenitor markers that have been used as β-cell dedifferentiation markers35, 442, revealed no
evidence for β-cell dedifferentiation (Figure 4-6B). There was no immunoreactivity for NANOG
or L-MYC and rare immunoreactivity for ALDH1A3. Thus, despite an apparent mature
phenotype, no evidence for dedifferentiation, and immunoreactivity for prohormone processing
enzymes, AAV Ins1-Ins1 infected Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells have a severe prohormone processing
defect.
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Figure 4-6 Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells appear mature and are not immunoreactive for markers of
dedifferentiation
Pancreas collected from mice studied in Figure 4-4 was immunostained for Insulin alongside
PDX1 and GLUT2 (top row), NKX6.1 and NKX 2.2 (middle row), or MAFA (bottom row; A).
Pancreas was immunostained for IAPP (red) as a marker for β-cells and progenitor markers
used to probe β-cell dedifferentiation – NANOG (top row), L-MYC (middle row), and ALDH1A3
(bottom row; B). Representative images of n = 2-4, scale bars are 100 μm.
AAV Ins1-Ins1 has low infectivity for β-cells and may have aberrant hepatic expression
Based on persistent prohormone processing defects in AAV infected Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells,
we hypothesized that developmental effects led to irreversible defects. Thus, we aimed to avoid
developmental defects by treating adult insulin knockout mice. Before treating adult insulin
knockout mice, we aimed to determine the optimal AAV dose for β-cell infection by injecting
Ins1-/-Ins2+/+ adult mice with variable doses of AAV Ins1-Ins1. We treated 8-week-old male mice
with doses ranging from 5 x 1011 VGP up to 5 x 1012 VGP of both AAV Ins1-Ins1 and AAV Ins1GFP. We delivered AAV Ins1-GFP as a positive control because of known high efficiency of βcell infection in past experiments in the Kieffer lab449. We collected plasma after a 4 hour fast
and 1 hour refeed (Figure 4-7A; 14 days post-AAV) and after a 4 hour fast and 30 minutes post
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2 g glucose/kg body weight (Figure 4-7B; 16 days post-AAV) and assayed for proinsulin. There
was an AAV dose dependent increase in circulating proinsulin using an assay with no reported
cross reactivity to mature insulin or C-peptide (Mercodia, 10-1232-01; Table 4-1). We collected
pancreas and liver 17 days post-AAV and immunostained using an insulin antibody as a marker
for β-cells and a C-peptide 1 or GFP antibody to assess infection rates of the AAV Ins1-Ins1 or
AAV Ins1-GFP respectively (Figure 4-7C). In this experiment we used an uninfected Ins1-/-Ins2+/mouse pancreas as a negative control and note issues with non-specific immunoreactivity of the
C-peptide 1 antibody in the perinuclear region of islet cells. When accounting for this
background signal, there is a dose-dependent infection rate for both AAVs. Though this
background signal was unexpected based on previous optimizations16, this experiment was not
repeated because of the highly limited supply of this polyclonal antibody. AAV Ins1-Ins1 was
less efficient at infecting β-cells than AAV Ins1-GFP at all doses. A dose of 2.5 x 1012 VGP
produced the highest infection rate using the AAV Ins1-Ins1. To determine if the abundant
circulating proinsulin was from a β-cell source, we immunostained pancreas for insulin (INS)
and proinsulin specific uncut B-C junction (B/C) and uncut C-A junction (C/A) antibodies (Figure
4-7D). There was consistent perinuclear immunoreactivity suggesting normal processing. We
immunostained liver as a potential source of off-target expression of the AAVs and thus a
source of circulating proinsulin. Though there was no detected immunoreactivity using an
antibody that has reactivity for both insulin and proinsulin, there was abundant bright GFP
immunoreactivity suggesting activation of the Ins1 promoter and production of GFP (Figure 47E). Given that insulin is rapidly secreted whereas GFP would be expected to be stored, and
both the AAV Ins1-GFP and AAV Ins1-Ins1 have identical promoter sequences, it is possible
that infected hepatocytes not only make GFP, but also produce and rapidly secrete (pro)insulin
thus not having detectable (pro)insulin immunoreactivity.
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Figure 4-7 AAV Ins1-Ins1 has low infectivity for β-cells and may have aberrant hepatic
expression
Adult Ins1-/-Ins2+/+ mice were treated with varying doses of AAV Ins1-Ins1 and AAV Ins1-eGFP.
Blood was collected during a fast-refeed (4 hour fast and 1 hour refeed) 14 days post-AAV (A)
and an IPGTT (2 g glucose/kg body weight) 16 days post-AAV (B) and assayed for proinsulin
and proinsulin intermediates. Pancreas collected 17 days post-AAV was immunostained for
insulin as a marker of β-cells alongside AAV products C-peptide 1 (top row) or GFP (bottom
row; C). Uninfected Ins1-/-Ins2+/- mouse pancreas was used as a negative control and is shown
on the left. Quantification of percent insulin immunoreactive cells that were immunoreactive for
C-peptide 1 or GFP shown to the right. There is perinuclear immunoreactivity in β-cells for the
intact unprocessed B-C junction and C-A junction of proinsulin (D). Liver was immunostained for
insulin and GFP (E). Scale bars in all panels are 100 μm and representative images of n = 1-2
shown.
AAV Ins1-Ins1 did not prevent diabetes onset when co-delivered with AAV Ins1-Cre
Using the optimized dose of AAV Ins1-Ins1 (Figure 4-7; 2.5 x1012 VGP) we attempted to
prevent diabetes onset in Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice co-treated with AAV Ins1-Cre. Upon Cre mediated
recombination, Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice lose functional Ins2 genes and become insulin deficient. Adult
male mice (6-8 weeks of age) were treated with 1.5 x 1012 VGP AAV Ins1-Cre, 1.5 x 1012 VGP
AAV Ins1-Cre plus 2.5 x 1012 VGP AAV Ins1-Ins1, or PBS. There were no differences in body
weight over the duration of the study (Figure 4-8A; -1 to 9 weeks relative to AAV) and both AAV
treated groups developed fasting hyperglycemia (4 hour fast) 4 weeks after infection (Figure 48B). We collected plasma after 4 hour fasts throughout the study and assayed for C-peptide
(Figure 4-8C). There were no significant differences between groups. We also assayed plasma
for proinsulin (Figure 4-8D) and detected a transient increase in proinsulin in the AAV Ins1-Cre
+ AAV Ins1-Ins1 treated group. Both AAV treated groups had similar glucose intolerance during
IPGTTs (2 g glucose/kg body weight) 22 days (Figure 4-8E) and 46 days (Figure 4-8F) postinfection compared to controls. We assayed plasma collected at 0 minutes and 15 minutes
relative to glucose injection during the day 46 IPGTT and there were no significant differences in
stimulation index (C-peptide at 15 minutes/C-peptide at 0 minutes) between groups (Figure 48G). This fails to replicate the reduced glucose stimulated insulin secretion presented in Figure
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3-9 though there was a non-significant trend to reduced C-peptide stimulation index in the AAV
Ins1-Cre treated group (p = 0.2). As a potential explanation for observations of glucose
intolerance but non-significant changes to circulating C-peptide levels, we performed an insulin
tolerance test on day 51 relative to AAV to assess insulin sensitivity (Figure 4-8H). There were
no significant differences in relative changes to blood glucose when normalized to baseline nor
when presented as variable non-normalized blood glucose (data not shown).
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Figure 4-8 AAV Ins1-Ins1 did not prevent diabetes onset when co-delivered with AAV
Ins1-Cre
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Fasting body weight (A) and blood glucose (B) of inducible insulin knockout Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice
that received AAV Ins1-Cre, AAV Ins1-Cre plus AAV Ins1-Ins1, or PBS by IP injection on day 0.
C-peptide (C) and proinsulin (D) in plasma collected after 4 hour fasts. Glucose tolerance (IP 2
g glucose/kg body weight) on days 22 (E) and 46 (F) relative to AAV injection. Stimulation index
of C-peptide in plasma collected during the day 46 glucose tolerance test (C-peptide at 15
minutes/C-peptide at 0 minutes relative to glucose injection; G). Insulin tolerance (0.8 U
Novolin®/kg body weight) on day 51 relative to AAV injection (H). Data presented as mean ±
SEM (A-F, H) or mean ± 95% confidence interval (G), and individual animals are shown in all
panels.
AAV Ins1-Ins1 produced unexpectedly low rates of β-cell C-peptide 1 immunoreactivity
Thirteen weeks after AAV delivery, pancreas was collected in PFA. We immunostained
for IAPP as a marker of β-cells. We assessed AAV Ins1-Cre mediated recombination by
determining the proportion of IAPP+ cells immunoreactive for C-peptide 2. We assessed AAV
Ins1-Ins1 infection rate by determining the proportion of IAPP+ cells immunoreactive for Cpeptide 1. There was a 10-16% infection rate for the AAV Ins1-Ins1 and ~half of β-cells in AAV
Ins1-Cre treated mice were not immunoreactive for C-peptide 2 (Figure 4-9A). There was
normal PC1/3 immunoreactivity in all groups but reduced PC2 immunoreactivity in insulin
immunoreactive cells in AAV Ins1-Ins1 and AAV Ins1-Ins1 + AAV Ins1-Cre treated animals
(Figure 4-9B). There were no substantial changes to proinsulin immunoreactivity using
unprocessed B-C junction and C-A junction antibodies (Figure 4-9B). Notably, this study
required production of a new batch of AAV as the batch used in the two previous studies
(Figures 4-4 to 4-7) was depleted. Given the unexpectedly low rate of infection by AAV Ins1Ins1 (10-16% presented in Figure 4-9A compared to 51% using the same dose of 2.5x1012 VGP
presented in Figure 4-7C) and previous experience with AAV being produced at a lower titer
than reported by the manufacturer, we assessed the new batch of AAV. We performed a
quantitative PCR experiment to titer four different AAVs; the highly infectious AAV Ins1-GFP
used in Figure 4-7C and three batches of AAV Ins1-Ins1. The first was previously studied and
found to be at a titer 1/10th expected (AAV Ins1-Ins1a), the second was used in
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Figure 4-9 Relatively low rates of C-peptide 1 immunoreactivity after co-delivery of AAV
Ins1-Ins1 with AAV Ins1-Cre
Thirteen weeks post-AAV pancreas was collected and immunostained for IAPP (used as a
marker of β-cells) and C-peptide 1 (CP1) or C-peptide 2 (CP2). Representative images shown
and quantification of the proportion of IAPP+ cells immunoreactive for C-peptide 1 or C-peptide
2 is shown to the right (A). Pancreas was immunostained for insulin and either PC1, PC2, an
unprocessed B-C junction of proinsulin (BC), or an unprocessed C-A junction of proinsulin (CA;
panel B). Titer of AAVs (AAV Ins1-GFP produced by the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and
three batches of AAV Ins1-Ins1 produced by Vector Biolabs) was calculated by quantitative
PCR using plasmids of known concentrations (C). Individual animals (A) or technical replicates
at three concentrations along a standard curve (C) are shown on box and whisker plots. Groups
were compared by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test (A). * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.
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Figures 4-4 to 4-7 (AAV Ins1-Ins1b), and the third was used for studies presented in Figures 4-8
to 4-9. Using plasmids of known concentration as the control, we found that there was an
expected discrepancy with the highly infectious AAV Ins1-GFP virus ~50% more concentrated
than reported (ratio of titer calculated in the Kieffer lab/titer reported by the manufacturer) and
the failed batch ~1/10th as concentrated as reported (AAV Ins1-Ins1a). Interestingly, batches
AAV Ins1-Ins1b and AAV Ins1-Ins1c both were similar in concentration of ~1/5th the
concentration reported by the manufacturer. Though these results are disappointing,
discrepancies in titer do not seem to explain the differences in infection rate reported using
batch AAV Ins1-Ins1b (Figure 4-7C) versus batch AAV Ins1-Ins1c (Figure 4-9A). We delivered
1012 VGP of AAV Ins1-Ins1c to adult Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice and assessed infection rate in β-cells. In
a first experiment, we did not include a positive control (Figure 4-10A) thus making it difficult to
interpret weak perinuclear immunoreactivity. We repeated the experiment with wild-type
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ controls and found that there were no C-peptide 1 immunoreactive cells in most
AAV Ins1-Ins1 treated islets (Figure 4-10B). Rare immunoreactive cells were observed (see
cells in white boxes in Figure 4-10A). Infection rate was far less than expected given infection
rates of 11.7±3.5% using 1012 VGP of batch Ins1b (Figure 4-7C). These findings justify using a
new batch of AAV Ins1-Ins1 and it may be worthwhile to utilize an alternative adult inducible
insulin knockout mouse model relying on less total AAV and producing higher β-cell
recombination rates.
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Figure 4-10 Failed production of AAV Ins1-Ins1
Adult 10-week-old Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice were treated with 1012 VGP AAV Ins1-Ins1 (Batch C). Two
weeks post-AAV pancreas was collected and immunostained for insulin (green) and C-peptide 1
(red) in two distinct experiments (A-B). Pancreas from adult Ins1-/-Ins2-/-, Ins1-/-Ins2+/-, and
Ins1+/+Ins2+/+ mice were used as controls. Representative images of n = 2-3 shown. Rare Cpeptide 1 immunoreactive cells shown in white boxes in (A). Scale bars are 100 μm.
Optimizing tamoxifen dose to induce diabetes in Ins1-/-Ins2f/fmTmGPdx-CreER mice
In preparation for using Ins1-/-Ins2f/fmTmGPdx-CreER mice as an alternative model for
adult inducible insulin knockout mice, we investigated doses of tamoxifen for induction of
diabetes. We treated adult male mice (12-14 weeks of age) with tamoxifen by IP injections on
four consecutive days. Upon delivery of tamoxifen to these animals, Cre translocates to the
nucleus and the Ins2 genes undergo recombination. A past report using Ins1-/-Ins2f/fmTmGPdxCreER mice reported a >95% recombination rate in β-cells after delivery of 3 mg tamoxifen/40 g
body weight430. We compared this previously reported dose430 with an alternative dose of 6 mg
tamoxifen/40 g body weight. In agreement with Szabat et al., 3 mg tamoxifen/40 mg body
weight was an ideal dose as it induced robust diabetes in approximately three weeks (Figure 411A) with no significant effects on body weight (Figure 4-11B). Induction of diabetes suggests
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efficient recombination of the floxed Ins2 gene in β-cells and minimal weight loss suggests
tolerable tamoxifen toxicity for animals.

Figure 4-11 Efficient induction of diabetes in Ins1-/-Ins2f/fmTmGPdxCre-ER mice
Adult male Ins1-/-Ins2f/fmTmGPdxCre-ER mice were given tamoxifen on four sequential days by
IP injection (shown by shaded region and four arrows). Random fed blood glucose (A) and body
weight (B) was monitored over 20 days. Data presented as mean (solid lines) and individual
data points.
4.4

Discussion
Monogenic diabetes is a candidate disease for a gene therapy cure. With the availability

of the AAV as a clinically relevant viral vector, we investigated the viability of an AAV mediated
therapy for the Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mouse model of PND. Despite efficacy at delivering the insulin gene
to endogenous Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells, AAVs carrying either a mouse or human insulin gene could
at best transiently reverse diabetes because of modest infectivity when delivered at two weeks
of age and a severe enduring prohormone processing defect in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells. Multiple
experimental techniques suggest that Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells have a prohormone processing defect
that endures after replacement of an insulin gene by AAV. First, by commercial ELISA we found
elevated circulating proinsulin. Second, by immunohistofluorescence we detected cytoplasmic
proinsulin immunoreactivity and cytoplasmic proIAPP immunoreactivity. Finally, by electron
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microscopy there were abundant immature insulin granules in infected β-cells. In follow-up to
these observations, we avoided developmental effects of insulin gene deletion and replaced the
insulin gene to adult inducible insulin knockout animals. Unfortunately, this approach failed to
prevent onset of diabetes but warrants follow-up using a better prepared and validated batch of
AAV Ins1-Ins1 and a different inducible knockout model. These findings suggest that insulin
deficient β-cells develop a prohormone processing defect that is not reversed by replacing an
insulin gene by AAV.
In our first attempt to reverse PND, we treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- pups at two weeks of age
with AAV Ins1-INS and observed a transient remission of diabetes. We propose that circulating
proinsulin was responsible for lowering blood glucose during this period. By immunostaining
pancreatic islets, we observed impaired processing at the B-C junction in AAV Ins1-INS infected
Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells (Figure 4-2L) suggesting a buildup of des-64,65 proinsulin and/or split-65,66
proinsulin. Notably, these proinsulin intermediates have bioactivities of ~20% that of mature
insulin (Table 4-3). It is plausible that immediately following AAV therapy animals were small
and insulin sensitive and insulin intermediates with bioactivities 1/5th that of mature insulin were
enough to lower blood glucose. In the following weeks, their body weight quickly doubled and as
animals reached 5-6 weeks of age there was an expected peak in the counterregulatory
hormone growth hormone during the pubertal period450. Additionally, as has been observed in
patients following islet transplantation, there is a progressive need for higher levels of circulating
C-peptide to maintain blood glucose levels451, suggesting reduced insulin sensitivity after being
exposed to a cell source of insulin. As C-peptide levels were consistent throughout our study,
evidently any cells producing (pro)insulin were not capable of compensating and thus secreted
insufficient (pro)insulin molecules to prevent relapse to hyperglycemia. Additionally, given that
an identical promoter led to aberrant GFP production in the liver (AAV Ins1-GFP; Figure 4-7E), it
is possible that non-β-cells were an extra source of proinsulin in the first week post-AAV and
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contributed to transient diabetic remission. Furthermore, retreatment of a subset of animals with
extra AAV (AAV/AAV group) was not successful at improving infection rate nor levels of
circulating human C-peptide. Given that following exposure to high dose AAV mice mount an
immune response and form memory immune cells452, it is somewhat unsurprising that
retreatment failed to effectively deliver genes to additional β-cells.
After making observations of impaired proinsulin processing in insulin knockout pups
treated with the human insulin virus, we designed and produced an AAV carrying the native
mouse Ins1 open reading frame (AAV Ins1-Ins1). Regrettably, using an identical study design to
the AAV Ins1-INS study, we failed to produce even a transient remission of diabetes. Based on
histological evaluation of infection rate we found that AAV Ins1-Ins1 only infected 4.4±1.2% of βcells compared to an infection rate of 8.5±1.0% after treatment with AAV Ins1-INS. We note that
these percentages may not be representative of the actual infection rate at the time of treatment
because of the expansion of β-cell mass that occurred between AAV delivery at two weeks of
age and tissue collection several weeks later. There is a rapid doubling of β-cell mass between
17 and 31 days of age in Sprague Dawley rats453 and a similar doubling in β-cell mass in mice
between 14 and 25 days of age454. Regardless of the actual infection rate at the time of AAV
delivery, given the associated marginally detectable circulating C-peptide immunoreactivity of <
0.5 ng/mL two weeks after AAV Ins1-Ins1 compared to ~1-2 ng/mL after AAV Ins1-INS, the
lower infection rate of AAV Ins1-Ins1 likely contributed to its inability to cause a reversal of
diabetes. Furthermore, we direct the reader to compare the impaired proinsulin processing
phenotype in AAV Ins1-INS versus AAV Ins1-Ins1 infected Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells. Though AAV
Ins1-INS infected β-cells had impaired processing at the B-C junction of proinsulin, AAV Ins1Ins1 infected β-cells had impaired processing at the C-A junction. This observation is important
because proinsulin unprocessed at the C-A junction has bioactivities of only 2-11% that of
mature insulin whereas proinsulin unprocessed at the B-C junction has bioactivities of 10-30%
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that of mature insulin (Table 4-3). This difference in relative bioactivities may have contributed to
the failure of the AAV Ins1-Ins1 to produce even a transient remission of diabetes in Ins1-/-Ins2-/treated pups. Past investigations on human insulin transgenic mice349, 455, suggest that mouse βcells are capable of processing human proinsulin. In consideration of this work, it is unsurprising
that providing a mouse insulin AAV was not successful at resolving the proinsulin processing
defect observed after delivery of the human insulin gene.
Interestingly, the proinsulin processing defect in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells was different after
delivery of human insulin via AAV Ins1-INS versus delivery of mouse insulin via AAV Ins1-Ins1.
Though the current accepted theory is that proinsulin; regardless the species, is processed by
PC1/3 at the B-C junction then by PC2 at the C-A junction, this theory is mostly based on
studies on knockout mouse models313, 330. In unpublished work, we provide evidence that PC2 is
not involved in the processing of human proinsulin in human β-cells (Chapter 5). In these human
islet studies, we did not investigate the sequential processing of human proinsulin, but it is
possible that it is first processed at the C-A junction much like rat insulin 2315. This could
contribute to the surprising finding that AAV Ins1-INS infected Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells appear to
process human proinsulin at the C-A junction but not the B-C junction. Further, we make the
discordant observations of impaired proinsulin processing paired with the presence of PC1/3,
PC2, and 7B2 immunoreactivity. These findings can be explained in many ways, but generally
speaking, highlight the complex process of normal prohormone processing. The presence of
PC1/3 and PC2 is not adequate for prohormone processing – they must be properly sorted in
secretory granules. Furthermore, secretory granules must be adequately acidified and contain
sufficient calcium for proper proenzyme maturation to gain function. Additionally, prohormones
like insulin itself must be properly sorted and folded to be processible by the prohormone
convertases. Overall, the mechanism underlying the observed prohormone processing defect in
Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells is unclear. There have been no reports of impaired proinsulin processing in
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β-cell selective insulin receptor knockout mice365 nor in β-cell selective IGF1r knockout mice456.
Examining proinsulin processing in these mouse models by proinsulin immunostaining and
commercial ELISAs is worthwhile and could provide insight into the mechanism by which a loss
of insulin results in a β-cell prohormone processing defect. This wide breadth of potential
explanation underlying impaired prohormone processing in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells justifies
examination of the transcriptomic and proteomic landscape of β-cells after insulin gene delivery
and potentially IR and/or IGF1r deficient β-cells.
Exposure to hyperglycemic conditions can have dramatic effects on islets, including
dedifferentiation35, dysfunction382, and reduced expression of mature β-cell factors Pdx1, Mafa,
and Slc2a2381. Furthermore, β-cells may transdifferentiate and begin expressing glucagon457. In
parallel to β-cell dysfunction and dedifferentiation during hyperglycemia, others have reported a
compensatory upregulation of PC1/3 in α-cells458, 459. Increased PC1/3 increases production of
GLP-1 in α-cells, which can have a protective effect on β-cells and reduce rates of apoptosis460,
. Additionally, reduced production of glucagon may lower blood glucose. In the current thesis,
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we made several observations of reduced PC2 immunoreactivity in β-cells exposed to
hyperglycemia. First, in Chapter 2 we found that hyperglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2-/- pups had reduced
PC2 immunoreactivity and Pcsk2 expression (Figure 2-5A-B). Second, in Figure 4-5B
hyperglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice treated with AAV Ins1-Ins1 had reduced PC2 immunoreactivity,
but euglycemic high-dose treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets + AAV mice had normal PC2
immunoreactivity. Finally, in Figure 4-9B, hyperglycemic Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice treated with AAV Ins1Cre had reduced PC2 immunoreactivity in the core of the islet, but not in the islet mantle where
α-cells are localized. Potentially during times of hyperglycemia, β-cells have reduced PC2 but
preserve levels of PC1/3 because PC1/3 is substantially more capable of fully processing
proinsulin, even in the absence of PC2313.
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We make the interesting observation that after treatment with AAV Ins1-Ins1, both
infected β-cells as well as neighboring insulin negative cells appear mature with nuclear
immunoreactivity for MAFA (Figure 4-6). Previous studies on Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice kept alive by
insulin therapy revealed that long-term replacement of insulin by islet transplantation but not
short-term replacement by injections was sufficient for more complete maturation of Ins1-/-Ins2-/β-cells (Chapter 2). Given that AAV Ins1-Ins1 treated mice were hyperglycemic and sacrificed at
a young age (7.5 weeks old), these findings suggest that factors beyond hyperglycemia and
duration of insulin therapy likely contributed to the different β-cell phenotype in injection vs islet
transplant treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice. It is possible that AAV Ins1-Ins1 infected β-cells produced
high local concentrations of native mouse insulin and perhaps began producing other factors
(including free C-peptide, proinsulin, and proinsulin intermediates including des-31,32
proinsulin) sufficient for maturation of not only infected, but also neighboring uninfected β-cells.
Given severe prohormone processing defects observed in mice with lifelong insulin gene
deletion, we attempted to prevent diabetes onset in adult inducible insulin knockout mice.
Unfortunately, co-delivery of AAV Ins1-Ins1 and AAV Ins1-Cre failed to prevent onset of
diabetes in Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice. We propose that this is due an inadequate population of β-cells
with restoration of Ins1 following loss of Ins2. Limited by lack of a lineage trace in this model, we
are unable to precisely determine which proportion of the 10-16% of C-peptide 1
immunoreactive cells have undergone recombination and have lost Ins2. With that being said,
we note that though only ~50% of IAPP+ cells are C-peptide 2 negative, recombination was
likely higher because of onset of hyperglycemia. As discussed at length in Section 3-4,
recombination is likely higher than loss of immunoreactivity because of observations of
Cre+Ins+ cells. By considering this caveat, assuming random infection by AAV Ins1-Ins1, half or
more of the 10-16% of C-peptide 1 immunoreactive cells have lost their endogenous Ins2
genes. Thus, delivery of AAV Ins1-Ins1 restored an insulin gene to 5-16% of β-cell mass. Given
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that normal variation is more substantial462, this rate is unlikely to produce detectable changes in
circulating insulin or glycemia. In follow-up, we verified the infectivity of AAV Ins1-Ins1c and
confirmed extremely poor infection rate even when not co-delivering with AAV Ins1-Cre. Low
AAV titer does not explain low rates of C-peptide 1 immunoreactivity because the AAV Ins1Ins1c used in the AAV Ins1-Cre + AAV Ins1-Ins1 study was found to have a titer highly
comparable to the AAV Ins1-Ins1b that produced a 50% infection rate using the same dose
(Figure 4-7C). It is apparent that the AAV Ins1-Ins1 batch C is somehow failing and we are in
communication with the manufacturer. Related, we note that the use of extremely high doses of
AAV (1.5 x1012 AAV Ins1-Cre plus 2.5 x1012 AAV Ins1-Ins1) could have caused β-cell toxicity.
Indeed, doses of only 3x1012 VGP of AAV Ins1-Cre led to impaired glucose tolerance (Figure 31B). Though not possible to confirm, loss of infected β-cells due to β-cell toxicity could have led
to detection of only 10-16% infection rate by AAV Ins1-Ins1 at the time of pancreas collection 13
weeks post-AAV. Perhaps actual infection rate at the time of AAV delivery was closer to the
50% expected, but toxicity led to a loss of infected β-cells or infected β-cells were defective and
failed to activate expression from AAV genomes. It is notable that the induction of diabetes by
delivery of AAV Ins1-Cre to Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice was less robust in the studies presented in
Chapter 4 than those in Chapter 3, despite use of a higher dose of AAV (1 x 1012 VGP in
Chapter 3 vs 1.5 x 1012 VGP in Chapter 4). This suggests that the infectivity or function of AAV
Ins1-Cre may also be somehow impaired like the AAV Ins1-Ins1. Follow-up using an AAV
independent adult inducible insulin knockout mouse model would be worthwhile to rule-in or out
this possibility. A cohort of Ins1-/-Ins2f/fmTmGPdx-CreER mice have been generated in the
Kieffer lab and we aim to determine if a carefully validated batch of AAV Ins1-Ins1 can reverse
diabetes when delivered two-weeks after tamoxifen administration.
Investigation into the efficacy of gene therapy to treat other models of monogenic
diabetes is warranted. Notably, most INS mutations cause diabetes with a dominant negative
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mechanism, by causing severe ER stress and thus likely such patients have few surviving
endogenous β-cells. Without surviving β-cells an insulin gene replacement approach is not a
viable approach to cure their diabetes. Instead, assessing the viability of a gene editing
approach would be clinically relevant and using the readily available Akita mouse model would
be informative. Using AAV8, delivery of guide RNAs, Cas9463, and a repair template to Akita
mice could theoretically correct their C96Y mutation and restore normal insulin production and
prevent onset of diabetes. Alternatively, early intervention with other therapies aimed at
degrading misfolded proinsulin aggregates could preserve endogenous β-cells thereby making
an insulin gene replacement therapy a viable option464, potentially even for homozygous
mutants. Furthermore, patients with recessive loss of function mutations in insulin would be
ideal candidates for a gene replacement. Patients with other mutations that suppress insulin
secretion like those with KCNJ11 gain of function mutations, would also be ideal candidates for
a gene therapy to replace or correct relevant mutations. Studies using other mouse models of
monogenic diabetes like those with mutant Kcnj11 causing PND465 will be informative. Based on
the current work it is possible that β-cell prohormone processing defects endure beyond gene
replacement or correction.
The findings in Chapter 4 provide insight into the viability of gene therapies for patients
with monogenic diabetes. Despite use of multiple AAVs and multiple study designs, we have
been largely unable to reverse PND caused by deletion of the insulin genes in mice. Notably,
besides transient diabetic remission after treating Ins1-/-Ins2-/- pups with AAV Ins1-INS our only
successful attempt to induce diabetic remission was via treatment of two mice with extremely
high dose virus after islet transplantation. Nonetheless, despite β-cells becoming
immunoreactive for markers of mature β-cells and not immunoreactive for markers of
dedifferentiation, this approach did not resolve β-cell prohormone processing defects as animals
had extreme hyperproinsulinemia and β-cells contained abundant unprocessed proinsulin and
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proIAPP. We followed up on these findings by attempting to prevent onset of diabetes using
adult inducible insulin knockout mice. Though unsuccessful, we propose that further
investigations into reversing diabetes in adult inducible insulin knockout Ins1-/-Ins2f/fmTmGPdxCreER mice using a new batch of AAV are worthwhile. Much work is still required to better
understand the complex β-cell phenotype in the Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mouse model of PND. In summary,
our findings urge conservatism in the pursuit of a gene therapy approach to resolve lifelong
genetic defects in patients with INS mutations given potential secondary defects to genetic
mutations.
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Chapter 5: Revisiting proinsulin processing: Evidence that human βcells lack prohormone convertase 2 and can produce mature insulin
without its function
5.1

Background
Since the discovery of proinsulin in 1967 much work has investigated the processing

pathway to produce mature insulin. Mostly based on studying the PC2 knockout313 and
PC1/3 knockout279 mouse models and in vitro experiments314, current theory posits that
proinsulin is processed by PC1/3 and PC2 sequentially at the B-C and C-A junctions to
excise C-peptide and yield mature insulin (Figure 1-7). For decades it has been assumed
that proinsulin processing in mice recapitulates the process in humans. Careful review of
the literature suggests that PC2 may not be involved in human proinsulin processing. There
have been publications revealing low levels of PCSK2 mRNA in sorted human β-cells
(Figure 1-8) and in single cell RNAseq databases319, 320 and one paper reported “β-cell
selective PC2 deficiency”322. We interrogate the assumption that human β-cells process
proinsulin like mice and reveal that human β-cells do not rely on PC2. Using rigorously
validated antibodies and in situ hybridization there was no PC2 immunoreactivity and little
PCSK2 in human β-cells. Using a pulse-chase study design, we revealed that human βcells can produce mature insulin without the function of PC2. Through careful and rigorous
use of multiple experimental techniques and experimental conditions we have provided
evidence that there is a need to revise the longstanding theory of proinsulin processing.

5.2

Materials and methods

Experimental models and subject details
Human pancreas tissue biopsies were collected by the Irving K. Barber Human Islet
Isolation Laboratory (Vancouver, Canada). Cadaveric human islets were provided by the
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University of Alberta Hospital IsletCore (Edmonton, Canada) after isolation by standardized
protocol 466 and all work with human tissues were approved with the Research Ethics Board
(H14-02949). Basic donor demographics are detailed in Table 5-1 (IsletCore, University of
Alberta, Edmonton, Canada; Ike Barber Human Islet Transplant Laboratory, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, Canada). All experiments with animals were approved by the UBC
Animal Care Committee and carried out in accordance with the Canadian Council on Animal
Care Guidelines. We express our sincere gratitude to organ donors and their families for making
our studies on human tissues possible.

Table 5-1 Basic demographics of pancreas and islet donors used in experiments.
Source
Ike Barber
Ike Barber
Ike Barber
IsletCore
IsletCore
IsletCore
IsletCore
IsletCore
IsletCore
IsletCore
IsletCore
IsletCore
IsletCore
IsletCore
IsletCore

Code
588
594
634
R265
R267
R271
R278
R282
R283
R286
R145
R146
R147
R148
R151

Age
41
40
23
64
64
60
57
57
22
69
55
52
62
40
46

Sex
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female

Body weight
68.2kg
94.9kg
105kg
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

BMI
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
23.7
37.7
26.0
27.6
26.4
22.5
27.7
24.1
25.3
26.0
29.1
26.7

Paraffin embedded samples
C57Bl/6J mice (Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbour, ME, USA) were sacrificed at 12
weeks of age. Following euthanasia, the pancreas was quickly dissected out of mice, washed in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) overnight before
being transferred to 70% ethanol for storage prior to paraffin-embedding and sectioning (5 µm
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thickness; Wax-It Histology Services, Vancouver, Canada). A similar protocol was used to
collect pancreas from rats, pigs, and dogs. Human pancreas tissue biopsies were collected
using the same protocol (Irving K. Barber Human Islet Isolation Laboratory; Vancouver, BC).
Immunohistofluorescence
Immunofluorescent staining was performed as previously described 16. Briefly, sections
were deparaffinized in xylene (3x5 mins) and rehydrated in graded ethanol (100% 2x5 mins,
95% 5 mins, 70% 5 mins, and PBS 10 mins) before heat induced epitope retrieval in an EZ
Retriever microwave oven (BioGenes; Fremont, CA) for 15 mins at 95oC in 10 mM citrate buffer
(0.5% Tween 20, pH 6.0; ThermoFisher Scientific®, Waltham, MA). Samples were blocked in
DAKO® Protein Block, Serum Free (Dako; Burlington, Canada) and incubated overnight in
primary antibody diluted in Dako Antibody Diluent (Dako; Burlington Canada). The following
day, slides were washed and incubated in secondary antibody (Alexa Fluor conjugated
secondary antibodies, Life Technologies) for 1 hour at room temperature before mounting and
counterstaining with VECTASHILED® Hard Set Mounting Medium with nuclear stain 4,6diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Vector Laboratories; Burlingame, Ca). All images were
captured and analyzed with an ImageXpress® Micro XLS System (Molecular Devices
Corporation; Sunnyvale, CA) with a scientific CMOS camera, a Nikon 20× Plan Apo objective
(NA=0.75, 1-6300-0196; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) and DAPI (DAPI-5060B), FITC (FITC-3540B),
Cy3 (Cy3-4040B), Texas Red (TXRED-4040B), and Cy5 (Cy5-4040A) filter cubes. All primary
antibodies and other key resources using in Chapter 5 are listed in Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2 Key resources including antibodies used in Chapter 5
REAGENT or RESOURCE
Primary antibodies
Rabbit α-Insulin (C27C9)
Mouse α-Insulin (L6B10)

SOURCE

IDENTIFIER

Cell Signaling
Cell Signaling

Guinea pig α-Insulin

Linco

Rabbit α-PC1/3
Mouse α-PC1/3
Rabbit α-PC2C-term
Epitope at C-terminus of mouse PC2
(residues 622-638)
Rabbit α-PC2N-term
Epitope near N-terminus of human
PC2 (residues 87-116)
Mouse α-PC2R&D
Unknown epitope within human PC2
(residues 110-638)
Rabbit α-PC2IgM
Polyclonal IgM antibody shared by
Dr. Westermark
Mouse α-α-tubulin
Mouse α-glucagon antibody
Rabbit α-glucagon antibody

Lakshmi Devi
Gunilla Westermark
Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat#: 3014; AB_2126503
Cat#: 8138;
AB_10949314
Cat#: 4011-01F;
AB_433703
AB_2665530
467
, AB_2665529
Cat#: PA1-058;
AB_2158593

Rabbit α-7B2 antibody
Mouse α-digoxigenin antibody

Nabil Seidah
Novus Biologicals

Goat α-mouse IgG, alkaline
phosphatase conjugated antibody
IRdye 680RD goat α-mouse IgG

Sigma-Aldrich

Biological Samples
Isolated human islets

Human pancreas biopsies

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat#: PA5-14595;
AB_2299126

R&D Systems

Cat#: MAB6018;
AB_10718108

Gunilla Westermark

467

Sigma-Aldrich
Sigma-Aldrich
AbCam

T9026, AB_477593
Cat#: G2654; AB_259852
Cat#: EP3070;
Ab10561971
AB_2737595
Cat#: NB100-1879;
AB_530922
Cat#: A3562; AB_258091

, AB_2737594

LI-COR Biosciences

Cat#: 925-68070;
AB_2651128

University of Alberta
IsletCore

https://www.ualberta.ca/al
bertadiabetes/facilities/coreservices/isletcore
http://surgery.med.ubc.ca/r
esearch/labs/ike-barberhuman-islet-transplantlaboratory/

Ike Barber Human Islet
Laboratory

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins
Recombinant human PC2
R&D Systems
3H-Leucine
Perkin Elmer

6018-SE-010
NET460005MC
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REAGENT or RESOURCE
SOURCE
Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins
Brefeldin-A
Sigma-Aldrich
1,3-Cyclohexanediamine, N1,N3MedChem Shortcut LLC
bis(4,5-dihydro-1H-imidazol-2-yl)-4,
6-bis[4-[(4,5-dihydro-1H-imidazol-2yl)amino]phenoxy]-, (1R,3S,4S,6R)Guanidine, N,N'''-[(1R,3S,4S,6R)-4MedChem Shortcut LLC
[[4-(aminoiminomethyl)amino]-1naphthalenyl] oxy]-6[4[(aminoiminomethyl)amino]phenox
y]-1,3-cyclohexanediyl]bis-, rel1-(1,3-thiazolan-2-yl)pentaneChemDiv
1,2,3,4,5-pentaol
Proprotein convertase inhibitor Millipore
Calbiochem
Critical Commercial Assays
In Situ Hybridization Kit
BioChain
Experimental Models: Cell Lines
Human: EndoC-βH1 (passage 70)
Mouse: αTC-1 (passage 28)
Mouse: αTCΔPC2 (passage 12)
Mouse: βTC-3 (passage 12)

Dr. Raphael Scharfmann
American Type Culture
Collection
Dr. Don Steiner
Dr. Shimon Efrat

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains
PC2-/- mouse pancreas (18-weekThe Jackson Laboratory
old)
Dog pancreas (adult male)
Dr. Alan Charrington
Pig pancreas (4-year-old)
Sinclair Bio Resources
Mouse pancreas (12-week-old)
The Jackson Laboratory
Rat Pancreas (8-week-old)
UBC Center for Disease
Modeling
Software and Algorithms
MetaXpress® High-Content Image
Acquisition & Analysis Software

Odyssey Infrared Imaging System
Application Software Version 3.0.16
GraphPad Prism V7

Molecular Devices
Corporation

LI-COR Biosciences
GraphPad Software

IDENTIFIER
B5936
166830, 468

166811, 468

5408-0471, 469
537076, 470
K2191050
101
471
472
473

B6;129-Pcsk2tm1Dfs/J
Vanderbilt University
YucatanTM miniature swine
C57Bl/6J
Wistar

https://www.moleculardevi
ces.com/products/cellularimagingsystems/acquisition-andanalysissoftware/metaxpress
https://www.licor.com/
https://www.graphpad.com
/scientific-software/prism/
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Western blotting
Groups of 250 mouse islets, 1000 human islets, or ~1 million EndoC-βH1 cells were
lysed in 200 μL of lysis buffer (50 mM Tris pH8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.02% Na Azide, 0.1% SDS,
1% Nonidet P-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1 mM phenylmethyl sulfonyl fluoride, and
protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO)) as per a published protocol474. Levels
of proteins of interest were assessed by fluorescent western blotting methods using two PC2
antibodies (1:1000, R&D Systems, MAB6018; 1:1000, Thermo Fischer, PA5-14594), anti-PC1/3
antibody (1:2500, gift from Lakshmi Devi), and an anti-α-tubulin antibody (1:1000, Sigma
Aldrich) and detected on an Li-Cor Odyssey 9120 Imaging system (Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE).
In situ hybridization
For all in situ hybridization experiments, we used tissue samples collected and sectioned
in all RNAse free solutions (including PFA, 70% ethanol, and water for sectioning) and cleaned
all equipment with RNAse Away (ThermoFisher Scientific®, Waltham, MA). We performed a
standard protocol using a modified version of a commercially available in situ hybridization kit
(BioChain; Newark, CA). We used three probes specific for PCSK2 (Table 5-3) in regions highly
conserved between human and mouse and utilized a primary mouse α-digoxigenin antibody
and secondary goat α-mouse secondary antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase (Table 52).
Quantitative PCR
qPCR was performed using a standard protocol. mRNA expression level is represented
as 2-ΔCt using the average of two internal control genes (GAPDH and ACTB). Primer sequences
are detailed in Table 5-3.
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Table 5-3 Oligonucleotide primers and probes used in qPCR and ISH experiments.
Oligonucleotides
5'/DIG/GTG GTC ATG AAA GGC CAC TTG TCA
AAG CCC ACC TTG GAG TCG TC -3'
5’/DIG/CTT TAT GCA ACT CCA CAA GAA AAT
GAT TCG TGA AGA CSG GTC -3’
5'/DIG/CAC CAT GGC ACC TGC ATC AAG GAC
CCC GTA GCC AAA GAG GTG ATT AAA TTC
CAG GCC -3’
5’/AAG ATG GCT TTG CAG CAG GAA GGA
5’/AGC CAC ATT CAA ATC AAG GCC AGG
5’/AAG CAA ACC CAA ATC TCA CCT GGC
5’/TCA CCA TCA AGC CTG CTC CAT TCT
5’/GCT CTC TAC CTG GTG TGT GGG GAG C
5’/GGA GCA GAT GCT GGT GCA GCA CTG
5’/G(W)G T(S)A ACG GAT TTG G(Y)C GT
5’/GAC AAG CTT CCC (R)TT CTC (R)G
5’/GGA CTT CGA GCA AGA GAT GG
5’/AGC ACT GTG TTG GCG TAC AG

Integrated DNA
Technologies
Integrated DNA
Technologies
Integrated DNA
Technologies

PCSK2 probe
A
PCSK2 probe
B
PCSK2 probe
C

Integrated DNA
Technologies
Integrated DNA
Technologies
Integrated DNA
Technologies
Integrated DNA
Technologies
Integrated DNA
Technologies
Integrated DNA
Technologies
Integrated DNA
Technologies
Integrated DNA
Technologies
Integrated DNA
Technologies
Integrated DNA
Technologies

PCSK2
forward primer
PCSK2
reverse primer
PCSK1
forward primer
PCSK1
reverse primer
Ins forward
primer
Ins reverse
primer
GAPDH
forward primer
GAPDH
reverse primer
ACTB forward
primer
ACTB reverse
primer

Pulse-chase experiments
After receiving islets, they were incubated overnight in complete media (CMRL, insulintransferrin-sodium selenite (Corning, Corning, NY), GlutaMAX (ThermoFisher Scientific®,
Waltham, MA), bovine serum albumin (Roche Diagnostics, Laval, Canada), and
penicillin/streptomycin). The next day, islets were pre-incubated for 60 minutes in Krebs Ringer
buffer with bicarbonate, HEPES, and 16.7 mM glucose (KRBH-16.7) at 37oC, pulsed for 40
minutes in 1mL of KRBH-16.7 with 800 μCi/mL of 3H-Leu (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA), and
chased for 120 minutes. Islets were split into groups of 1000 and chased in KRBH-2.8 in eight
conditions: 37oC, 20oC, 37oC with 10 μg/mL Brefeldin A (BFA; Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO),
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37oC with 30 μM chloroquine, 37oC with one of two PC1/3 inhibitors (EMD Millipore, 537076;
MedChem Shortcut LLC, 166811)468, 470, or 37oC with one of two PC2 inhibitors (MedChem
Shortcut LLC, 166830; ChemDiv, 5408-0471)468, 469. Islets were lysed in 150 μL lysis buffer474.
Immunoprecipitation, SDS-PAGE, and Scintillation counting
Islet lysates were incubated overnight at 4oC with 5 μg of carrier-free anti-insulin
antibody (C27C9, Cell Signalling, Danvers, MA) followed by 6-hour incubation at 4oC with 50 μL
of protein-A/G magnetic beads (50% slurry in lysis buffer; ThermoFisher Scientific®, Waltham,
MA). After washing three times, immunoprecipitated insulin was eluted by heating to 95oC in
tris-tricine sample buffer (Bio-Rad Laboratories). We immunoprecipitated glucagon with the
same protocol using an anti-glucagon antibody (EP3070, AbCam). Samples were then
separated using tris-tricine PAGE approach to separate small proteins475. After separation, gels
were stained by colloidal Coomassie476 and visualized mature and prohormone bands were
excised manually. Gel slices were then dissolved in 0.3 mL of 30% hydrogen peroxide for three
days at 50oC. Scintillation counting was performed on a LS 6500 scintillation system (Beckman,
Brea, CA) with quench curve correction for final disintegrations per minute counts in Ultima Gold
uLLT scintillation fluid (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA). Counts were adjusted for background and
number of leucines in prohormones compared to processed mature hormones477.
Quantification and statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were done on GraphPad Prism V7 and details of statistical tests
performed are in Figure captions. We used p < 0.05 as the cut-off for significance.

5.3

Results

Human β-cells were not immunoreactive for PC2 using four antibodies
To minimize risk of non-specific findings, we performed antibody validation experiments.
There were identical immunostaining patterns for PC2 using multiple antibodies in human and
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mouse pancreas (Figure 5-1A). To negatively validate with a knockout model, we used an
antibody that binds to the deleted N-terminal prodomain of PC2283. This antibody produced no
immunoreactivity in pancreas from PC2 knockout mice (Figure 5-1B). By western blot two
antibodies (R&D, MAB6018, red; Thermo-Fisher, PA5-14594, green) immunoreacted with
recombinant human PC2 and produced a blot with the expected bands for proPC2 (75kDa) and
mature PC2 (64kDa) from both human and mouse islet extracts (Figure 5-1C). Using four
antibodies, we detected robust immunoreactivity for PC2 in mouse β-cells and neighbouring
islet cells, but no immunoreactivity for PC2 in human β-cells (Figure 5-1D; see Figure 5-2A for
single channels). Notably, though not detectable in human β-cells, we observed the expected
robust PC2 immunoreactivity in the α-cells. These findings were replicated in four additional
organ donors (Figures 5-3). We determined if there is a distinct distribution of PC2 in the head,
body, and tail regions of human pancreas and whole mouse pancreas by immunostaining for
insulin, glucagon, and PC2 (Figure 5-1E). Unlike mouse, in human pancreas the intensity of
immunoreactivity for PC2 in β-cells is dramatically less than in α-cells and there is almost no
colocalization of insulin and PC2 in all regions of human pancreas. The rate of colocalization of
PC2 and insulin was not significantly different then the rate of colocalization of insulin and
glucagon in the head, body, or tail of human pancreas (p > 0.05; data not shown). In all regions
of human and mouse pancreas, there is high colocalization of PC2 with glucagon. Unlike in the
mouse, PC1/3 and PC2 do not colocalize in human pancreas (Figure 5-2B). We immunostained
for the essential PC2 cofactor neuroendocrine protein 7B2 (7B2; gene SCG5) and though there
is immunoreactivity for 7B2 in human α-cells and β-cells, signal intensity is lower in β-cells,
unlike in mice where there is similar immunoreactivity in both cell types (Figure 5-4).
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Figure 5-1 Human β-cells were not immunoreactive for PC2 using four antibodies
(A) Immunostaining for PC2 using three antibodies (see Table 5-2 for antibody details) in
adult human and mouse pancreas. Representative images shown (n=3). Scale bar is
100 μm.
(B) Immunostaining for insulin (green) and PC2 (red) in wild-type and PC2-/- mouse
pancreas. Representative images shown (n=2). Scale bar is 100 μm.
(C) Western blot for PC2 using two antibodies (R&D, MAB6018, red; N-terminal, Thermo
PA5-14595, green) in human islet and mouse islet lysates with a recombinant human
PC2 (rhPC2) control.
(D) Immunostaining for insulin (green) and PC2 (red) using four PC2 antibodies.
Representative images shown (n=5). Scale bar is 100 μm.
(E) Immunostaining for insulin, glucagon, and PC2C-term (see key resources table) in head,
body, and tail of human pancreas and mouse pancreas (representative images of n = 3
shown on the left, scale bar is 100 μm, and insets are enlarged 4x). Quantification of the
relative PC2 immunoreactivity intensity in α-cells versus β-cells (middle) and the rate of
colocalization of PC2 with insulin or glucagon (right). Groups were compared by oneway ANOVA with Tukey post hoc test (** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001)
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PC2 R&D

B

DAPI PC2

PC2 N-term

DAPI PC1/3

PC2 C-term

PC2 IgM

DAPI PC2 PC1/3

Mouse pancreas

Human pancreas

A

Figure 5-2 Single channel immunostaining for insulin and PC2 using multiple antibodies
and no colocalization of PC1/3 and PC2 in human pancreas.
(A) Individual channels from Figure 1D. Immunostaining for insulin (green) and PC2
(red) using four antibodies (see Table 5-2 for antibody details) in adult human
pancreas with nuclei labelled with DAPI (grey). Scale bar is 100 μm.
(B) Immunostaining for PC2 (green) and PC1/3 (red) in adult human and mouse
pancreas with nuclei labelled with DAPI (grey). Scale bar is 100 μm.
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A

Human Pancreas

B

Mouse Pancreas

Figure 5-3 In multiple human pancreas donors PC2 did not colocalize with insulin and in
multiple mouse pancreata PC2 colocalizes with insulin.
Immunostaining for insulin (red) and PC2 (green) in adult human (A) and mouse (B)
pancreas with nuclei labelled with DAPI (grey). Scale bars are 100 μm.
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Figure 5-4 Human β-cells have less immunoreactivity for 7B2 than α-cells whereas
mouse β-cells have comparable immunoreactivity to α-cells.
(A) Immunostaining for 7B2 (red) and insulin (green) in human and mouse pancreas.
Overlays shown with nuclei labelled with DAPI (grey). Representative image shown
(n=4-5). Scale bar is 100 μm.
(B) Immunostaining for 7B2 (red) and glucagon (green) in human and mouse pancreas.
Overlays shown with nuclei labelled with DAPI (grey). Representative image shown
(n=4-5). Scale bar is 100 μm.
(C) Quantification of relative mean fluorescent intensity of 7B2 in Ins+ or Gcg+ cells. Data
shown on box and whisker plots. *p < 0.05 (two-tailed t-test).
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PC2 immunoreactivity was not detected in rat β-cells using three validated antibodies
and EndoC-βH1 cells have PC2
We immunostained pancreas from pig, rat, and dog (Figure 5-5A). Unexpectedly, β-cells
were not immunoreactive for PC2 in rat pancreas. β-cells in pig and dog pancreas were
immunoreactive for PC2 using two antibodies, but one antibody failed to produce
immunoreactivity in any islet cells of these species, likely due to incompatible epitopes (Table 54). This observation further supports the epitope specificity of these antibodies.
We investigated the presence of PC2 in the human β-cell line EndoC-βH1101. We use
the PC2 knockout αTC1ΔPC2 mouse α-cell line, the α-TC1 mouse α-cell line that has PC2
nearly exclusively, and β-TC3 mouse β-cell line with both PC2 and PC1/3 as controls. EndoCβH1 cells are immunoreactive for both PC1/3 and PC2 (Figure 5-5B). Transcript levels of
PCSK1 and PCSK2 are comparable in EndoC-βH1 cells, similar to human islets (Figure 5-5C).
We investigated protein levels of PC1/3 and PC2 by western blots on EndoC-βH1 cells and
human islets and confirm histological findings of comparable levels of PC1/3 and PC2 in
EndoC-βH1 cells (Figure 5-5D).
Human β-cells have less PCSK2 than neighbouring α-cells, unlike mouse β-cells
To localize PCKS2 mRNA within pancreatic islets, we performed in situ hybridization on
sections of human and mouse pancreas (Figure 5-6). With overlaying immunofluorescence for
insulin and glucagon, intense PCSK2 signal within human islets is localized to α-cells with
marginally detectable signal in β-cells (Figure 5-6A). This contrasts to the expected pan-islet
signal in mouse islets (Figure 5-6B).
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Figure 5-5 Rat β-cells were not immunoreactive for PC2 and EndoC- βH1 cells have PC2
(A) Representative immunofluorescence for insulin and PC2 using three antibodies in rat,
pig, and dog pancreas (n = 1-3). One antibody produces no immunofluorescence in pig
pancreas (PC2 C-terminal, PA1-058) or dog pancreas (PC2 N-terminal, PA5-14595)
likely due to incompatible epitopes (see Table 5-2 for antibody details and Table 5-4 for
PC2 sequence alignment). Scale bar is 100 μm.
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(B) Immunostaining for PC1/3 and PC2 in human EndoC-βH1, PC2 knockout mouse
αTCΔPC2, PC2 expressing mouse αTC-1, and mouse βTC-3 cell lines. Scale bar is 50
μm.
(C) Relative expression of PCSK1 and PCSK2 in EndoC-βH1 cells and whole human islets
by qPCR. 2-ΔCt presented in box and whisker plots with GAPDH and ACTB as reference
genes.
(D) Western blot for PC2 (R&D, MAB6018, red; N-terminal, PA5-14595, green) and PC1/3
(Gift from Dr. Lakshmi Devi, AB_2665530) in human islet and EndoC-βH1 cell lysates
with a rhPC2 control and with α-tubulin (α-tub; Sigma-Aldrich, T9026) used as a loading
control. Quantification presented on the right.

Table 5-4 Alignment of PC2 sequences for human, mouse, rat, pig, and dog
Residues 94-116 and 622-638 from PC2 corresponding to the published epitopes of two
commercially available PC2 antibodies. Sequences highlighted in yellow produced no
immunoreactivity in pancreas. Residues in purple are conservative and residues in red are nonconservative. Proposed epitopes are shown.
N-terminal PC2 antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific, PA5-14595, RRID#: AB_2299126):
Human
Mouse
Rat
Pig
Dog

R
R
R
R
R

V
I
V
V
V

K
K
K
K
K

M
M
M
R
M

A
A
A
A
A

L
L
L
L
L

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

E
E
E
E
E

G
G
G
G
G

F
F
F
F
F

D
D
D
D
N

R
R
R
R
R

K
K
K
K
K

K
K
K
K
K

R
R
R
R
R

G
G
G
G
G

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

R
R
R
R
R

D
D
D
D
D

I
I
I
I
I

N
N
N
N
N

E
E
E
E
E

C-terminal PC2 antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific, PA1-058, RRID#: AB_2158593):
Human
Mouse
Rat
Pig
Dog

L
L
L
L
L

D
D
D
D
D

E
E
E
E
E

A
A
A
A
A

V
V
V
V
V

E
E
E
E
E

R
R
R
R
R

S
S
S
S
S

L
L
L
L
L

K
Q
Q
K
K

S
S
S
S
S

I
I
I
I
I

L
L
L
L
L

N
R
R
G
R

K
K
K
K
K

N
N
N
H
N
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Figure 5-6 Human β-cells have less PCSK2 than neighbouring α-cells, unlike
mouse β-cells
(A-B) PCSK2 detected in human and mouse pancreas by in situ hybridization using
digoxigenin labelled probes and detected using alkaline phosphatase conjugated
antibody with NBT/BCIP substrate. After ISH, sections were immunostained for
insulin (red) and glucagon (green) and overlaid with ISH image. Representative
images shown (n=3). Scale bar is 100 μm. Insets are enlarged 4x.
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PC2 does not play a significant role in the processing of proinsulin in human β-cells
Given that PC2 is ~80-100x more catalytically active than PC1/3478, we sought to
validate histological findings with sensitive biochemical approaches to assess whether human βcells have low yet catalytically relevant levels of PC2. Given that neighbouring α-cells within
human islets require PC2 to produce glucagon from proglucagon479, we assessed both
proinsulin processing as well as proglucagon processing in pulse-chase experiments.
Importantly, we choose to study primary human islets in order to specifically answer the
question as to how human β-cells process proinsulin. It seems that PC2 can access and cleave
human proinsulin347, but studying the ability of PC2 to process human proinsulin in models like
EndoC-βH1 cells or other cell lines would not clarify the important question of how proinsulin is
processed in bona fide human β-cells. In human islets, there was a near total blockade of
glucagon production by all PC2 inhibiting chase conditions (Figure 5-7A) but no significant
difference in proinsulin processing (Figure 5-7B). To determine if PC1/3 is predominantly
responsible for proinsulin processing in human β-cells, we employed two PC1/3 inhibitors.
Neither inhibitor impaired the processing of proglucagon, but both led to a significant inhibition
of proinsulin processing.
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Figure 5-7 Human β-cells can process proinsulin without PC2 function but require the
function of PC1/3, unlike PC2 dependent α-cells
(A) Proportion of 3H labelled processed proglucagon into glucagon in human islet lysates
after 40-minute pulse in 800 μCi/mL 3H-Leu and 120-minute chase in various conditions.
Specific organ donors are designated by unique symbols. Groups were compared by
one-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc test (*** p < 0.001).
(B) Proportion of 3H labelled processed proinsulin into insulin in human islet lysates after 40minute pulse in 800 μCi/mL 3H-Leu and 120-minute chase in various conditions. Specific
organ donors are designated by unique symbols. Groups were compared by one-way
ANOVA with Tukey post hoc test (* p < 0.05).
We made the surprising observation of absent PC2 immunoreactivity in rat β-cells
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5.4

Discussion
The prevailing theory that proinsulin processing requires both PC1/3 and PC2 is best

supported by studies of islets from PC2 and PC1/3 knockout mice279, 313. To our knowledge, the
roles of PC1/3 and PC2 for processing human proinsulin has never been rigorously examined.
We performed immunohistofluorescence with well validated antibodies and made the surprising
observation of virtually absent PC2 immunoreactivity in both human and rat β-cells.
Interestingly, others have observed minimal PC2 immunoreactivity in human β-cells480 and in
one case, interpreted the finding as a sign of β-cell dysfunction after transplantation into
immunodeficient rodents322. Yet others have reported abundant PC2 immunoreactivity in human
β-cells481, but that work used a polyclonal antibody482 with an immunizing peptide containing
significant homology between human PC1/3 (RRDELEE) and PC2 (KKEELEE), raising the
possibility of significant cross-reactivity with PC1/3. Likewise, prior detection of PC2
immunoreactivity in rat β-cells by immunohistochemistry483 and immunogold electron
microscopy484 relied on polyclonal antibodies generated with large PC2 immunogens containing
regions of high homology to PC1/3 (PC2: TNACEGKEN vs PC1/3: TRACEGQEN483 or identical
sequences FALALEAN and LTWRDMQHL in both PC2 and PC1/3484). By western blot using an
antisera to a large fragment of PC2 (D174-S384) containing substantial regions of homology to
PC1/3, rat insulinoma granules have immunoreactivity for PC2485. However, using a specific
antibody with a similar immunogen to one of the antibodies we use in the current study (PC2Cterm

) there seems to be little PC2 in rat β-cells at ~95% purity486. Given that rat insulin 2 is

processed first at the C-A junction487, a site favorable for PC1/3 (RQKR)488, it supports the
theory that PC1/3 could be exclusively responsible for proinsulin processing in rat, though does
not rule out the possibility that M at the P4 position (using the system of 287 for denoting
positions prior to (Px) or after (P’x) the scissile bond) is the cause for slower B-C junction
processing. Additionally, only PC1/3 is regulated by high glucose in rat islets277, suggesting that
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rat β-cells may not depend on the function of PC2. The processing of proinsulin in rat β-cells is
worth studying in greater detail in the future and rat islets may be an excellent model for
studying human proinsulin processing.
Unlike in human and rat pancreas, abundant PC2 immunoreactivity was evident in βcells from mouse, pig, and dog pancreas. In these three species, the CA junction of proinsulin
has PC1/3 unfavourable amino acids at the P4 position (mINS2: Q, pigINS: P, dogINS: L)489,
while both rat insulins have a PC1/3 favourable R488. Mouse pro-islet amyloid polypeptide
(proIAPP) requires PC2 to process its N-terminal site448. Mouse, dog, and pig N-terminal
proIAPP all have the amino acid M in the P4 position. Contrarily, both rat and human have a V
at P4. We propose that the P4 M at the N-terminal processing site of proIAPP is unfavorable for
processing by PC1/3 and a contributor to the species differences in β-cell PC2 expression. This
is supported by observations that rat INS2 with a P4 M at the BC junction of proinsulin is unique
among rodent insulins in that it is processed at the CA junction before the BC junction315
perhaps because rat β-cells lack PC2 and PC1/3 is slow to process the BC junction.
Additionally, in PC2-/- mice that possess a human IAPP transgene, there is no increase in the
ratio of circulating NH2-proIAPP1-48 to IAPP and no increased amyloid formation490 suggesting
no defect in human proIAPP processing in the absence of PC2. Taken together, our findings of
the species differences of PC2 immunoreactivity in β-cells suggest that PC2 is essential for the
processing of N-terminal proIAPP when there is a P4 M.
In addition to examining protein levels of PC2, we assessed mRNA levels of PCSK2 in
human pancreas. Our detection of low level PCSK2 in human β-cells by in situ hybridization
aligns with single cell RNAseq experiments319, 320 reporting detectable PCSK2 in human β-cells,
albeit at much lower levels than in α-cells, unlike in mice where PCSK2 is abundant in both αcells and β-cells491. Occasional intense PCSK2 signals in non-α-cells within human islets are
likely δ-cells, given the known role for PC2 in excising somatostatin-14283. Detectable PCSK2
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mRNA in conjunction with a lack of PC2 immunoreactivity suggest that there is posttranscriptional regulation of PCSK2 in human β-cells, a possibility warranting follow-up. We also
detected immunoreactivity for the essential PC2 cofactor 7B2 (gene: SCG5) in human β-cells,
albeit at lower intensity than in human α-cells. These results are not surprising given high SCG5
mRNA levels in sorted human β-cells318. Though all brain PCSK2+ cells are also SCG5+, there
are many SCG5+ cells that lack PCSK2304. 7B2 is known to suppress aggregation of β-amyloid
and synuclein306 and could have other roles in human β-cells.
It is notable that convertase expression can be regulated. In rodent models of
hyperglycemia, there can be a compensatory upregulation of PC1/3 in α-cells458, 459 which can
increase intra-islet production of GLP-1 and reduce rates of apoptosis in β-cells460, 492. PC2
deficient mouse α-cells used to generate the αTC1ΔPC2 cells spontaneously produce PC1/3
and begin excising GLP-1 from proglucagon461. Intestinal L-cells of PC1/3-/- mice abnormally
produce mature glucagon, likely attributable to PC2 action493. Potentially, a similar initiation of
PC2 expression occurs in β-cells of humans with PCSK1 mutations who present with
hyperglycemia and elevated circulating des-64,65 proinsulin328. Additionally, expression of PC2
in the human EndoC-βH1 cell line could reflect immaturity of the cells as PC2 is expressed
during fetal development of early endocrine cells494. Whether there may be dynamic regulation
of PC1/3 and PC2 in human β-cells under normal or pathological conditions warrants further
investigation.
By pulse-chase, human β-cells did not have significant impairment of proinsulin
processing in conditions capable of blocking the PC2 dependent processing of proglucagon to
glucagon. Based on our immunostaining experiments, if β-cells do contain any PC2, it is far less
than the PC2 content of α-cells, thus making blockade of proglucagon processing a stringent
positive control of PC2 inhibition. It is unsurprising that temperature blockade at 20oC and
brefeldin-A had variable blockade in the processing of proinsulin because both block shuttling of
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proinsulin into secretory granules and temperature blockade has been demonstrated to partially
supress proneuropeptide Y processing by PC1/3, albeit to a lesser degree than by PC2 495.
Additionally, given that we could only confirm robust PC2 inhibition based on blockade of
proglucagon processing but cannot confirm a lack of PC1/3 suppression, non-significant yet
numerical decreases in proinsulin processing in PC2 inhibited conditions may be best attributed
to modest reductions in PC1/3 activity. Both PC2 inhibitors used in pulse-chase experiments
function as allosteric or mixed inhibitors and have been shown to inhibit PC1/3 by 10-20% when
employed in cell-free experiments at lower concentrations (10 μM 468 and 25 μM 469). Notably, βcells are sensitive to PC1/3 inhibition as PC1/3 heterozygous mouse β-cells with likely a ≤50%
loss of PC1/3 (and abundant PC2) have modestly impaired proinsulin processing279. In contrast
to PC2 inhibited conditions, PC1/3 inhibited conditions that did not impair proglucagon
processing, significantly impaired proinsulin processing. We cannot confirm the extent of PC1/3
inhibition and incomplete PC1/3 inhibition is a potential explanation for the incomplete blockade
of proinsulin processing. Regardless, these findings provide validation for our experimental
technique and clearly show that PC1/3 is important to the processing of proinsulin.
The pulse-chase study design was limited by a lack of a molecular knockdown approach
for PCSK2 (e.g. lentiviral delivery of shRNA)496. Though the specificity of a molecular approach
is appealing and may be a worthwhile follow-up study, the confounding effects of islet
dispersion, cell reaggregation, and prolonged culture to allow time for mRNA knockdown and
PC2 protein turnover, are considerable. Another important limitation is that as we were unable
to differentiate intact proinsulin from proinsulin processing intermediates using size-based
proinsulin/insulin separation by SDS-PAGE, we were unable to rule out the potential that some
single-site processing of proinsulin is occurring in PC1/3 inhibited conditions. Given relatively
normal production of fully mature insulin (necessarily processed at both the B-C and C-A
junctions to liberate C-peptide and reduce the molecular mass to ~6kDa) in PC2 inhibited
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conditions that were sufficient for a near 100% blockade proglucagon processing, this appears
unlikely.
Impaired proinsulin processing has prognostic value for progression from autoantibody
positivity to type 1 diabetes332 and from impaired glucose tolerance to type 2 diabetes341. Some
patients with type 1 diabetes lose detectable circulating C-peptide337 but almost all retain
detectable proinsulin338 and some have detectable proIAPP339. Type 1 diabetes is associated
with a reduction of islet PCSK1340 and understanding normal processing of prohormones in
healthy β-cells is important to understand the contribution of PCSK1 to defective prohormone
processing during diabetes. The current work challenges the prevailing assumption that human
β-cells process proinsulin by PC1/3 then PC2 sequentially. Though evidence supports this
dogma in mouse β-cells, our findings suggest PC2 has little to no role in human β-cells.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions, future directions, and major challenges
6.1

Research summary and conclusions
Though insulin injections have proven lifesaving for an uncountable number of

patients, insulin and almost all currently available therapies for diabetes continue to fail to
address the key underlying pathology: a loss of mature, functional β-cells. Whether faced
with a near complete loss of β-cells in type 1 diabetes, a relative insulin insufficiency and
eventual β-cell dedifferentiation and death in type 2 diabetes, or a genetic defect in
monogenic diabetes, all patients with diabetes lack adequate β-cell number or function.
Replacement, genetic repair, or (re)generation of β-cells could offer the near flawless
glycemic regulation that those without diabetes take for granted. With the precedent set by
clinical islet transplantation, the need for abundantly available therapeutic strategies for β-cell
replacement or regeneration is paramount. Continued basic research is important to advance
our understanding of potential therapies currently failing to meet minimum standards to enter
the clinic. In the current thesis we undertook a broad spectrum of research with a central
focus on insulin as a key factor involved in β-cell function and maturation.
First, we performed a rigorous characterization of β-cells in insulin knockout mice.
Research has identified many key factors involved in pancreas and β-cell development and
maturation, but there has been limited investigation into the role of insulin itself. Past
research used a β-cell selective IR knockout model355, 360, an approach faced with many
limitations including incomplete β-cell recombination, delayed loss of IR until further into
development, recombination in the brain, GH minigene inclusion in transgenes360, impairment
of IGF2 signaling via the IR, and no blockade of insulin action via IGF receptors. By studying
insulin knockout mice, we avoided these limitations and provide the best to date available
insight into the role of insulin on mouse β-cell development. At birth, insulin knockout mice
have expanded β-cell mass, but β-cells have a dedifferentiated phenotype. Insulin
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replacement by injection facilitated a partial maturation of endogenous insulin deficient βcells whereas long-term insulin replacement by islet transplantation better supported
maturation. These findings provide evidence that insulin is a necessary signaling molecule for
the maturation of β-cells and suggest that a lack of insulin signaling contributes to β-cell
dedifferentiation. In follow-up to the work of Chapter 2, in Chapter 4 we present our
investigations on the viability of a gene therapy approach to be curative for this mouse model of
patients with monogenic diabetes.
Before assessing a gene therapy approach to cure the insulin knockout mouse model of
PND, we first undertook the development of a novel genetic tool for in vivo genetic editing. In
vivo genetic editing has been most commonly studied using Cre driver mice and enables the
study of the role of specific genes on both cellular and physiological outcomes. To avoid
caveats and costs associated with use of Cre driver transgenic mice, we designed and
characterized AAV Ins1-Cre. As expected, without delivery of AAV there was zero
recombination and induction of recombination did not require delivery of tamoxifen; both of
which are challenges faced by the inducible CreER approach. Additionally, when considering
cage costs, genotyping costs, and labor costs, AAV Ins1-Cre was produced more quickly and
for a lower cost than breeding multiple transgenic Cre driver mice with floxed target genes.
Though AAV Ins1-Cre produced efficient recombination in β-cells, there was off-target
recombination in the liver, exocrine pancreas, non-β islet cells, and in regions of the
hypothalamus. Given the use of a relatively short regulatory sequence, a tiny amount of leaky
expression in off-target tissues is conceivable. Given the binary outcome of recombination or no
recombination, apparent comparable signal intensity in cells with leaky off-target expression is
expected. Nonetheless, when targeting floxed β-cell specific genes, these caveats will not be
impactful because liver and exocrine cells would not be affected by the loss of a gene that they
do not express. To demonstrate this, we induced hyperglycemia in Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice by
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delivering the AAV Ins1-Cre IP. We propose that with prudent consideration of potential
implications of off-target recombination, this AAV will be useful for other studies, including those
presented in Chapter 4.
With successful characterization of insulin deficient β-cells and characterization of the
AAV Ins1-Cre for in vivo genetic editing, we sought to investigate the viability of a gene
therapy cure for the Ins1 -/-Ins2-/- mouse model of PND. Though AAV Ins1-INS delivered
human insulin to β-cells, when delivered to Ins1-/-Ins2-/- pups it only produced a transient
reversal of diabetes and led to circulating hyperproinsulinemia. We theorized that though
pups were initially highly insulin sensitive allowing low-bioactivity proinsulin to lower blood
glucose, reduced insulin sensitivity after exposure to a new cell source of insulin, increased
insulin demands from animal growth, and likely increased growth hormone levels as animals
enter the pubertal period, drove relapse to diabetes. To attempt to address elevated
circulating proinsulin, we delivered an AAV carrying native a mouse insulin (AAV Ins1-Ins1)
to Ins1-/-Ins2 -/- pups. AAV Ins1-Ins1 failed to produce any diabetic remission due to low β-cell
infectivity and unresolved poor proinsulin processing. We present data of elevated circulating
proinsulin, cytoplasmic prohormone immunoreactivity in β-cells, and a lack of mature insulin
granules in infected β-cells to repeatedly confirm impaired proinsulin processing in infected
β-cells. We conclude that Ins1-/-Ins2 -/- β-cells have a severe prohormone defect leading to a
buildup of incompletely processed proIAPP and proinsulin after infection by AAV. Operating
under the theory that the AAV was effectively delivering insulin to β-cells, but insulin deficient
β-cells developed an irreversible prohormone processing defect, we generated an adult
inducible insulin knockout model. This approach avoided any developmental effects of insulin
deficiency. Co-delivery of AAV Ins1-Ins1 with the AAV Ins1-Cre was unable to prevent onset
of adult insulin gene loss induced diabetes and warrants follow-up that is discussed in detail
in section 6.3.4. Taken together, these findings highlight the necessary role for insulin on β-
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cell maturation. Our results provide disappointing insight into the pursuit of a gene therapybased treatment for PND caused by insulin mutations. Such approaches may face previously
unforeseen challenges of enduring β-cell defects even after replacement or correction of
mutated genes.
In the final experiments of the thesis, we explored proinsulin processing in human βcells. Based on decades of research using knockout mouse models and in vitro
experiments, current theory posits that proinsulin is processed by PC1/3 and PC2
sequentially to excise C-peptide and yield mature insulin. It has been assumed that
proinsulin processing in mice recapitulates the process in humans. In the current work, we
interrogated this assumption and revealed that human β-cells do not rely on PC2. We
showed a lack of PC2 immunoreactivity in human β-cells using well validated antibodies
and little PCSK2 by in situ hybridization. We confirmed these findings by sensitive
biochemical technique. Using the ideal cell population of genuine primary human islets,
none of five PC2 suppressing interventions impaired production of mature insulin despite
fully blocking processing of proglucagon to glucagon; a PC2 dependent process. Contrarily,
suppression of PC1/3 using two inhibitors impaired proinsulin processing with no significant
impact on proglucagon processing. Based on work using careful and rigorous experimental
techniques and multiple experimental conditions, we suggest that there is a need to revise
the longstanding theory of proinsulin processing.

6.2

Research limitations
The work presented in this thesis has various caveats discussed within each chapter.

These include limitations of methodology, model systems, and experimental approaches.
Here, we discuss three general limitations. The first is the use of immunohistofluorescent
techniques in every chapter. Unlike other common techniques like qPCR, western blotting, or
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RNA sequencing, immunohistofluorescent investigation provides insight on immunoreactivity
for specific proteins on a cellular and subcellular basis. Additionally, unlike other single cell
approaches like single cell qPCR or RNA sequencing, histological approaches assess protein
levels rather than mRNA levels. The correlation between mRNA and protein is often
extremely low497. However, it is important to acknowledge that immunostaining is limited by
offering only semi-quantitative results as well as usually relying on commercial antibodies.
Though rigorous antibody validation in Chapter 5 essentially rules-out the possibility of nonspecific immunoreactivity driving non-specific findings, this is not always possible or practical.
For example, this was not possible for the research presented in Chapter 2 because twentynine different primary antibodies were used, and other antibodies or knockout mouse models
are not always available. Though some were better validated (e.g. NGN3 antibodies
highlighted in Figure 2-7), the majority relied on the presence of expected positive signal in
the correct cells and cellular compartment in control animals as validation. Also, histological
examination of tissue provides only a snapshot in time. In other words, histological
approaches collect images that are static representations of a dynamic organism. This limits
the ability to make mechanistic observations. Without effective lineage tracing models, it is
not possible to conclusively determine cell origin and as is almost always the case with
histological approaches, adaptive cell identity or migration is not clearly examinable.
Notwithstanding these limitations, adequate sample size, highly optimized repeatable
experimental technique, and redundancy of investigation (e.g. performing qPCR or ISH to
complement histological experiments) limits the potential of non-specific errors. Additionally,
we have avoided unjustified mechanistic conclusions in our interpretation of our findings.
The second limitation of the experiments presented in this dissertation is our reliance
on mouse model organisms in many experiments. Investigations in Chapters 2 to 4 use
transgenic mouse models. Though mouse models are a standard in the field, there are
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several limitations in extrapolating findings to humans. For example, the role of insulin during
β-cell development examined in Chapter 2 may not recapitulate human pathology.
Additionally, though the Ins1-/-Ins2 -/- mouse is a useful model of PND caused by insulin
mutations, an important limitation is that these animals fail to produce any insulin. In contrast,
most patients with monogenic diabetes caused by mutations in INS produce misfolded,
aggregative, or reduced bioactivity insulin 498. Use of multiple model organisms including the
insulin deficient pig model499 could complement findings and provide greater insight into the
translatability of findings to humans.
The third limitation we acknowledge is the use of small sample sizes that limit the
conclusions that can be drawn in some experiments. In Chapter 2, Figures 2-4 to 2-8, 2-11,
and 2-14 present representative images of n = 3 and associated quantification of histology. In
an effort to be transparent and rigorous, we performed multiple analyses of each
immunostain and examined multiple markers of β-cell maturity or dedifferentiation. Given the
highly consistent nature of the findings and our use of non-parametric statistical methods
when data failed to meet assumptions of normality, risk of type 1 error is reduced. More
critically, data in Figure 2-13 has only an n = 1 for the long-term insulin injection treated Ins1/-

Ins2 -/- group. We urge conservatism in interpreting these findings but felt that given the

extreme challenge to ever replicate this experiment, sharing these data was worthwhile. In
Chapters 3-4 we aimed to use larger sample sizes for histological experiments but in some
cases sample sizes were 3. In Chapter 5 sample sizes were also modest (usually n = 4-5)
but we perform multiple experiments that yield consistent results that repeatedly support the
central finding. We analyzed data with non-parametric statistics when appropriate. We hope
that full transparency of presenting individual data points in almost every figure will aid
readers in being able to assess findings and reach justifiable conclusions.
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6.3
6.3.1

Future Directions
The role of insulin during human β-cell development
In an effort to improve the human translatability of this research, using human model

systems is an important area of future direction. Extending on our work published on insulin
knockout mice, in December 2018 a paper was published showing results of experiments where
authors attempted in vitro differentiation of induced pluripotent stem cells from a human donor
with PND resulting from homozygous mutations at the INS gene transcriptional start site500.
Interestingly, both before and after CRISPR/Cas9 technology mediated repair they report
successful in vitro differentiation to “β-like cells” with nuclear immunoreactivity for NKX6.1 and
PDX1. These findings suggest that defects in the neonatal mouse Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cell phenotype
are either unique to mice but not humans or are a result of non-cell-autonomous factors. An
ethically controversial experiment to clarify could involve taking advantage of the chimeraforming ability of complement organogenesis in organ disabled host animals in vivo 501.
Specifically, incorporation of INS-/- human PSCs into Pdx1-/- mouse blastocysts would allow
assessment of the development of insulin mutant human β-cells in the context of a human
pancreas within a developing embryo, rather than in a highly controlled in vitro system. Less
ethically fraught models like in utero injection of partially differentiated INS -/- human
embryonic stem cell derived definitive endoderm or pancreatic progenitors into developing
mouse embryos could be complementary502. These experiments would take advantage of
assessing human β-cell development in the context of normal mammalian fetal and postnatal growth periods.
6.3.2

Investigating the impact of insulin therapy on β-cell maturity
The results presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis provide insight on the reversibility of a

dedifferentiated β-cell phenotype after initiation of intensive insulin therapy. In follow-up, we
propose assessing the impact of insulin replacement therapy on the endogenous β-cells during
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the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes. Like mouse β-cells, adult human β-cells also contain much
of the necessary machinery for insulin signaling including insulin receptors and insulin receptor
substrate-1 and -2 (IRS-1 and -2)503, suggesting that insulin signaling may be important to
human β-cells. Functionally, suppression of IR levels in human islets by shRNA impaired
glucose stimulated insulin secretion503 and human islets with an IRS-1 polymorphism had
impaired glucose stimulated insulin secretion, elevated proinsulin secretion, and reduced insulin
content504. Further, there is evidence of reduced insulin signaling in β-cells of patients with type
2 diabetes: IRS1, IRS2, Tyr612 IRS1, and Tyr612 IRS2 immunoreactivity is reduced in islets
from patient with type 2 diabetes compared to islets from non-diabetic donors172. Taken
together, these findings lead us to propose that though often attributed to reduced
glucolipotoxicity and decreased endogenous insulin demands505, diabetic remission following
intensive insulin therapy in patients with type 2 diabetes506 may be partially attributed to
augmented β-cell insulin signaling from increased circulating insulin. Increased insulin signaling
in β-cells could lead to redifferentiation of dedifferentiated β-cells and a virtuous cycle of
increased insulin secretion by β-cells. Though increased insulin signaling was inadequate to
resolve severe prohormone processing defects in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells, β-cells did appear more
mature based on loss of immunoreactivity for progenitor markers and perhaps increased insulin
signaling could resolve mildly impaired processing in early type 2 diabetes. Future investigation
could involve histological comparisons of pancreas from donors with recent onset type 2
diabetes, to those that have begun insulin therapy with and without remission. Examination of
proinsulin processing and markers of β-cell maturity or dedifferentiation would be informative
and if feasible, pairing histological experiments with functional assessment of β-cells by
perifusion experimental design would be extremely useful. As revealed in the current thesis (e.g.
experiments presented in Figures 4-4 to 4-6), so-called markers of β-cell maturity like MAFA
may not be specific for functionally mature β-cells.
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We make the observation that replacing insulin by injections alone or islet transplant
resulted in dramatically divergent outcomes for the endogenous β-cells. We propose three
variables that could contribute to the differences in β-cell phenotype: 1) superior glycemic
control in mice treated with islet transplantation relative to those treated with insulin injections,
2) native mouse insulin produced by transplanted islets may signal in β-cells with higher
bioactivity than recombinant insulin, or 3) insulin deficient islets may fail to produce other
essential factors that are replaced by transplanted islets but not exogenous insulin therapy.
Follow-up investigations to clarify would be insightful when considering early management
approaches to maximize the likelihood of diabetes remission for patients with prediabetes and
early type 2 diabetes. To address variable 1, we propose attempting to establish more rigorous
insulin therapy protocols for insulin deficient mice and assess the impact of better glucose
control on β-cell maturity. To address variable 2, we propose comparing replacement of
recombinant human insulin with mouse insulin. To begin to address variable 3, a proteomics
assay of islet protein content comparing Ins1-/-Ins2-/- and control islets could direct exploration
on which specific molecules are deficient in Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets, including known lost β-cell factors
like C-peptide. Additionally, in vitro experiments using isolated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- islets from neonates
could address these questions. Islets could be cultured in low or high glucose media, cultured
with or without human or mouse insulin in the media, and with or without wildtype islets in the
well. Together, these experiments would provide insight into the mechanism underlying the
divergent β-cell phenotype in insulin treated Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice.
6.3.3

Further investigating the observed prohormone processing defect in insulin

deficient Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells
In Chapter 4 we investigated the feasibility of reversing the Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mouse model of
PND. Disappointingly, despite feasibility of returning an insulin gene to endogenous insulin
deficient β-cells, therapeutic benefit was hindered by impaired proinsulin processing. Though
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the precise pathological mechanism underlying this defect was not clarified by avoiding
developmental effects by studying a model of adult insulin knockout (delivering a failed batch of
AAV Ins1-Ins1 plus AAV Ins1-Cre to Ins1-/-Ins2f/f mice), multiple experimental techniques
(immunostaining for both proinsulin and proIAPP, transmission electron microscopy, and
assessing circulating proinsulin by commercial ELISA) repeatedly suggest a prohormone
processing defect in infected insulin knockout β-cells. Given the implications of these findings
for the viability of a gene therapy approach for patients with PND caused by INS mutations,
attempting to clarify the mechanism underlying the β-cell prohormone processing defect is
worthwhile. Given that normal prohormone processing is a complex pathway that could require
(a non-exhaustive list) signal peptide cleavage, disulfide bond formation, glycosylation,
proteolysis, amidation, granule acidification, calcium pumps, and chaperone proteins507, a largescale screen may be worthwhile. For example, a focused single-cell mass spectrometry
experiment508 or a transcriptomics or proteomics screen could be informative. A single-cell
approach would allow comparison of AAV Ins1-Ins1 infected and uninfected Ins1-/-Ins2-/- β-cells
with littermate and wild-type controls.
6.3.4

Further investigating gene therapy approaches for both insulin knockout PND as

well as other models of monogenic diabetes
In addition to exploring the proinsulin processing defect of Ins1-/-Ins2-/- mice, we also
propose reattempting an insulin gene therapy approach for an adult inducible insulin knockout
mouse model. Though the AAV Ins1-Cre was rapid to implement and when delivered to Ins1-/Ins2f/f mice was an affordable approach to generate adult inducible insulin knockout mice, we
suggest using an AAV independent approach. Given that high dose AAV Ins1-Cre impaired βcell function (3x10 12 VGP; Chapter 3), the high combined dose of both AAV Ins1-Ins1 plus
AAV Ins1-Cre (total 4x10 12 VGP) could have impaired the function of infected β-cells. Using
the well-studied Ins1 -/-Ins2f/fmTmGPdx-CreER mouse model430 we could deliver a lower total
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dose of AAV and assess a reversal of diabetes rather than solely attempting to prevent
diabetes onset. This approach would allow us to determine if developmental insulin
insufficiency was the distal cause of adult β-cell dysfunction. Furthermore, this model would
allow for careful examination of the efficacy of therapy after different durations of diabetes.
Given the observed dedifferentiation phenotype that arises in insulin deficient β-cells442,
assessing if the gene therapy approach is effective if delivered before, during, or after
genomic insulin gene deletion or diabetes onset would provide insight into the capability of
dedifferentiated β-cells to redifferentiate after replacement of an essential gene. Should this
approach again fail to reverse or even prevent diabetes despite use of a validated batch of
AAV (we are investigating a new manufacturer), we would need to evoke explanations not
involving AAV toxicity to explain failed prevention of diabetes onset after co-delivery of AAV
Ins1-Ins1 with AAV Ins1-Cre. Inadequate infection rate is a viable explanation but given that
the AAV appeared to be an adequate titer for ~50% β-cell infection rate, this may not fully
explain our findings of failed protection from diabetes. For example, it is possible that there
could have been a rapid cell-autonomous β-cell defect upon loss of all endogenous insulin
genes that is not corrected by delivering an extragenomic insulin gene by AAV.
Another important follow-up question is assessing the viability of a gene therapy
approach to correct or replace other mutations causative for monogenic diabetes. For example,
though in vivo genetic editing is in its infancy, with future progress improving efficiency of
genetic repair509, patients with activating mutations in the ATP-sensitive potassium channel may
be candidates for corrective AAV-CRISPR/Cas9 mediated gene repair463. These patients are
less likely to become insulin independent with sulphonylurea therapy the longer the patient has
been insulin dependent410. Impaired insulin signaling before sulphonylurea therapy may
contribute to impaired diabetic remission and examining the maturation status of β-cells from
donors may be worthwhile. When investigating the viability of an AAV mediated correction of a
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model of KATP gain-of-function mutations34, assessing the impact of disease duration and
management strategies on the success of the AAV therapy would be important. Repairing
pathogenic mutations in HNF1A would also be worth studying because it is the most common
cause of MODY, and recent evidence suggests that abundant dysfunctional β-cells survive in
these patients510.
6.3.5

Assessing partial proinsulin processing by PC2 in human β-cells
In Chapter 5, we assessed proinsulin processing in human islets in pulse-chase

experiments. Our method of detection relied on the size differential of proinsulin and all
proinsulin intermediates at ~9kDa versus mature insulin at ~6kDa, thus limiting our ability to
determine if any single site processing occurred. In follow-up, pulsing islets with non-radioactive
H-Leu would allow for mass spectrometry to be utilized as the outcome measure. Mass

2

spectrometry would provide superior resolution to allow us to determine what proportion of
proinsulin molecules are processed at the B-C or C-A junction (with or without CPE mediated
cleavage of C-terminal basic amino acids). It is possible that though in the presence of PC1/3
inhibitors human islets are unable to normally produce mature insulin, there is still some
processing of proinsulin at either the B-C or C-A junction. Determining if proinsulin intermediates
are produced in PC1/3 inhibited conditions would allow us to determine if PC2 is playing a minor
role in the processing of proinsulin but is unable to meaningfully produce mature insulin without
the function of PC1/3. Notably, highly efficient PC2 inhibition by five techniques that could fully
block proglucagon processing did not significantly inhibit the production of mature insulin. We
suggest that this observation paired with the likelihood that PC1/3 inhibitors were likely <100%
efficient, meaningfully diminishes the possibility that PC2 is playing a role in proinsulin
processing in human β-cells.
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6.3.6

Characterizing the role of β-cell prohormone processing defects during

diabetes pathogenesis
Defective proinsulin processing has been implicated in the pathogenesis of both
type 1 and type 2 diabetes and is both associated with and predictive of the disease.
Patients with type 1 diabetes who lose detectable circulating C-peptide can retain detectable
proinsulin337 and some research suggests a similar defect of processing may occur for
proIAPP339. Notably, reduced expression of PC1/3 in islets of patients with type 1 diabetes could
be a driver for impaired processing340. We propose investigating whether PC2 plays a role in
processing proinsulin during diabetes pathogenesis or during times of β-cell stress. This
hypothesis is rooted in our findings from Chapter 5 that human β-cells appear to be fully reliant
on PC1/3 for proinsulin processing in times of normal physiology paired with past work
suggesting that endocrine cells are capable of “switching” between PC1/3 and PC2. Studies on
mouse models of PC1/3 or PC2 deletion reveal that after PC2 knockout αTC1-ΔPC2 cells
produce PC1/3461 instead of PC2 and in PC1/3-/- mice their intestinal L cells abnormally produce
mature glucagon, likely attributable to PC2 action493. Additionally, such an α-cell “switch” to
PC1/3 has been reported in models of β-cell stress including pregnancy and leptin deficient
ob/ob mice458. Thus, it is possible that a mechanism of coping with β-cell stress during diabetes
pathogenesis may be activation of PC2 in human β-cells. Repeating past investigations of
immunostaining for PC2, performing ISH for PCSK2, and performing pulse-chase experiments
with manipulated function of PC1/3 or PC2 in pancreas and islets of patients with diabetes
would probe this question. Additionally, given the potentially transient nature of such a
compensatory approach, investigating many pancreata from donors with prediabetes or in the
early phases of diabetes would be important, perhaps using tissues from the Network for
Pancreatic Organ Donors with Diabetes database340.
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6.3.7

Investigating the role of PC2 for processing proinsulin in rat β-cells
We made the surprising observation that unlike mice, dogs, and pigs, rat β-cells are not

immunoreactive for PC2, similar to humans. Given the high reliance on rats as a model for the
study of diabetes and the potential that they best mimic human proinsulin processing, we
propose following up on these findings. First, it would be valuable to perform pulse-chase
experiments on rat islets. These findings could be directly compared to pulse-chase results
presented in Chapter 5. Second, generation of PC2 deficient rats would be useful. Given the
systemic impact of global PC2 knockout on mice283 and the unknown but potential embryonic
lethality of PC2 mutations in humans, generation of a β-cell specific PC2 deficient rats would be
ideal. This approach would require rats with a β-cells specific Cre like the well studied Ins1-Cre
driver mice417 and would require generation of PC2 floxed rats that could be made by
CRISPR/Cas9 approach. Examination of circulating proinsulin immunoreactivity by
commercially available ELISA, histological examination of proinsulin intermediates in pancreas
sections, and western blot assessment of the ratio of proinsulin to insulin in pancreas could all
determine if a loss of PC2 has a detrimental impact on rat proinsulin processing. Given the lack
of immunoreactivity for PC2 in rat β-cells, we hypothesize that β-cell selective PC2-deficient rats
would have normal proinsulin and proIAPP processing.

6.4

Concluding thoughts
Despite major advances in diabetes medications511, including improvements in insulin

therapy512, these options continue to provide suboptimal glucose control and daily insulin
injections and glucose monitoring cause substantial distress to patients. Islet transplantation
has clearly demonstrated the potential for cell sources of insulin to be effective cures57 but
are limited by supply. Without substantial improvements to alternative and abundant cellbased approaches, they will not meet safety requirements and will fail to be more effective
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than insulin injections. Basic research into the development and function of β-cells will
provide insight into improving available in vitro and in vivo β-cell replacement, regeneration,
or genetic correction strategies.
The current thesis has clarified how β-cells normally develop and function with a focus
on the specific role of insulin and its precursor proinsulin. Our findings are broadly relevant,
including suggesting factors contributing to discrepancies of the ability of therapies to induce the
generation of β-cells in situ (e.g. growth factor therapies142, 144, 145, 150) and factors necessary for
differentiating β-cells in vitro. Additionally, revealing the essential function of insulin for β-cell
maturation has direct implications for the understanding and treatment of monogenic diabetes
and our findings provide disappointing insight into potential challenges of gene therapies for
monogenic diabetes. Our results are also relevant to research into the potential to induce
diabetic remission in patients with type 2 diabetes by inducing the redifferentiation of
dedifferentiated β-cells. Furthermore, we develop and characterize a novel in vivo genetic
editing tool (AAV Ins1-Cre) that will be useful for further exploration of β-cell biology in mouse
models. Finally, we clarified the fundamental process of excising mature insulin from proinsulin
in humans and revise a twenty-year-old theory. This research clarifies the potential β-cell
defects contributing to the pathological prohormone processing defect observed in both type 1
and type 2 diabetes. With a better understanding of the impact of removing insulin on β-cell
development and maturation, the development of an in vivo genetic editing tool, new
understanding into the challenges of replacing insulin to β-cells by an AAV mediated gene
therapy, and a revised theory on the production of mature insulin in human β-cells, the work in
this thesis meaningfully contributes to a better understanding of β-cell biology. It is our hope that
the findings presented here will contribute to the eventual development of successful gene- and
cell-based cures for diabetes.
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Appendix A Secondary antibodies used for immunofluorescent staining in all chapters.
Peptide/protein
target

Antigen
Sequence

Name of
Antibody

Rabbit IgG

Whole IgG

Rabbit IgG

Whole IgG

Rabbit IgG

Whole IgG

Rabbit IgG

Whole IgG

Rabbit IgG

Whole IgG

Rabbit IgG

Whole IgG

Rabbit IgG

Whole IgG

Rabbit IgG

Whole IgG

Mouse IgG

Whole IgG

Mouse IgG

Whole IgG

Mouse IgG

Whole IgG

Mouse IgG

Whole IgG

Mouse IgG

Whole IgG

Mouse IgG

Whole IgG

Mouse IgG

Whole IgG

Mouse IgG

Whole IgG

Goat IgG

Whole IgG

Sheep IgG

Whole IgG

Guinea pig IgG

Whole IgG

Guinea pig IgG

Whole IgG

Goat antirabbit AF488
Goat antirabbit AF555
Goat antirabbit AF594
Goat antirabbit AF647
Donkey antirabbit AF488
Donkey antirabbit AF555
Donkey antirabbit AF594
Donkey antirabbit AF647
Goat antimouse AF488
Goat antimouse AF555
Goat antimouse AF594
Goat antimouse AF647
Donkey antimouse AF488
Donkey antimouse AF555
Donkey antimouse AF594
Donkey antimouse AF647
Donkey antigoat AF594
Donkey antisheep AF488
Goat anti–
guinea pig
AF488
Goat anti–
guinea pig
AF647

Manufacturer,
catalog #, and/or
name of producer
Life
A11
Technologies
034
Life
A21
Technologies
429
Life
A11
Technologies
037
Life
A21
Technologies
245
Life
A21
Technologies
206
Life
A31
Technologies
572
Life
A21
Technologies
207
Life
A31
Technologies
573
Life
A11
Technologies
029
Life
A21
Technologies
424
Life
A11
Technologies
032
Life
A21
Technologies
236
Life
A21
Technologies
202
Life
A31
Technologies
570
Life
A21
Technologies
203
Life
A31
Technologies
571
Life
A11
Technologies
058
Life
A11
Technologies
015
Life
A11
Technologies
073
Life
Technologies

A21
450

Species raised in;
monoclonal or
polyclonal
Goat
Polyclonal

Dilution
used

RRID

1:1000

Goat

Polyclonal

1:1000

Goat

Polyclonal

1:1000

Goat

Polyclonal

1:1000

Donkey

Polyclonal

1:1000

Donkey

Polyclonal

1:1000

Donkey

Polyclonal

1:1000

Donkey

Polyclonal

1:1000

Goat

Polyclonal
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Goat

Polyclonal
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1:1000

Donkey

Polyclonal
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Donkey
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Donkey
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AB_25
76217
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AB_25
34095
AB_25
35813
AB_14
1708
AB_16
2543
AB_14
1637
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36183
AB_25
34088
AB_14
1780
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1672
AB_25
35805
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35788
AB_25
36180
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1633
AB_16
2542
AB_14
2540
AB_14
1362
AB_25
34117

Goat

Polyclonal
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AB_15
1882
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Appendix B Maps of plasmid sequences between flanking ITRs that were used for the
generation of AAVs.

mINS2p-eGFP

Ins1-GFP

Ins1-Cre

Ins1-INS

Ins1-Ins1
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Appendix C Study designs of in vivo experiments in Chapter 4.
Animals used to generate data for Figure 4-1

Animals used to generate data for Figures 4-2 and 4-3
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Animals used to generate data for Figures 4-4 to 4-6

Animals used to generate data for Figure 4-7
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Animals used to generate data for Figures 4-8 and 4-9

Animals used to generate data for Figure 4-10

Animals used to generate data for Figure 4-11
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